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PREFACE 

The present study undertakes to satisfy the long 

overdue need for an examination of seventeenth and 

eighteenth century Grand Tour writing and of its most 

prominent exemplar--Smollett's Travels through France and 

Italy (1766). Previous scholars'hip has dealt with post-

Renaissance English travel literature primarily for 

historical and biographical reasons, concentrating 

principally upon voyages and discoveries. No one has yet 

investigated the literary merit of that body of writing 

which grew from the systematic educational journeyings 

through western Europe which were known as the Grand 

Tour. Indeed, few scholars have recognized the solidly 

stereotyped design of these intellectual wanderings 

whose goal was to supply a broadly based liberal edu

cation. The conventions of the social custom were 

matched by their literary approximation in Tour liter

ature. Tour writing became so uniform in structure, 

content, and purpose that it qualified as an independent 

genre, separate even from other types of travel liter

ature. The kind was accepted as a legitimate and 

prestigious literary exercise which demanded a sub-
M'.' 

stantial degree of authorial skills. . The principle end 

• • « 
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of this study is to forward a definition of Grand Tour 

literature, tracing its genesis, development, and 

decline, and to restore an understanding of the role it 

played in the growth of English letters. 

In addition to forwarding the validity of Grand 

Tour writing as an independent genre, this study attempts 

to place Smollett's Travels through France and Italy in 

its proper context as the best example of that genre. 

Heretofore, scholars have looked to the Travels as a 

means of explicating the novels and of supplying bio

graphical facts about its author. Such excellencies as 

have been observed in the work, have been attributed to 

Smollett's invention instead of to the mastery of a 

pattern repeated in books from Maximilian Misson's New 

Voyage to Italy (1695) to Anne Radcliffe's Journey made 

in the Summer of 1794 through Holland and the Western 

Frontier of Germany (1795). Because scholars have not 

perceived that the Travels is a successful exercise in 

an established form, they have not grasped the true worth 

of the work. Not one study has examined the Travels in 

its own right. No scholarly edition of the work has been 

published since Thomas Seccombe's 1907 effort. No 

textually sound edition based upon Smollett's 

corrections of the first edition has yet appeared. The 



principal intention of this dissertation is therefore to 

initiate the correction of these shortcomings and to 

suggest that a small but prestigious segment of English 

literature has been left virtually untouched. 

I also wish to express my sincerest gratitude 

to Dr. Oliver F. Sigworth, my dissertation director, who 

has guided and encouraged these labors. I am also 

indebted to Dr. Alan R. Burke and Dr. Gene S. Koppel, 

who read this manuscript, pointed out shortcomings, and 

suggested valuable corrections. And lastly, I would 

like to thank my wife, whose long hours of typing and 

proofreading greatly facilitated the completion of this 

work. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study perforins a twofold task, examining 

Grand Tour writing as a distinct literary genre, and 

applying this knowledge to an analysis of Tobias 

Smollett's Travels through France and Italy, The first 

chapter demonstrates how the educational demands of 

Renaissance Englishmen engendered the stereotyped shape 

and conduct of the Tour, thereby occasioning a widespread 

agreement among such commentators as Philip Sidney, 

Francis Bacon, Fulke Greville, James Howell, and others. 

The Tour became a highly disciplined project, its 

didactic and rational goals supplying a principle of 

cohesion, solidifying the Tourist's itinerary and 

behavior. The most essential characteristic of the 

custom was a systematic inquiry into the men and manners 

of western Europe. This basic Elizabethan conception 

endured late into the eighteenth century, when it was 

gradually displaced by an antithetical approach to travel 

based upon emotion, one which glorified the sublime and 

the picturesque. 

The second chapter is a survey which explores 

the uniform nature of the literary by-product of the Tour, 

vii 
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the apostolic goal of which was to propagate the 

benefits and enjoyment of the Grand Tour to the readinp 

audience. Grand Tour writing thuj1 evolved a stable 

format, ripid in subject, form, and purpose, thereby 

qualifying as a distinctive and autonomous penre. Its 

unique set of conventions and characteristics repre

sented a strenuous literary exercise, one soliciting 

the obedience of practitioners from Maximilian Misson 

(New Voyape to Italy [1695]) to Anne Radcliffe (Journey 

made in the Summer of 1794 throuph Holland and the 

Western Frontier of Germany [1795]). The principal 

technique of the-kind involved the synthesis of a wide 

body of factual information into a fluid narrative of 

the author's daily propress. The career of the literary 

kind was inseparably linked with that of the educational 

undertaking and shared in its extinction in the last 

decade of the eighteenth century. 
I 

The third chapter is a brief assemblape of 

critical remarks illustratinp that, as a clearly defined 

genre, Tour writinp was evaluated by a uniform set of 

standards. Both writer and critic were acquainted with 

the demands of the form, fully conscious of its broad 

educational aims, recognizinp its independence from 

other literary types. Its conventions stressed the 



need to combine pleasure and instruction: the inclusion 

of a diversity of information, skillful integration of 

knowledge and narration, comparative study of men and 

manners, conveyance of practical suggestions, soundness 

of taste, sagacity of reflection, and the ability to 

engage the reader's imaginative participation. These 

requirements, plus the explicit testimony of contempo

raneous men of letters, reveal that the genre was a 

prestigious and demanding exercise, one which called for 

a wide range of literary abilities. 

The last chapter treats Smollett's Travels through 

France and Italy as an example of the genre of Grand Tour 

literature, showing that it adhered faithfully to the 

traditional format. Smollett successfully fulfilled the 

terms of the kind, gracefully harmonizing the multi

farious elements of the Tour book into a cogent and 

assimilable whole. The history of the kind is a record 

of increasing proficiency in this synthetic endeavor, 

with Smollett's Travels representing the apex of achieve

ment. The Travels can be properly understood only when 

recognized as a polished exercise in a specified kind, 

not as an autobiographical document in which instructional 

materials are but annoying interludes in the stream of 

personal detail. The excellencies which some scholars 
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have noted in the work, from Thomas Seccombe to Louis L. 

Martz, were due less to Smollett's originality than to 

his adroit mastery of a design which originated in the 

seventeenth century. Smollett's Travels, plus several 

other examples of the genre, have a substantial degree 

of intrinsic literary merit and deserve to be read for 

their own sake. 



CHAPTER I 

THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE GRAND TOUR 

Origins of the Tour 

From the reign of Queen Elizabeth until the death 

of George III, the Grand Tour of Europe was an indis

pensable adjunct to the education of the young English 

gentleman. Remarkably, the itinerary and goals of the 

Tour remained relatively unchanged during the two and a 

half centuries that it continued in vogue, the only sub

stantial alterations being in the point of view and social 

status of the individuals involved. Sir Arthur Throck

morton, who visited Europe in the years 1580 to 1582, was 

divided between the tasks of absorbing foreign cultures 

and of recording the military and economic situations of 

countries which he regarded as potential enemies of his 

homeland. Anne Radcliffe journeyed to the Continent in 

1794 with the same humanistic aims as Throckmorton, but she 

exhibited less of a nationalistic bias, and her specific 

interest was to view and to describe picturesque scenery. 

Her predecessor typified early pursuants of the Tour in 

being a nobleman in preparation for a career of public 

service, whereas the authoress of Udolpho represented the 

1 
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large number of middle-class Britons of both sexes who, 

for more personal reasons, were able to adopt the custom 

in the eighteenth century. 

The Grand Tour originated during the reign of 

Elizabeth, growing out of three interrelated circumstances: 

a general love of travel, the political and economic 

necessity of becoming familiar with the other powers of 

Europe, and the manner in which British universities were 

organized,:neither Oxford nor Cambridge providing the 

variety and depth of instruction to satisfy the craving 

for a broad, humanistic education. A widespread fondness 

for travel was a conspicuous feature of the age, and it 

had been enhanced by the enormous increases in trade and 

exploration which had taken place in the sixteenth century. 

British galleys were returning from Africa, the Americas, 

and the Near and Far East, their holds filled with rare 

commodities and their sailors braced with exotic tales. 

The interest with which England's maritime exploits were 

greeted is indicated by the popularity of Richard 

Hakluyt's Principal Navigations, a collection of voyages 

which first appeared in 1582 and was subsequently revised 

and enlarged in 1589 and again in 1598-1600. Hakluyt's 

collection was remarkably complete, his relentless 

pursuit of sources doing credit to more modern and better 

equipped editors. Included in his anthology were the 



voyages of the Cabots, Drake's voyages in 1570-1572 and 

his circumnavigation of 1577-1580, John Hawkin's voyage to 

Guinea, John Davis' northern exploration, Sir Hugh 

Willoughby's journey in search of Cathay, and accounts of 

the search for the Northwest Passage. The continuing 

popularity of Hakluyt's Principal Navigations prompted 

Samuel Purchas' continuation of the work in his Pilgrimes 

(1625). This widely disseminated appetite for voyage 

literature inspired a parallel interest in Continental 

travels, since curiosity regarding strange customs and 

foreign peoples is contagious and need not restrict itself 

to the most distant nations. In other words, the particu

lar sensation stimulated by navigations created a state of 

mind which was universally receptive to all forms of travel. 

Furthermore, the accounts of bizarre men and manners in 

distant corners of the globe reminded the Elizabethans how 

little they knew of even their most proximate European 

neighbors. And finally, the hunger created by reading 

voyage literature could more safely and economically be 

sated in a Continental tour. Navigation in the late 

sixteenth century still involved more danger, money, and 

time than the average Elizabethan nobleman was willing to 

expend. 

Prior to the reign of Henry VIII the -average 

Englishman in Europe was likely to be following in the path 
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of Margery Kempe or the Wife of Bath, journeying to 

Catholic holy places. After Henry's schism with Pome, 

however, the flow of travelers to the Continent was 

reduced to a trickle. The obstinate monarch discouraged 

association with Papists and even went so far as to render 

it a crime to leave the country without a license, a 

statute which remained in force until the end of the Tudor 

line. But if Englishmen ceased to visit Europe for 

religious motives, they were soon induced to re-establish 

the practice for other reasons. During the course of the 

century, England progressed from a simple, self-sufficient 

economy to a complex economy dependent upon a reciprocal 

traffic of trade goods with other countries. England's 

first commercial reliance was upon the Netherlands for 

cloth, with Antwerp as the capital for such dealings. By 

1575 this monopoly was broken and England developed other 

industries calling for overseas imports and exports. A 

wide-scale exchange of merchandise went on not only with 

the major European nations but with Asia, Africa, and the 

Americas. To keep in step with such growth, the great 

trading companies were founded—the Spanish, the Barbary, 

the French, the Levant, and the East Indies. Such in

creased economic activity naturally resulted in the 

establishment of trade colonies abroad and of diplomatic 

missions for the protection of English marketing 
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privileges. Travel in foreign nations, and especially in 

Europe, became a necessity, both as a means of conducting 

business and as a means of training future merchants. The 

complex network of trade agreements which evolved also 

called for a trained diplomatic corps, and the quickest 

route to such training was the first-hand experience of 

foreign travel. 

A second condition which necessitated familiari

zation with foreign countries was the growing labyrinth of 

plots and alliances then developing among the major 

European powers. England's first introduction to large-

scale diplomacy took place in the sixteenth century when 

she had to juggle her allegiances to avoid a full-fledged 

embroilment with Spain, a country which occupied the 

Netherlands, part of France, and much of Italy, in addition 

to keeping a belligerent grasp on her massive holdings in 

the New World. France and Spain were engaged in hos

tilities during much of the period, a convenient 

circumstance which the English did much to encourage, and 

their struggles poured over into neighboring domains. 

Charles V's 1543 unification of the Lowlands into the 

Spanish Netherlands, and his abdication to his son in 

1555, had led to a long-lasting war. In 1556 his son also 

became Philip II of Spain, and he attempted to unify the 
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two nations under Spanish rule. Several Dutch provinces 

subsequently formed the United Netherlands, a league 

devoted to regaining Dutch independence. Both the French 

and the English supported the rebellion, Elizabeth first 

dispatching 6,000 men under Leicester in 15-86. The two 

sides remained at war well into the next century, as the 

Netherlands became a theatre for displaying European 

military art. Through it all, England preserved both her 

national security and her growing prosperity. 

Another center of dissension which taxed the 

resources of English diplomats and statesmen was Italy. 

The Mediterranean country's political fragmentation had 

resulted in the subjection of many of its provinces and 

city-states to foreign powers. At first the French had 

occupied Northern Italy, but then they gave way to the 

Spaniards who took control of Genoa, Lombardy, Naples, 

Sicily, and Sardinia. By 1542 the Spanish Inquisition was 

an established feature in Rome, and English Protestants 

traveled in Italy at the risk of torture and death. Yet 

another crisis in foreign affairs which complicated 

English diplomacy was the French Civil Wars over 

succession to the throne. The assassination of Henry III 

had placed the Huguenot, Henry of Navarre, on the throne 

of a predominantly Catholic country, which in turn led to 
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an internecine struggle between the two religious groups. 

Elizabeth sponsored Navarre, of course, while Philip II 

endorsed the Guise. This action made the situation in 

the Lowlands even more unstable and, as if England's 

political leaders did not have enough worries, Spain 

helped foment the rebellion in Ireland. Taken together, 

these wars, with their alliances, intrigues, and counter-

intrigues, meant that England's politicians had[ to undergo 

a crash course in statesmanship, foreign history, modern 

languages, and political science. The most practical 

means of acquiring such knowledge was a systematic tour 

of Europe. 

Travel as it developed in the Elizabethan period 

thus became a carefully planned and executed undertaking, 

an undertaking which ultimately became both a science and 

an art. Travel was not considered a pleasant diversion, 

as it is today, but was regarded as a patriotic necessity. 

Commentators were quick to point out to the traveler that 

his primary goal was the acquisition of talents to better 

serve his country, and they enumerated a host of 

classical, Biblical, and historical examples of men who 

had done so. Herman Kirchner, a German scholar whose 

"Oration of Travel" was translated for use in Thomas 

Coryate's Crudities (1611), named Caesar, Polybius, 
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Pausanias, Plato, Anarcharsis, Aristotle, and Cicero."'" 

Jerome Turler's Traveiler (1575), identifying itself as 

the first book of advice for foreign sojourners, supported 

the respectability of travel as an avenue to political and 

philosophical wisdom by naming such precedents as 

Pythagoras, Hippocrates, Moses, Lycurgas, Hercules, Jason, 

2 Nebuchadnezzar, Xerxes, and Solyman. Fynes Moryson added 

to this litany the names of Abraham, Alexander the Great, 

the Apostles, Saint Augustine, and Charles the Great.^ 

The consensus derived from classical example was expressed 

by Philip Sidney to his brother: "who rightly travels with 

the eye of Ulysses, doth take one of the most excellent 

ways of worldly wisdom."4 

E. S. Bates writes that the Elizabethan scholar-

traveler "was naturally directed to those countries whose 

situation enabled them to influence the course of events 

in his fatherland, whose development and conditions 

1. Coryate's Crudities (Glasgow, 1905), I, 
128-129. ~ 

2. The Traveiler of Jerome Tarler (London, 
1575), pp. 7TTSY: 

3. An Itinerarv (London, 1617, reprinted Glasgow, 
1907), III, T67-368. 

4. The Miscellaneous Works of Sir Philip Sidney, 
ed. William Gray (Boston, 1860), p. T3"0. 
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contained the most pertinent lessons for him as a man and 

as a statesman."^ Bates has identified the most important 

single factor in determining the shape of the Grand' Tour. 

Realizing that political elevation was contingent upon a 

knowledge of foreign languages, customs, and cultures, the 

prudent Elizabethan would limit his itinerary to those 

places which played the most crucial role in foreign 

affairs. England's immediate future was identified with 

that of the other powers of Western Europe, whereas the 

less proximate nations of Eastern Europe, Asia, and Africa 

lacked the military power to be of major political signifi

cance. It was of little purpose to know the riches and 

power of China, wrote Philip Sidney to his brother, 

because that country lay too far distant to concern 

Englishmen. Sidney then suggested a skeletal itinerary 

that was pursued by Grand Tourists until the nineteenth 

century: 

France is above all other most needful for us to 
mark, especially in . . . [riches]; next is Spain 
and the Low Countries; then Germany, which in my 
consideration excels all others as much in . . . 
[politics], as the other in .  . . [riches] . ... 
Flanders likewise, besides the neighborhood with 
us, and the annexed considerations thereunto, hath 
divers things to be learned, especially their 
governing their merchants and other trades. Also 

c .... 
Touring in 1600 (Boston and New York, 1911), 

p. 95. 

> 
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for Italy, we know not what we have, or can 
have, to do with them, but to buy their silks 
and wines; and . . . Venice.6 

The Tudor traveler, therefore, had much in common 

with the Tudor historian. Just as the historian selected 

events with expedient parallels in contemporaneous 

affairs, so also did the traveler select countries whose 

policies and manners were expediently applicable to the 

situation in England. Just as the historian approached 

his subject with predetermined ends, exaggerating some 

events while ignoring others, so also did the traveler 

embark with a predetermined purpose, also imposing his 

terms on his subject matter, shaping his itinerary to 

suit the demands of a future vocation. 

Related to the political and economic purposes of 

travel was the condition of the British universities in 

the sixteenth century. The curricula of both Oxford and 

Cambridge leading to the bachelor of arts were still based 

upon the medieval trivium: Latin grammar, logic, and 

rhetoric. Chairs of modern history were not founded at 

either school until 1724, and the study of modern lan

guages and of natural science did not take place until 

the nineteenth century. This meant that the two schools 

were unable to satisfy the political, economic, and 

6. Works, pp. 331-332. 
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humanistic demands of inquisitive Elizabethans. The 

liberal education which today can be obtained by going to 

college, could then best be attained by practical first

hand experience. Travel thus became a natural conclusion 

to a formal education. Allied to this educational impulse 

was also the rise of modern science. As the New Science 

gained momentum, the old reliance upon deductive reasoning 

and ancient authority gave way to inductive fact-seeking. 

The voyages of European mariners had already done much to 

undermine classical conceptions of geography, and infor

mation-hungry scholars were prepared to question the 

entire body of a priori principles received from their 

ancestors. (See R. F. Jones, Ancients and Modems: A Study 

of the Background of the "Battle of the BooksSt. Louis, 

1936.) In the field of medicine, for example, the 

principles of Galen still enjoyed wide currency in England, 

Conscientious medical students therefore turned to the 

universities of France and Italy for more progressive 

learning. 

Travel commentators placed great emphasis upon 

the educational and scientific benefits of their subject. 

James Howell wrote in 1642 that the chief use of pere

grination was to function as "a moving Academy, or the 
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7 
true Perepatetique Schoole." Howell pointed out that 

sight was the quickest road to learning, and that a man 

should trust to his own observations and senses. He 

likened the sedentary traveler who must pore over arti

ficial maps and globes to "him, who.thought to come to bee 

a good Fencer by looking on Agrippa's [or Don Lius de 
g 

Nervius'] book postures only." Jerome Turler had made a 

similar claim earlier: "There is no man, I think that wyl 

deny, but that the searchinge out of the nature of thinges 

is most profitable; the same is performed by no means more 

9 
effectually, then by Traveill." Kirchner's enthusiastic 

encomium summed up the feelings of enlightened contempo

raries : 

thee, o travell, justly doe we call that most 
renowned Schoole, wherein we are instructed in 
good artes, sciences, and disciplines, to true; 
wisedome and learning; thee doe we truely call 
the Seminary of the worthiest vertues, wherewith 
we attaine to the greatest happinesse and blisse.-1-0 

The Renaissance Englishman thus went abroad under 

a number of guises, including that of scholar, soldier, 

7. Instructions for Forraine Travell, ed. Edward 
Arber (Westminster, 1903), p. 13. 

8, Ibid., p, 11. 

The Traveiler, p. 33. 

10. Crudities, I, 133. 

I 
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scientist, merchant, aspiring courtier, and apprentice 

diplomat. The traveler's skill in each of these categories 

received some advancement at each respective stage in his 

journeys. Depending on individual preference, he could 

begin his Tour in either France or the Lowlands. In Paris 

the would-be courtier could attend certain Academies which 

offered expert instruction in the graces expected of a 

person of quality. Howell records that, for about 110pounds 

sterling per annum, a gentleman "may be very well accommo

dated, with lodging and diet for himself and a man, and be 

taught to Ride, to Fence, to manage Arms, to Dance, Vault, 

and ply the Mathematics. At the same time as he was 

matriculating at an Academy, the young aristocrat would be 

learning the French language and circulating throughout 

the French Court, inconspicuously garnering political and 

military intelligence. 

Because of the wars in which the English were 

involved from 1586 on, the first stop on the Tour would 

frequently be the Netherlands. The kaleidoscopic nature 

of the campaign meant that a speedy course in the military 

arts could be readily obtained, particularly in regard to 

siege warfare and fortification, then regarded as branches 

11. Instructions, p. 27. 
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of mathematics. The Tourist would enlist as a volunteer, 

serve until he was satisfied that he had seen enough, and 

then depart. One such individual was William Lithgow 

who fought for a time and was a lucky spectator at 

12 Frederick Henry's siege of Breda in 16 37, Henry was 

a master tactician, and his assault on Breda was regarded 

as one of the most scientific campaigns of the Thirty 

Years War. Another Tourist who began his studies with a 

course in soldiering was John Evelyn. The famous diarist 

was present at the French and Dutch assault of Genep, and 

13 he kept a careful record of the proceedings. Travel and 

soldiering were so closely linked that J. W. Stoye calls 

them two aspects of the same subject: "It depends upon 

temperament and the trend of events whether a man devoted 

himself more to one than to the other; but both were 

considered as the proper pursuits of an English gentleman 

or nobleman. 

Two less frequented countries which the traveler 

could encounter before reaching Italy were Switzerland 

12. Boies Penrose, Urbane Travelers 1591-1635 
(Philadelphia, 1942), p. 154. 

13. R. S. Lambert, ed. Grand Tour: A Journey in 
the Tracks of the Age of Aristocracy (London ,""1935), p."72. 

14. English Travellers Abroad 1604-1667 (London, 
1952), p. 262. 



and Germany, The former country did not become a primary 

attraction until the second half of the eighteenth 

century, when its mountains and glaciers were the desti

nation of those in quest of the sublime. The limited 

popularity which Switzerland did enjoy in the sixteenth 

and seventeenth centuries was based upon its status as a 

Protestant haven. English parents could send their 

children to school there without running the risk of 

incessant exposure to Papists. Because of the feluccas 

(small, narrow, open boats propelled by ten or twelve 

rowers or by a lateen sail) running between the Riviera 

and Naples or Leghorn, the little nation was often by

passed. Even a smaller fraction of Englishmen braved a 

sojourn into Germany. The universities at Wittenberg and 

Heidelberg drew a number of English students, but other 

considerations overcame these attractions. German inns 

and roads were renowned for their poor quality, while the 

division of the country into electorates, dukedoms, and 

free cities imposed a forbidding maze of customs barriers 

and red tape for the Grand Tourist. The cumulative 

weight of these annoyances was more than the average 

Tourist was willing to bear. 

Barring occasions when the Inquisition or in

ternal discord became too hazardous, Italy remained the 

primary destination of the foreign traveler. Even by the 



xenophobic English, Italy was considered the cultural 

center of all Europe. Such arts as did flourish in other 

countries were considered to originate from this source. 

As Howell acknowledged, "Italy hath beene alwayes accounted 

the Nurse of Policy, Learning, Musique, Architecture, and 

Limning, with other perfections, which she dispertheth to 

the rest of Europe.The trivium, with its emphasis on 

Classical learning, also inspired a reverence for Ancient 

Rome. This awe was further enhanced by the historical 

dogma of progressive decay which was being promulgated in 

such works as Godfrey Goodman's The Fall of Man (1616). 

Antiquarians like George Sandys and Thomas Hoby were thus 

drawn to Rome as the seat of the greatest civilization in 

history. These pilgrims came to view ancient ruins, 

copying down inscriptions and quotations from crumbling 

walls and monuments, deriving pithy observations from the 

sight of fallen magnificence. To the student of state

craft, meaning most touring Elizabethans, Italy was the 

birthplace of "policy," and he might, as Hobbes was to do, 

reside in Florence for a time to study Machiavelli. The 

fragmentation of the Mediterranean country into a large 

number of city-states and minor dukedoms also meant that 

the student of political science could expose himself to a 

15. Instructions, p. 42. 

16. Bates, Touring in 1600 , p. 109. 
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wide variety of political institutions. Independent 

Venice was considered to illustrate a form of povernment 

particularly relevant to the rulership of England, 

whereas other Italian governments were primarily valuable 

as sources for invidious comparisons. 

Italy offered attractions for the aspiring soldier 

and courtier. The warrior fresh from the Lowlands could 

journey to Milan, whose fortifications had been 

frequently redesigned and were considered to be the most 

advanced in all of Europe. Palma was another paragon of 

scientific engineering as were Perpignan and Narbonne in 

southwestern France. In Naples the gentleman could put 

the final touches on his mastery of horsemanship. 

Italy was also a vital destination for the 

traveler with scientific interests. The University of 

Padua, for example, had the most advanced medical school 

in Europe, and it became a mecca for Englishmen aspiring 

to be physicians. Among Britishers who matriculated there 

were William Harvey (1598), Edmund Waller (1646), John 

Ray (1663), and Thomas Browne (1665). Galileo served on 

the faculty at Padua for a time, and he drew other great 

names such as Santorio, who invented the clinical ther-

1 7 mometer. Florence, Pisa, and Bologna were other 

17. A. Lytton Sells, The Paradise of Travellers 
(Bloomington, 1964), p. 112. 



centers of scientific learning. Italy had ranged far 

ahead of England in preparing for the scientific revo

lution, and over a century before the Royal Society came 

into being, the Accadeniia Secretorum Naturae was founded 

in Naples. 

Rome, with its English colleges for the training 

of Catholic missionaries, was an on-again off-again desti

nation of the Grand Tourist. For one thing, the Tudors 

forbade their subjects to visit there, and to do so was to 

risk the charge of sedition upon return home. The 

Inquisition was also established in Rome and it delighted 

in harrassing Protestants. Between these two forces, 

Britishers could not move comfortably in the city until 

well into the seventeenth century. Those who dared to do 

so, such as Corvate, were forced to don a disguise. Rome 

was also a congregation point for Catholic refugees from 

England, and this proved a source of embarrassment for 

many travelers. As late as 1749 we find Lord Chester

field counseling his son on how to avoid the Old 

18 
Pretender and his Papist Allies. 

Another reason the Crown's future statesmen so

journed to Europe was to acquire the major diplomatic 

tongues. As with the other goals of the Tour, this 

18. Letters Written by Lord Chesterfield to His 
Son, ed. Charles S. Carey (Lonaon, 1875), It, 315. 
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motive also assisted in determining routes and desti

nations. The diversification of dialects dictated that 
/ 

the prudent linguist select the region where the politest 

language was spoken. Moryson advised that to know "the 

language whereof is of most use in his owne Countrie, he 

goe directly to the best citie for the puritie of the 

language, namely, in Germany to Leipzig, Strasburg, or 

19 Heidelberg, and in France to Orleans, Sc." Morvson's 

use of the etcetera indicated that he could presume a 

knowledge of the appropriate cities on the part of his 

readers. Siena, for example, was generally acknowledged 

as the place where the best Italian was spoken. 

Instructions for The Tour 

The Elizabethans developed an elaborate theory of 

travel. They believed that the Grand Tour was a serious 

undertaking involving patriotic motivation and a consci

entiously pursued itinerary (or should we say, 

curriculum). It is, therefore, not surprising that a 

prolific body of literature sprang up to satisfy the need 

for travel instructions. A host of trained scribblers 

consequently stepped forth with advice for the neophyte, 

treating every conceivable topic from predeparture 

19. An Itinerary, III, 377. 
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preparation to the appropriate ' behavior upon return 

home. Because the ends of educational travel were so 

clearly established, the subsequent body of instruction 

evolved a unique regularity, analopous sets of precepts 

being reiterated by Herman Kirchner, Jerome Turler, 

Thomas Corvate, Philip Sidney, Fulke Hreville, Francis 

Bacon, Fynes Moryson, and James Howell. As we shall 

observe, the prospective traveler found his complete Tour 

laid out for him, with deviations being discouraged. The 

experience itself thus became rigidly stereotyped from 

start to finish, and this uniformity was in turn re

flected in the structure of Tour literature. Before 

proceeding further, we must examine this process closelv 

in order to understand the highly conventionalized frame

work into which the Tour and, concomitantly, Tour writing 

ultimately crystallized. This stabilized group of tra-• 

ditions prescribing the proper method for conducting 

educational journevings over an accented route, plus the 

method developed to write about them, justify the con

sideration of Tour literature as an independent genre. 

The first class of advice dealt with who should 

travel and how they ought to prepare themselves in order 

to make the most of their efforts. One of the most 

generally accepted rules was that women were unfit for 

travel, and that a woman who disregarded this ban would 



cast suspicion upon her chastity. Thus, Grand Tourists 

were almost exclusively male until the eighteenth century 

when a few ladies such as Mary Wortlv Montagu and Anne 

Radcliffe made the trip, presumably without sullying their 

reputations. Fvnes Moryson barred valetudinarians from 

travel: "Likewise sickly men are unfit for this course of 

life, who in regard of their weak health, want the means 

2 0 to make benefit thereof." The soundness of this advice 

is reflected in the journals of men who braved the Tour in 

ill-health. One example was the cantankerous Samuel Sharp 

whose ailments jaundiced his outlook and impaired his 

ability to give full attention to his regimen (see Letters 

from Italy, London, 1766). Nevertheless, manv ailing 

Britishers from Locke to Smollett were drawn to the milder 

climate of southern Europe, and these figures accounted 

for a large share of Grand Tour writing. 

The greatest disagreement stirred over the age at 

which a traveler was best able to benefit himself and his 

country from his journeys. Plato had suggested fifty or 

sixty as the proper age when man is free from the dis

tracting vices of youth and has acquired wisdom and 

21 experience. William Bourne was of the same opinion: 

2°. Ibid. , 352. 

21. Ibid., 351. 



those people that are able to benefvt their 
Country by their travaile, when they are come 
home, ought not to be young: for commonlye a 
young man his head is occupyed with every vaine 
and light cause .... Therefore he that is 
sent to be a Travailer to the ende to profyt 
his Country, ought to be a man that hath a 
stayed and modest head, and such a one as is 
capable and hath a pood witte with him, and 
learned.22 

Moryson rejected this suggestion. Although he granted 

that the aged were less susceptible to foreign vices and 

corrupt customs, he complained that they were not suf

ficiently pliable, and that their ailments deprived them 

of alertness and objectivity. He concluded that "they 

are not onely unfit for conversation abroad, but also have 

small hope to returne and relate their observations at 

home." His final verdict, and the one accepted by the 

likes of Howell and Turler, was that the mature and 

middle-aged were most fit to visit foreign countries, 

"having first laid a good foundation of Arts and Sciences 

in generall, and specially those which they meane to 

professe, and being of so ripe discretion, as they can 

2 4 distinguish betweene good and evill." Many of the 

authors who have bequeathed meaningful accounts of the 

22. A Booke Called the Treasure for Travellers 
(London), 1577) ,' 'sig.** ivr. 

23. An Itinerary, III, 352. 

24. Ibid., 353. 
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Grand Tour fit this description: Thomas Coryate, 

William Lithgow, James Howell, Philip Thicknesse, 

Charles Burney, John Moore, Arthur Young, and Tobias 

Smollett. 

Nevertheless, one primary end of travel was to 

lay the groundwork for a future political career, and it 

was expedient that such a foundation be acquired earlv in 

a man's career. The practice therefore evolved of taking' 

the Tour while still in the teens and directly after 

completion of a university education. The difficulty 

presented by this custom was that teenagers were seldom 

equipped to conduct a conscientious itinerary or to 

circumvent the snatfea laid for them by sharpers. The 

solution of the English aristocracy was to send their 

fledglings abroad in the company of an experienced tutor 

or "bear leader" (of French origin, maitre d'ours). 

Bacon described a good governor as 

one that hath the language, and hath been in 
the country before; whereby he may be able to 
tell them what things are worthy to be seen in 
the country where they go; what acquaintances 
they are to seek; what exercises or discipline 
the place vieldeth. For else young men shall go 
hooded, and look abroad little.2 5 

The position of governor could be both lucrative and 

dangerous. Many men of insignificant social origin rose 

25. "Of Travel," The Works of Francis Bacon, ed. 
James Spedding et al. (London, 18 58) , Vt, 417. 



to positions of eminence due to connections gained as 

traveling tutors. Two such men were William Becher, 

governor to Lord Clifford, and Thomas Lorkin, governor to 

Sir Thomas Puckering. Becher became an influential 

functionary under the Stuarts, obtaining a clerkship to 

the Council in 1G2 3 and holding it for eighteen years. 

Lorkin ascended to the position of principal secretary to 

the English ambassador at Paris, and he played a vital 

role in the negotiations between James I and Richelieu 

which led to the Treaty of 1624, For a short period before 

he was drowned crossing the Channel in 1625, he was 

Charles' sole Agent in Paris. Others who served as bear 

leaders with varying degrees of success were Ben Jonson, 

Thomas Hobbes, Joseph Addison, James Thomson, and John 

Moore. 

The tutor's life could'also be a taxing one, 

depending upon the spirit of his charge. If he were lucky, 

his pupil would be obedient and studious. However, the 

French term, "bear Leader," indicates that all too often 

the student was an unmanageable young ruffian. Ben 

Jonson's experience as the escort of Walter Raleigh's son 

illustrates the rigors of his profession.27 On one 

26. See Stoye, pp. 70-93. 

27. Bates, p. 56. 



occasion, while the two were residing in Paris, Jonson 

made the mistake of drinking himself into a sodden 

stupor. His clever young companion subsequently loaded 

his insensate figure into a cart and hauled him about the 

streets, Pickwickian fashion, displaying him before 

jeering onlookers. Many tutors were able to retain their 

dignity, however, and satisfy the terms of their employ

ment. Mr. Harte, who directed Philip Stanhope in his 

Tour, saw his labors take fruit when his ex-pupil became 

the English Minister at Hamburg.. 

In addition to influencing the shape and conduct 

of the Grand Tour, the bear leader made one more signifi

cant contribution. As his influence and authority 

increased, as he molded the lives of more of England's 

future leaders, he took to promulgating his experiences in 

writing. Thus, an extensive body of literature began to 

flow from the pens of men willing to illustrate how the 

Grand Tour should be conducted. Among the authors of such 

works were Richard Lassels, Joseph Addison, and John 

Moore. 

There were other pre-Tour preparations to be 

made besides enlisting the services of a learned escort. 

James Howell gave one account of what these were. 

Assuming that the traveler would be a university man, 

Howell stipulates that he should be well-grounded in his 



religion in order that he might chop logic with con

tentious Papists. He next specifies that the traveler be 

well versed in the topography, government, and history of 

his own nation: "To this end it were not amisse to run 

over Cambden, Sir John Smiths Commonwealth and those short 

pieces of Story, as [Heywood,] Daniel and others who have 

written of the English Kings since the Conquest."2® Such 

knowledge is necessary in order to answer questions about 

one's homeland and to make well-informed comparisons. The 

individual should also have a sound basis in Latin that he 

may grasp the Romance languages more readily. He should 

also understand the use of maps and globes and take along 

a book of topographical description, such as Bertius or 

Ortelius. 

A very Elizabethan discussion of appropriate 

travel preparations was presented in William Bourne's 

Treasure for Traveilers. Bourne assumed that men went 

abroad solely for the purpose of reconnoitering a future 

enemy, and his work indicated that, if travel were a 

moving academy, it were better that it be a military than 

a liberal arts academy. Prefacing his work with con

ventional remarks about the patriotic duty of the Tour, 

he then presented a manual for the practical usage of 

certain surveying and map-making instruments which he 

28, Instructions, pp. 17-18. 
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expected to accompany a conscientious sojourner. These 

included the Skall Quadrant or Astrolobe for measurinp 

heights, the Cross Staff for taking distances between 

points, and the Horizontal Sphere for recording the 

terrain. The supporting illustrations and diaprams testi

fied that Bourne gave prioritv to the preparation of 

military intellipence reports over all the other reasons 

for going abroad. Most of these drawings demonstrate to 

the moving spy how he could blueprint walls, towers, 

trenches, and other fortifications. Few individuals were 

as obsessed with the martial aspects of travel as Bourne 

was, but the estimation of military vulnerability remained 

among the medley of observations the Grand Tourist was 

expected to make, and the subject pops up in the writings 

of such unlikely individuals as Joseph Addison and Mary 

Wortley Montagu. 

Once the traveler arrived in Calais, laden down with 

maps, atlases, history books, engineering equipment, 

baggage, a tutor, plus such miscellaneous necessities as 

letters of credit and letters of introduction and perhaps 

a servant or two, he was then expected to conduct his 

observations in a disciplined fashion. Jerome Turler, 

Herman Kirchner, William Bourne, Fynes Moryson, and Francis 

Bacon all gave detailed accounts of how one should direct 
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his inquiries in order to receive the greatest return 

from his wanderings. Bacon's list, however, is of more 

use to us because he integrated the interests of a 

humanist with the duties of a patriot. 

The things to be seen and observed are, the 
courts of princes, specially when thev give 
audience to ambassadors; the courts of Justice, 
while they sit and hear causes; and so of con
sistories ecclesiastic; the churches and 
monasteries, with the monuments which are therein 
extant; the walls and fortifications of cities and 
towns, and so the havens and harbours; antiquities 
and ruins; libraries; colleges, disputations, and 
lectures, where any are; shipping and navies; 
houses and gardens of state and pleasure, near 
great cities; armories; arsenals; magazines; 
exchanges; burses; warehouses; exercises of horse
manship, fencing, training of soldiers, and the 
like; comedies, such whereunto the better sort of 
persons do resort; treasuries of jewels and robes; 
cabinets and rarities; and, to conclude, whatsoever 
is memorable in the places where they go.^9 

Such a list as this accompanied the serious Tourist, either 

in his journal or in his memory, each category being duti

fully reviewed at every new location. Bacon also 

enumerated several frivolities to be avoided such as 

triumphs, masques, feasts, weddings, funerals, and capital 

executions. Travel journals indicate, however, that these 

were topics of prime interest, especially the latter. 

Philip Thicknesse's graphic account of a criminal broken 

on the wheel in his Year's Journey through France and Part 

of Spain (1777) was one of many such descriptions. 

29. "Of Travel," p. 417. 
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The faction which viewed the Tour primarily as a 

traininp pround for future statesmen also had specific 

advice on how a traveler should conduct his inquiries, 

Fulke Greville counseled Greville Varney to 

know the consanguinities, alliances and estates 
of their princes: the proportion betweene the 
nobility and magistracy, the constitutions of the 
Courts of Iustice, the state of their Lawes; as 
well for the making as for.the executing thereof; 
how the souerainty of the king infuseth it selfe 
into all acts and ordinances: how many wayes they 
lay impositions and taxations, and gather reuenues 
to the crowne; what be the liberties and seruitudes 
of all degrees; what discipline and preparations 
for wares; what inuentions for increase of trafficke 
at home, for multiplying their commodities, 
incouraging arts or manufactures, or of worth in 
any kinde: also what good establishments to preuent 
the necessities and discontentments of the People, 
to cut off suits-at-law and duels, to suppresse 
theeues and all disorders. 

The Jdng sojourner who pursued Greville's plan would 

attain the modern equivalent of a course in political 

science and economic geography. In observing the mechani

cal workings of other governments, he would be equipped to 

suggest reforms in his own. He would know where to seek 

markets for British trade goods and where to turn for 

solutions to domestic problems. Howell cites the example 

of a man who, from studying the aquaducts and fluces of 

30. The Works in Verse and Prose Complete of the 
Right Honourable Fulke ^revilfe, Lord Brooke, ed."" 
Reverend Alexander Grosart (1870), IV, 305. 



Holland, constructed a system for bringing waste water 

31 through London streets. 

Another custom encouraging the Grand Tourist to 

milk the greatest number of benefits from his journeys and 

particularly relevant to the course of our discussion was 

maintenance of travel journals. Fynes Moryson explained 

the method and purpose of this pastime: 

In the meane time, though he trust not to his 
papers, yet for the weakenes of memory, let him 
carefully note all rare observations; for hee lesse 
offends that writes many toyes, then he that omits 
one serious thing, and after when his judgement is 
more ripe, he shall distill Gold (as the Proverbe 
is) out of this dung of Ennius. Let him write these 
notes each day, at morne and at even in his Inne, 
within writing Tables carried about him, and after 
at leasure into a paper booke, that many yeers after 
he may looke over them at his pleasure. But great 
caution must be had, especially in places of danger, 
how he carry about him these papers, the subject 
whereof, cannot but in many Places be offensive and 
perhaps dangerous, if once upon suspition he chance 
to bee searched,** 

These writings were one more manifestation of the disci

plined approach to travel which developed in the 

Elizabethan period. Their subject matter dealt with the 
& » 

checklist of things to be seen and observations to be 

made, and they served a number of useful functions. As 

Moryson stated, these papers served as an aid to the 

memory, on a daily as well as a yearly basis. Howell 

31. Instructions, p. 73. 

32. An Itinerary, III, 373-374. 
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advocated that the traveler maintain a diary during, the 

course of the day, "out of which he, may raise matter of 

3 3 discours at night." The note-taker might then review 

his findings, make more leisurely comment upon what he 

had seen, and then record them in a more polished form. 

The journal was also useful as a stimulus to accurate and 

comprehensive study. It provided a daily drill which 

kept the writer aware of his obligations, and oftentimes 

the sponsoring parent expected' to examine these offerings 

to insure that his son had invested his time well. If, 

as Howell wrote, the Tour was a moving academy, then these 

"Observations" were the class notes. However, they were 

of public as well as of private advantage. The travel 

journal could become an important reference work for a 

future minister. Also, as one scholar notes, in an age 

when contemporary works of history and geography were 

scarce, the compilation and publication of travel records 

was a patriotic duty.^4 

Another practice which was either a supplement or 

an alternative to journal writing, was the maintenance of 

a punctual correspondence with acquaintances at home. 

33. Instructions, p. 20. 

34. Clare Howard, English Travelers of the 
Renaissance (London, 1914), pp. 38-39. 



The author of Epistolae Ho-Elianae counseled that these 

travel epistles be composed with care and deliberation, 

"For Letters are the Ideas and Truest Hiror of the Mind, 

they shew the inside of a man, and by them it will be 

discerned how he improveth himselfe in his courses 
0 c 

abroad." These public-spirited letters served most of 

the functions of the journal in addition to promulgating 

the Tourist's discoveries as soon as thev were made. 

Literary scholars who doubt the plausibility of Clarissa 

massive correspondence should regard the plipht of the 

Grand Tourist with his notebook, journal, and letters. 

It is pointless to Rive examples of these writings 

because they compose all published accounts of the Tour. 

The modern reader is unlikely to appreciate the 

advice given by Moryson and repeated by Howell that the 

traveler take heed what he records in his journal. A 

routine customs inspection or later publication could 

lead to severe recriminations for the Englishman who was 

belligerent about his nationalism or his Protestantism. 

William Lithgow, whose Rare Adventures and Painefull 

Peregrinations were first published in 161U, suffered 

heavy consequences for ignoring this advice. His pere

grinations were painful because he fell into the 

35. Instructions, p. 27. 



custody of the Spanish Inquisition after indulging his 

anti-Romish sentiments in some earlv travel writings. 

"Cut-Lugged Willie" (so-called because the irate kinsmen 

of a youthful conquest had lopped off his ears) was 

imprisoned for several years in Malaga and subjected to 

continuous torture. His torn lipaments, shredded muscles, 

and broken health healed after a lenpthy recuperation at 

Bath, but his crushed bones left him a cripple for life. 

Willie was neither the first nor the last obnoxious 

Englishman to receive his comeuppance from indignant 

Papists. 

Travel advisors also communicated a large number 

of practical and miscellaneous instructions. Moryson 

recommended that one reconcile with his enemies before 

departure, lest they practice ill against him during his 

absence. Also, let him take books along to allay the 

solitude of inns, but keep baggage to a minimum. When in 

a foreign country, submit oneself to local customs, laws, 

and apparel. To avoid danger, learn to restrain both 

one's tongue and one's curiosity. An unseemly desire to 

know about the workings of volcanoes had cost the lives 

of Pliny and Empedocles. To foil bandits, one should 

carry letters of credit and travel in large groups through 

dangerous terrain. Learn to avoid quarrels in each 

country; courts were not renowned for leniency in dealing 



with aliens. Moryson also pave advice on how to avoid 

illness and to evade Protestant-seeking priests. His 

last injunction, to avoid fellow countrymen and solicit 

the company and conversation of the natives, was a 

bromide oft-repeated and seldom observed.36 Sterne's 

Sentimental Journey satirizes the traveler who goes 

abroad only to hobnob with his own countrymen. 

James Howell advised that one study the history 

of the country that he is in, and buttress one's religious 

faith by meditations in his chamber (one writer devoted 

an entire tract to the subject of keeping one's 

t q 7 
Protestantism inviolate while in Catholic countries). 

The traveler should study the particular person and 

genius of each prince, and he should seek the company of 

great men (we recall Boswell harrying Fousseau). On 

first reaching a city, one should climb the highest 

steeple in order to memorize the layout of the town. 

Howell also repeats the timeless warning which must have 

first been given by Aeneas to his sailors: when in Italy, 

beware of speculators dealing in false antiquities.38 

36. An Itinerary, III, 383-415. 

37. Anon., Letter to a Young Nobleman Setting 
out on his Travels ( London ,~T7Y6 ) . 

38. Instructions, pp. 43-44. 



Bacon reiterated the conventional advice, including the 

caution to carry letters of introduction. However, the 

politic Bacon added one note of his own: of all the 

useful acquaintances to be gained in travel, "that which 

is most of all profitable, is acquaintance with the 

secretaries and employed men of ambassadors."^ However 

droll or mundane these practical tips may seem, they 

were significant because they were a prescribed ingredi

ent of Grand Tour literature. 

The final body of instructions concerned the 

individual's behavior after returning from his journeys. 

In addition to its relevancy to the Tour experience as a 

whole, this advice is of interest because it relates to 

a popular literary theme, the satire of travelers. By 

1578 Sidney had observed enough foolishness among 

returning countrymen to lament that, "ere it be lpng, 

like the mountebanks of Italy, we travellers shall be 

made sport of in comedies."40 Sidney's fears were justi

fied, and the ridiculous traveler became a popular stage 

type. The most familiar example is Jacques of As^ You 

Like It, an affected ex-Tourist who enjoys the pose of 

39. "Of Travel," p. 418. 

40. Works, pp. 329-330. 
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one who has been saddened by the weight of his experi

ences. In Act Four, Scene One he attempts to impose upon 

Rosalind with his pretense and is ridiculed for it. 

Rosalind. They say you are a melancholy fellow. 

Jacques. I am so; I do love it better than 
lauphing . , . . I have neither the 
scholar's melancholy, which is emulation; 
nor the musician's, which is fantastical; 
nor the courtier's, which is proud, nor 
the soldier's, which is ambitious; nor the 
lawyer's, which is politic; nor the 
lady's, which is nice; nor the lover's, 
which is all these: but it is a 
melancholy of mine own, compounded of 
many simples, extracted from many 
objects, and indeed the sundry contem
plation of my travels, which, by often 
rumination, wraps me in a most humorous 
sadness. 

Rosalind. A traveller! By my faith, you have 
great reason to be sad. I fear you have 
sold your own lands to see other men's. 
Then to have seen much and to have 
nothing is to have rich eyes and poor 
hands. 

Jacques. Yes, I have pained my experience. 

Rosalind. And your experience makes you sad. I 
had rather have a fool to make me merry 
than experience to make me sad: and to 
t r a v e l  f o r  i t  t o o  . . . .  

Jacques. Nay then, God b' we' you, an you talk in 
blank verse. 

Rosalind. Farewell, Monsieur Traveller. Look you 
lisp and wear stranpe suits, disable all 
the benefits of your own country, be out 
of love with your nativity, and almost 
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chide God for making you that 
countenance vou are; or I will scarce 
think you have swam in a gundello .... 

(3-34) 

Rosalind's parting remarks point to the fact 

that Jacques' assumed pose was not the only absurdity 

pursued by Tour returnees. Many arrived clad in foppish, 

Frenchified fashions--lacy shirts, ponderous and elaborate 

wigs, ornate snuff boxes, jeweled canes, cavernous 

purses, etc. These same individuals would affect the 

later attitude of Gulliver, and pretend to despise the 

base customs of their own land because they had found 

superior ones abroad. Bacon berated such frivolities in 

his essay, "Of Travel," and suggested a more becoming 

conduct. 

When a traveller returneth home, let him not 
leave the countries where he hath travelled 
altogether behind him; but maintain a corre
spondence by letters with those of his 
acquaintance which are of most worth. And let 
his travel appear rather in his discourse than 
in his apparel or gesture; and in his discourse 
let him be rather advised in his answers, than 
forward to tell stories; and let it appear that 
he doth not change his country manners for those 
of foreign parts; but only prick in some flowers 
of that he hath learned abroad into the customs 
of his own country. **2 

HI. As You Like It, ed. Ralph M. Sargent 
(Baltimore , lTS*U), pp. 9 5^r6 . 

42. "Of Travel," p. 418. 
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In other words, the pursuit of a fatuous social image 

was inconsistent with the wisdom and taste sought in 

foreign travel. Ideally, the individual was to return 

from the Tour with a liberal education and the apostolic 

duty of promulgating useful information. 

Criticism and Satire of the Tour 

Despite the universality of the Grand Tour as an 

educational device, the utility and efficiency of the 

custom was frequently questioned. Most educated people, 

from Sidney to Johnson, took the advantageous effects of 

the Tour for granted. Nevertheless, the practice 

attracted criticism from three different groups: those 

who wanted to eliminate the Tour altogether for religious 

or economic reasons, those who wanted to improve upon the 

conduct of the Tour, and those who satirized abuses of 

the Tour. 

Conservative opposition continued throughout the 

life of the Grand Tour, but it never succeeded in 

lessening the popularity of the custom. Among the first 

to oppose Continental travel were zealous Protestants 

who feared the outcome of exposing their young to the 

wiles of Papist clergymen. Joseph Hall, later Bishop of 

Exeter and Norwich, articulated this bias in an early 

tract, entitled Quo Vadis (1616). Hall admitted the 
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necessity of travel for business or for state, but he 

censored travel undertaken for general educational 

purposes. To journey into Catholic domains without the 

support of English clergymen and English devotions was 

to court spiritual ruin. Atheism and misbelief awaited 

the sinfully curious, and the reader was reminded that 

the prodigal son became corrupt in a foreign country. 

Besides, God had a purpose in placing man in a particu

lar locale and climate, and to journey elsewhere was to 

controvert the Divine Plan. In the uprooting of man 

from his natural environment and the unseemly haste 

involved in travel, Hall claimed to have found "one of 

the main grounds of that universal decay of arts and men, 

wherewith the world is commonly checked."43 He also 

disallowed the popular motive for travel, education. 

The greatest variety of learning in the world was to be 

found in England, including the best universities: 

"Those therefore that cross the seas to fill their 

brain do but travel northward for heat, and seek that 

candle which they carry in their hands."44 That 

knowledge which man must have of foreign men and manners 

could be gained on native soil: "What do we but lose 

4 3. The Works of the Right Reverend Joseph 
Hall (Oxford, 1863), IX, 535. 

44. Ibid. , 537. 



the benefit of so many journals, maps, historical 

descriptions, relations, if we cannot with these helps 

travel by our own firesides?"4^ A pood journal writer 

condenses and selects the best material for the advantage 

of the vicarious traveler, therefore enabling him to 

enjoy without risk what other men had gained at great 

hazard. In addition to recommending second-hand travel 

in preference to actual travel, Hall added a final bit of 

advice about the seventeenth century version of the 

brain-drain. Let the great minds of other countries be 

bribed to peddle their services in England, 

In the eighteenth century the strongest objections 

to the Tour originated from those who expediently wedded 

economic with religious motives, more particularly, from 

the Whig merchant class. The Gentleman1s Magazine and 

The London Magazine carried several such censures. An 

unsigned article in the former publication, entitled 

"The English Method of Traveling," condemned the 

practice because "the monev we spend abroad is a loss to 

our Country."46 Although the unknown author evinced a 

concern for Great Britain's general economy, he felt 

45. Ibid. , 539. 

46. I (August, 1731), 321. 



particular compassion for native tradesmen and manu

facturers who, he complained, were discouraged by the 

business given to their foreign counterparts. The writer 

then went on to explain that he was only thinking of the 

traveler's own welfare. After all, they risked immersion 

in all manners of Lewdness and Debauchery, and 
their Principles, both Religious and Political, 
are corrupted by the Intrigues of Irish Romish 
Priests and other Emissaries, who swarm in Roman 
Catholick Countries*, And if they once pervert 
them from the Religion of their Education, will 
likewise beget in them an aversion to a 
Protestant Prince, and the Form of Government of 
their own Country.^7 

The Grand Tour was thus seen to be offensive to the 

religious, ethical, and patriotic principles of the true-

born Englishman, a stance which was economically con

venient for the Whig businessman. 

Another Whig-biased article in the London Journal 

proposed an agenda with a commercial rather than a liberal 

arts orientation. The author, also anonymous, offered his 

suggestions for the individual who traveled abroad with 

financial aspirations, that is, if such an individual had 

to go abroad at all. For, the article noted, the custom 

of sending children to foreign countries to be educated 

implied a weakness in British universities. It then went 

on to remind the young man that he was sent to the 

47. Ibid. 
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Continent to study men, not to gaze on young women and 

old buildings. Furthermore, he was exorted 

to look minutely into the Customs and Manners 
of a People, as well those of the lower, as of 
the higher Rank; for the Genius of a Nation is 
as well or better, distinguishe-d, at a Country 
Feast, than at a Masque at Court. The Genius 
of a Nation once discovered, I take it that the 
best thing a Man who lives for a short time 
amongst them can do, is to observe how it carries 
them, what are its Effects, what are the 
Advantages it brings, and what the Evils it 
induces.48 

In excluding the observation of aristocratic and artistic 

pastimes, the writer was slighting the cultural aims of 

travel. The general tenor of the article suggests that 

his alternative concern for the "lower" rank had a 

commercial rather than an egalitarian basis, because from 

this class was drawn the tradesmen and merchants. The 

"Genius of a Nation" better distinguished at a "Country 

Feast" was therefore manifested in particular trades or 

products which might be of future value on the British 

market. For one segment of the English public, economic 

utility was the primary reason for granting reluctant 

approval of foreign travel. 

Despite the animosity of a merchant class which 

disliked the sight of English pounds being converted into 

48. "Reflections on the Uses and Abuses of 
Travel," (anon.), London Journal, May 3, 1736, reprinted 
in The London Magazine, V (May, 17 36), 231. 
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foreign currency, a large number of parents still saw 

the value of sending their progeny to Europe. From this 

group came constructive criticism on how the Tour should 

be overhauled, based upon deficiencies of an educational 

rather than a financial nature. Recognizing the exalted 

intellectual and patriotic goals of Continental travels, 

they winced at the increasing levity with which they were 

being undertaken. Instead of returning with the ideal 

accomplishments outlined by Elizabethan founders of the 

practice, young Tourists were returning as delinquents 

and fops. One virulent article in the Craftsman pointed 

to this discrepancy, complaining that 

£rand tour is said to cost this kingdom at 
least 200,000 1, a year; and I should be glad - -
to be inform'd what Improvements our Laws and 
Constitution have received from it. It may be 
pretty and entertaining to hear these young 
Lycurgi discourse about Singers, 'Fidl'ers, 
Camios, Intaglios, Trade, Excises, Bastilles, 
Inquisitions, Statues, Taylors, Ministers, 
Painting, Cookery, Conventions, Treat ices', and 
Government; but to think of their becoming 
Senators and Magistrates is but a melancholy 
Reflection.49 

What the writer condemned was not the broad, variegated 

pursuits of the traveler, but the nonfunctional use of 

these things as fodder for the idle conversation of would-

be sophisticates. 

49. "The Modern Travelling Education Expos' d,11 

(anon.). Craftsman, July 7, 1739, reprinted in The London 
Magazine, VIII (July, 1739), 346. 



Reformers found several deficiencies in the 

usual conduct of the Grand Tour. The most obvious flaw 

in the system consisted in sending preen teenagers into 

alien lands in the company of tutors who were more 

likelv to impede than to encourage association with the 

natives. All too often the two formed a league and 

extorted money from parents, in the name of education, 

for a life of gaming and profligacy. As a solution, The 

Gentleman's Magazine proposed that the youth spend 

several years acquiring languages in school abroad 

(probably in Protestant Geneva or Zurich), before com

mencing the Tour at age twenty-four or twenty-five, the 

reason being that "before the age of four or five and 

twenty,, few learn any address, divest themselves of 

national prejudices, or acquire any taste for the fine 

arts, all which it is the business of travelling to 

effect."50 The article further counseled travel without 

a governor (a suggestion popularized bv Locke), in 

addition to reiterating the conventional dicta to avoid 

fellow countrymen and to carry letters of introduction. 

Another Gentleman's Magazine article signed 

"Cato" presented further objections to sojourning abroad 

50. "On Foreign Travel," (anon,), LI (August, 
1781), 369. 
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at too tender of an age. Cato observed that sending 

the inexperienced on such a trip defeated the very 

purpose of the venture, for, 

In this manner being sent abroad, ignorant of 
the laws, the trade, manufactures, and product 
of their country, it is very improbable that 
those of another country shall become the subject 
of their inquiries, or that they should be able 
to make any comparisons between those of other 
countries and their own.51 

Cato furthermore argued that the young were more inclined 

to hedonistic than to philosophic pastimes: 

The smooth and pleasing path of pleasure and 
amusement which every place affords, is 
infinitely more inviting to young minds, than 
speculations which lie hid, and must be 
harrowed up with time, patience, pains, and 
industry: Hence it comes to pass that they are 
neglected and forgot.52 

Travel should be, as Chesterfield wrote to his son, "hard 

and uninterrupted study" and best undertaken by a mature 

and dedicated individual.53 The ideal Tourist (and Tour 

writer) was thus one with sufficient experience to make 

fruitful comparisons and with enough wisdom to derive 

meaningful insights. 

51. "The Inutility of Travelling Young from 
College," XXXVIII (May, 1768), 212. 

52. Ibid., 213. 

53. Letters, I, 199. 
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As Sidney prophesied, the frequent abuses of the 

Tour occasioned a substantial body of satiric literature. 

The foibles of journeying Englishmen, from rampaging 

teenagers to inane travel journals, were subsequently 

ridiculed by such figures as Ben Jonson (Volpone), Aphra 

Behn (The Feign1d Curtezans), Alexander Pope (Dunciad), 

Thomas Gray and Horace Walpole (in their personal corre

spondence) , Henry Fielding (Journal of a Voyage to 

Lisbon) , Laurence Sterne (Book IV of Tristram Shandy, 

Sentimental Journey), and William Cowper (Progress of 

Errour). These authors generally did not question the 

value of the Tour itself, but rather deplored its misuse 

at the hands of certain individuals. 

Jonson's Volpone (c. 1605) contained one of the 

first satires of Grand Tourists. In the fourth act the 

playwright presents a humorous encounter between Sir 

Politick Would-be and Peregrine, two Englishmen making 

the circle of Italy. The scene portrays the miscarriage 

of several accepted travel procedures—the search for 

pertinent diplomatic data, the quest for profitable 

commercial ventures, and the maintenance of a diary. 

Sir Politick's generic name trades upon the absurdity 

that he has attempted to acquire political acumen by 

practicing "policy" upon Machiavelli's countrymen. In 

his dialogue with Peregrine, he feigns a knowledge of 
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top-secret information while proposing a series of 

projects: a plan to supply the state of Venice for three 

years with red herrings from Rotterdam, a remedy for 

arson by denying tinder boxes to all but known patriots, 

and an idea for constructing an improbable structure to 

fumigate plague-suspected ships with onion vapors. Sir 

Politick then proudly displays his diary with its rare 

observations and serious insights- to Peregrine who reads 

a sample page with the appropriate awe: 

Per. Pray you, let's see, sir. What is here? 
Notandum,/ A rat had gnawn mv spur-leathers; 
notwithstancfing,/ I put on new, and did go forth: 
but first/ I €nrew""threelaeans over the 
threshold. ""Item,/ I went and bou^ht"*Two 
toothpicks, w^ereof^one/ I burst immediately, 
in a discourse/ With a Dutch merchant, 'bout 
region del stato./ Froim hinT"! went and paid 
a moccinTgo/ Fo? piecing my "silk stockings; 
Fy the way/ I cheapen'd sprats; and at St. 
Hark's Y urirTe d./ *Faith"TF£ se are politic 
notes! "" 

Sir. £. Sir, I do slip 
"* No action of my life, but thus I quote it. 

An enduring criticism of many travel diaries was 

that they recorded only petty and useless information, 

indicating that the traveler was misspending his time. 

This offense was frequently compounded in turn by im

posing the journal upon the public in published form. 

54. Ben Jonson's Plays, ed. Felix E. Schelling 
(London and New York, 1§64), I, 4 55-4 56. 



Smollett h,imself satirized these insiginificant 

jottings in his novel, Peregrine Pickle (1751). The 

young hero, after whom the work is named, takes an 

abbreviated Grand Tour through northern France to Paris 

and back home via the Lowlands. In a moment of idlenes 

Peregrine thumbs through the journal of his tutor, Mr. 

Jolter. The novelist's treatment of the episode is a • 

commentary upon the manner in which many of the tandems 

conducted their educational journey. 

That the reader may have a clear idea of Mr. 
Jolter's performance, we shall transcribe 
the transactions of one dav, as he had recorded 
them; and that abstract will be a sufficient 
specimen of the whole plan and execution of 
the work. 

'May 3. At eight o'clock set out from 
Boulogne in a post-chaise: the morning hazy and 
cold. Fortified my stomach with a cordial. 
Recommended ditto to Mr. P. as an antidote 
against the fog. Mem. He refused it. The 
hither horse greased in the off-pastern of the 
hind-leg. Arrive at Samers. Mem. This last 
was a post and a half; i.e. three leagues, or 
nine English miles. The day clears up.. A fine 
champain country, well stored with corn. The 
postilion says his prayers in passing by a wodden 
crucifix upon the road. Mem, The horses staled 
in a small brook that runs in a bottom, betwixt 
two hills. Arrive at Cormont. A common post. 
A dispute with my pupil, who is obstinate, and 
swayed by an unlucky prejudice. Proceed to 
Montreuil, where we dine on choice pigeons. A 
very moderate charge. No chamberpot in the room; 
owing to the negligence of the maid. This an 
ordinary post. Set out again for Nampont. 
Troubled with flatulencies and indigestion. 
Mr. P. is sullen, and seems to mistake an 
eructation for the breaking of wind backwards. 
From Nampont depart for Bernay, at which place 
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we arrive in the evening, and propose to stay 
all night. N.B. The two last are double 
posts, and our cattle very willing, tho' not 
strong. Sup on a delicate ragout and excellent 
partridges, in company with Mr. H. and his 
spouse. Mem. The said H. trod upon my corn by 
mistake. Discharge the bill, which is not very 
reasonable. Dispute with Mr. P. about giving 
money to the servant: he insists upon my giving 
a twenty-four sol piece; which is too much by 
two thirds, in all conscience. N.B. She was a 
pert baggage, and did not deserve a liard.'55 

Mr. Jolter's diary is an index to how poorly he and his 

charge were applying themselves to the serious business 

of self-improvement. They view their entire stay abroad 

as one prolonged lark, with only a small fraction of 

their time being devoted to profitable pursuits. Most 

of their picaresque sojourn is taken up with gaming, 

pranks, fights, and a succession of sexual escapades. 

Ideally, the young Tourist departed a boy and returned a 

man.. Peregrine, however, returns the same irresponsible 

rake as he departed, and travel makes no contribution to 

his ultimate attainment of maturity, as it does for Jery 

Melford in Humphry Clinker. 

An increasing realization on the part of Tour 

commentators was that the custom was not equally suited 

for all mentalities. As Moryson and his compatriots had 

argued, profit from a "peregrine education" was 

55. James L. Clifford, ed. (London, 1964), pp. 
353-354. 
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contingent upon a certain amount of native wisdom and 

acquired knowledge. Cowper noted in his Progress of 

Errour that the parent who dispatched an unwise and idle 

offspring to the Continent only proved 

How much a dunce, that has been sent to roam, 
Excels a dunce, that has been kept at home 

(415-416) 

The point was also made by Pope in the fourth book of the 

Dunciad (11. 293-330) and reinforced by numerous other 

critics. One example was printed in The Gentleman's 

Magazine for February, 17 36. A fictional letter from 

"Tim Shallow of Simpleton-Hall, Norfolk, with Remarks on 

His travels," personified the conduct of the individual 

least capable of profiting from exposure to foreign 

cultures. Tim's efforts are devoted primarily to 

frivolous activities, while the depth of his observations 

testify to the aptness of his name. In addition to petty 

incidents, he records only the most superficial of 

impressions. For example, 

Tho I have seen several counties in England, 
yet I never saw so many rivers in any one of 
them as there are in Holland; however this I 
could not but observe, that we have larger 
Plains and a greater number of Oaks and Timber 
growing than they have.^6 

56. VI, 74. 
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Not only is Shallow incapable of perceiving anything less 

subtle than the most prominent of topographical features, 

but he uses his homeland as a standard upon which to base 

value judgments rather than comparisons. He subsequently 

censures all those features which did not find a dupli

cate in England. As a final note, he demonstrates a 

characteristic interest in foppish attire and dissolute 

amusements. 

Satire of the Grand Tour did not restrict itself 

to the foolish or to the irresponsible, nor did it end in 

the eighteenth century. Although young Philip Stanhope 

went abroad with the same intentions as did Robert 

Sidney, a shift in emphasis took place late in the 

'history of the Tour, as is illustrated in the journals of 

such individuals as Anne Radcliffe and Arthur Young. The 

traveler still embarked in pursuit of a liberal education, 

but his specific goal was the visitation of picturesque 

and sublime locales. Guided by the paintings of Claude 

Lorrain and Salvator Rosa, directed by the aesthetic 

theories of Edmund Burke and William Gilpin, two kinds of 

sentimental tourist sought either the soothing vision of 

symmetrical landscapes or the stimulation of terrible 

prospects, Christopher Hussey defines this first type 

as the "picturesque" traveler, one "who has a conception 



of an ideal form of nature, derived from landscape 

painting, and whose purpose it is to discover ideal 

scenes in existence."^ By extension, we may define the 

"sublime" traveler, who was often the same person, as 

one who also sought an ideal form in nature but derived 

from a philosophical concept which equated with spiritual 

elevation the physical terror inspired by the sight of 

gigantic precipices and titanic cliffs. Both set out 

with artificial ideals in mind which they planned to 

impose upon reality, and both were schooled in a set of 

stereotyped reactions which they were prepared to display 

on cue. Dr. Johnson's scorn for these poseurs is well-

known, but fewer readers are familiar with Samuel 

Butler's satire in The Way of All Flesh. Early in the 

novel the first person narrator peruses the post-

Waterloo Tour diary of George Pontifex: 

I felt as I read it that the author before 
starting had made up his mind to admire only 
what he thought it would be creditable in him 
to admire, to look at nature and art only 
through the spectacles that had been handed 
down to him by generation after generation of 
prigs and impostors. The first glimpse of 
Mont Blanc threw Mr. Pontifex into a con
ventional ecstasy. "My feelings I cannot 
express. I gasped, yet hardly dared to breathe, 
as I viewed for the first time the monarch of 
the mountains. I seemed to fancy the genius seated 
on his stupendous throne far above his aspiring 

57. The Picturesque; Studies in Point of View 
(New York and London, 1927), p. 83. 
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brethren and in his solitary might defying 
the universe. I was so overcome by my feelings 
that I was almost bereft of my faculties, and 
would not for worlds have spoken after my 
first exclamation till I found some relief in a 
gush of tears. With pain I tore myself from 
contemplating for the first time 'at distance 
dimly seen* (though I felt as if I had sent my 
soul and eyes after it) this sublime specacle." 
After a nearer view of the Alps from above 
Geneva he walked nine out of the twelve miles 
of the descent: "My mind and heart were too full 
to sit still, and I found some relief by 
exhausting my feelings through exercise." In 
the course of time he reached Chamonix and went 
on a Sunday to the Montanvert to see the Mer de 
Glace.5 8 

Pontifex concludes by gracing the visitors' book with a 

few conventional lines of rhymed panegyric. 

For the purposes of this study we are less 

interested in travel satire than in travel writing; 

nevertheless, as a derivative form of literature this 

satire is significant as an inverse commentary upon the 

value of the Grand Tour. Such criticism indicates the 

prevalence of the Tour and the seriousness with which it 

was regarded. Ideally conducted, the Tour was an ex

perience of immense cultural and intellectual value. 

Satirists were merely concerned with the extent to which 

many travelers fell short of these exalted goals. Their 

censures testify to the lofty regard in which the Grand 

Tour was held. 

58. New York, 1960, pp. 16-17. 
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Evolution and Decline of the Grand Tour 

As we have seen, the Grand Tour evolved from the 

late sixteenth century custom of pursuing European travel 

as the means of putting the final touches on a formal 

education. These earliest travelers departed for a 

variety of purposes--to study, to fight, to acquire 

languages, to obtain confidential information, and a 

multitude of other tasks, most of them ordered towards 

service to the state. However, the Grand Tour nrot>er 

cannot be said to have existed until its customs and 

goals attained a rigid form, thereby establishing a 

relatively uniform experience. We may accept J. W. 

Stoye's approximate date of 1650 as the point at which 

the physical apparatus of the Grand Tour became stereo

typed, and the resultant pattern remained in vonue until 

the beginning of the nineteenth centurv. The young man 

completed his formal schooling at home or abroad and 

immediately afterwards traveled on the Continent in the 

company of a tutor whose duty it was to supervise his 

charge's itinerary and protect him from the impetuosities 

of youth. According to his financial means, he could 

spend a few months or a few years at his task. The 

"poor man's Grand Tour," that followed by Peregrine 

Pickle, involved only a short swing through the 



northwestern tip of France and the Netherlands before 

returning to England. The ideal, however, and the one 

pursued by such representative pairs as John Moore and 

the eighth Duke of Hamilton, was to travel the length of 

France and Italy and to return through Switzerland, 

Austria, Germany, and the Lowlands, all the while con

ducting a systematic study of men and manners. Portugal 

and Spain were usually omitted from the itinerary, while 

even fewer eccentrics visited the Scandinavian 

countries. 

The habits of the English abroad were so uniform 

that a route anglais was established through the center 

of France with an attendant flock of aubergistes, 

hostlers, and tradesmen to exploit the traffic. Paul 

Franklin Kirby describes this route as running from 

Dover through Calais to Paris, "then down the valley of 

the Loire, and along the Rhone through the tall poplars 

of Lyon and the vineyards and the villas of Languedoc," 

then to Chamberry in Savoy, "and Lanslebourge and then 

5 9 over Mt. Cenis to Susa and Turin." This last leg was 

often circumvented by taking a boat from the Riviera to 

59. Grand Tour in Italv (1700-1800) (New York, 
1952), p. 15. 
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Genoa to avoid, among other things, Robinson Crusoe's 

fate of encountering wolves in the Alps. The attractions 

of Italy wer6 so dispersed that the Grand Tourist such as 

Addison found himself following a zigzag pattern, seldom 

traveling further south than Naples. The larger number 

of Englishmen then backtracked to their homeland, only 

a fraction visiting inhospitable Germany. The preceding 

formula was the one adopted by the majority of tutor-

student tandems and by the increasing number of middle-

aged individuals who followed the custom in the 

eighteenth century. Its continuity is significant in 

defining the uniform character of Grand Tour literature. 

If someone were to plot the history of the Grand 

Tour, the graph would begin in the reign of Elizabeth 

and ascend rapidly upwards, taking only occasional dips 

during time of war, reach its apex in the period between 

1763 and 1793, and then plunge out of sight in the early 

years of the nineteenth century.60 Concomitantly, a 

graph of Tour writing would follow the same course. 

Because the literary genre disappeared with the custom, 

we must account for the decline of the Tour. 

60. Geoffrey Trease establishes this thirty 
year heyday in his The Grand Tour (London, 1967), p. 
179. 
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During the English Renaissance a uniform theory 

of travel evolved which was conducive to a rigidly 

defined itinerary. The educational and political needs 

of the young aristocrat dictated the form and method of 

his journeyings, the form and method described in the 

preceding pages. He toured primarily to equip himself 

for a career of public service and to acquire a liberal 

education, the latter being a means to the former. These 

ideals endured into the eighteenth century as evidenced 

by Chesterfield's Elizabethan travel instructions to his 

son: 

I have not the least objection to your taking, 
into the bargain, the observation of natural 
curiosities: they are very welcome, provided 
they do not take up the room of better things. 
But the forms of government, the maxims of 
policy, the strength or weakness, the trade 
and commerce, of the several countries you see 
or hear of, are the important objects, which I 
recommend to your most minute inquires, and 
most serious attention.61 

Samuel Johnson's remarks in the Idler also indicate that 

the Renaissance view of travel endured among a sub

stantial number of late eighteenth century Englishmen. 

In Number 97 he counsels the travel writer to 

remember that the great object of remark is 
human life. Every nation has something 
peculiar in its manufactures, its works of 
genius, its medicines, its agriculture, its 

61. Letters, I, 314. 
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customs, and its policy. He only is a useful 
traveller who brings home something by which 
his country may be benefited! who procures some 
supply of want or some mitigation of evil, which 
may enable his readers to compare their 
condition with that of others, to improve it 
whenever it is worse, and whenever it is better 
to enjoy it.62 

As long as the Tour remained a rational, human

istic, patriotic, and aristocratic study of human insti

tutions, it retained its identity as a unified and 

cohesive experience. Nevertheless, during the eighteenth 

century a less disciplined influence arose to define the 

nature and purpose of travel, an influence which diluted 

and ultimately destroyed the Grand Tour. The taste which 

popularized sublime and picturesque scenery was also 

responsible for breeding an egoistic and spontaneous 

approach to travel. A new brand of Tourist, related to 

the Han of Feeling, embarked on a sensation-seeking quest 

for stimulating scenery. His route and behavior were not 

solidified by a predetermined set of educational goals, 

but were left free to respond to momentary impulses. 

This moody pilgrim, a progenitor of Childe Harold, lived 

for a time in harmony with the Renaissance traveler. 

The sensibilities which the two types represent found a 

congenial union in the writings of John Moore and Arthur 

62. W. J. Bate e_t aJL. , ed. (New Haven and 
London, 1963), p. 300. 
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Young. Nonetheless, the growing popularity Q.f emotive 

sight-seeing spelled the end of the Grand Tour, because 

its egoistic orientation was antithetic to a stereo

typed itinerary. The final practitioners of the Tour 

elected to pursue their own inclinations for their own 

edification, and this decision weakened and dispersed the 

set of customs which composed the Grand Tour. Of this 

process we will see more in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER II 

THE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 

OF GRAND TOUR LITERATURE 

The Birth of Grand Tour Literature 

in the Seventeenth Century 

The conventions of Grand Tour literature solidi

fied several decades after the conventions of the Tour 

itself. If 16 50 was the approximate date at which the 

Tour became stereotyped, Tour writing did not attain any 

substantial uniformity until thirty or forty years after

ward. At that time the general form and content of the 

kind were established and subsequently adopted by a large 

number of travel authors. Succeeding Tour writers became 

sensitive to the authority of their predecessors, thus 

enhancing the continuity already formed by a common 

purpose (education) and a common subject (the Tour 

itinerary). One of the first individuals to strive 

consciously to fulfill the terms of the genre was Maxi

milian Misson. The basic structure of his New Voyage to 

Italy (1695) was repeated throughout the eighteenth 

century in the works of such figures as John George 

Keysler, Samuel Sharp, Philip Thicknesse, John Moore, 



Hester Lynch Piozzi, William Coxe, and Tobias Smollett. 

One of the last works still solidlv within the tradition, 

although displaying signs of decay, was Anne Radcliffe's 

Journey Made in the Summer of 179U through Holland and the 

Western Frontier of Germany (1795). The pattern of con

ventions which composed what we will define as orthodox 

Grand Tour literature thus endured for about a century. 

Before undertaking a further discussion of Grand 

Tour literature, I would like to make a distinction between 

it and the other types of travel literature. Such a dis

tinction is warranted by the nature of its purposes, form, 

subject matter, and authors. I take Grand Tour literature 

to be the formalized and stereotyped account of educational 

travels through the countries of Western Europe: France, 

Italy, Switzerland, Austria, Germany, The Lowlands, and, 

occasionally, Spain and Portugal. The other nations of 

Europe and Asia were almost never included in the 

itinerary and consequently were not involved in the 

unique set of conventions and traditions which evolved 

around the Tour. By its very nature, this fixed itinerary 

through the cultural community of Western Europe was a 

unified experience and took on a unique character which 

distinguished it from other noneducational travels, either 

in the same countries or further abroad. Its pursuers, 

whether they were young men with their tutors or more 
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foature individuals starting out belatedly, were engaged 

in a disciplined regimen calculated to place the final 

touches on a liberal education. As opposed to these 

conscientious students, travelers to the other parts of 

the world were usually explorers, merchants, and soldiers 

in quest of adventure and plunder rather than an education. 

The Grand Tourist journeyed with reverence to the cultural 

centers of the Occidental world, his behavior and goals 

dictated by generations of previous sojourners, his course 

prescribed in a multiplicity of publications. The world 

traveler, by contrast, was not seeking culture and learning 

in a sophisticated environment, but precipitously invading 

unknown and uncivilized lands, looking for wealth, conquest, 

and exotic oddities. 

Unlike the authors of other travel literature, the 

Grand Tour writer appealed to an audience familiar with his 

route and discriminating in its judgment of his craft. 

His auditors expected to indulge vicariously in the edu

cational process of the Tour, sharing in a cornucopia of 

knowledge via the medium of the travel narration. The 

appeal of the individual writing about the Americas, Africa, 

the Near East, or the Orient was less systematically 

instructive. His attraction was based primarily upon an 

impulse for adventure, the otherworldly, and the bizarre. 

His volumes fed the appetite for wonder, not for cultural 
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edification. The readers of voyage literature listened 

with the rapt attention of Desdemona hearing Othello 

relate 

of anters vast and deserts idle, 
Rough quarries, rocks, and hills whose heads 
touch heaven, 

And of the Cannibals that each other eat, 
The Anthropophagi, and men whose heads 
Do grow beneath their shoulders .... 

(1. 3. 140-145)1 

The Grand Tour also attracted a larger number of 

legitimate literary figures than any other form of travel 

writing. The typical non-Tour writer was often the 

captain of a ship, a member of a military expedition, or 

an official in a British consulate. He was an amateur 

whose only qualification was exposure to the unusual. 

The better Tour authors usually established their cre

dentials elsewhere as poets, essayists, historians, and 

novelists before venturing their account of European 

travels. The previous literary background of such figures 

as Joseph Baretti, John Moore, Arthur Young, Anne 

Radcliffe, and Smollett is incontestable, but even the 

most obscure practitioners normally assembled a healthy 

list of credits prior to composing a Tour journal. For 

1. Othello, ed. Gerald Eades Bentley (Baltimore, 
1963) , p. 46. 



example, Alban Butler (Travels through France and Italy, 

and Part of the Austrian, French, and Dutch Netherlands 

[exact date unknown]) wrote a voluminous Lives of the 

Saints (4 Vols., 1756-1759) and numerous sermons and 

religious discourses. Robert Poole (A Journey from Londonr 

to France and Holland [1742]) was an established composer 

of medical and theological tracts. Thomas Martvn (The 

Gentleman's Guide in his Tour through Italy [1787]) wrote 

prior books on botany, painting, sculpture, and natural 

history. William Coxe (Travels in Switzerland [1789]) 

produced an extensive number of publications on con

temporaneous history and politics. The popular impression 

of the Tour writer as an idle gentleman tossing off his 

hack work in a leisure moment is badly in need of 

revision. As opposed to his non-Tour counterpart, he was 

usually a scholar and an experienced professional. 

The first authors of published Tour accounts 

labored at a handicap because they lacked the authority 

of precedents upon which to base their efforts. 

Herodotus, Pausanias, and the Elizabethan Voyagers 

provided some models for describing geography and foreign 

manners, but their experience was unrelated to the 

uniform and expansive goals of the Grand Tour. Indeed, 

the Continental travels of Fynes Moryson and Thomas 

Coryate can barely be considered within the genre, 



because the conventions of both the social custom and the 

literary kind were still in their primitive stages when 

these two wayfarers received their permits to "pass the 

port" and set out for Europe. The genre itself grew 

slowly from the confluence of two travel practices--the 

journal of systematic daily observations, and the newsy 

correspondence kept with acquaintances at home. Only the 

epistle had any formal rules of composition, so the 

journal was an undisciplined undertaking usually bereft 

of literary craftsmanship. The task of disseminating 

one's findings was considered a civic duty, but Eliza

bethans and Jacobeans primarily relied upon word of mouth 

and the private circulation of recorded materials to do 

so. The realization that a Tour account could be organ

ized artistically and published for the education and 

diversion of the public was slow in developing. One of 

the most significant contrasts between seventeenth and 

eighteenth century Tourists, therefore, was that the 

former less frequently attempted a formal published 

record of his journeyings, although he memorialized his 

discoveries for personal use. The name of John Evelvn 

comes most quickly to mind, but there were a host of 

other inveterate diarists, many of whom have been exhumed 

by the Hakluyt Society--Peter Mundv, Thomas Bowrey, 

Francis Mortoft, and John Reresby. Only when the full 
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educational potential of Tour writing was recognized, and 

questions of form and content were resolved, could Misson 

and others write of their Continental wanderings in an 

interesting and effective manner. 

In order to understand the final form which Tour 

literature took, we must briefly examine how it developed 

in the seventeenth century out of such diversified titles 

as Robert Dallington's View of Fraunce (1604), Thomas 

Coryate's Crudities (1611), Fynes Moryson's Itinerary 

(1617), James Howell's Epistolae Ho-Elianae (1645-1655), 

John Evelyn's State of France (1652), and a host of other 

"Present States," contemporaneous political and economic 

portraits of various countries. Each of these works made 

some small contribution to Grand Tour writing. Each 

manifested a few of the formal characteristics and subject 

matter, and each performed some of the tasks of the kind. 

By the end of the century authors were selectively dove

tailing these various facets into a uniform structure. 

The history of early seventeenth century English 

Tour books is the account of men groping for an effective 

way to recreate the excitement of travel and to dissemi

nate the mass of knowledge acquired. Counselors such as 

Sidney and Bacon offered advice on how a Tourist should 

conduct his investigations long before anyone efficiently 

demonstrated how to write about them. Robert Dallington, 



d schoolmaster who lived between 1561 and 16 37 , proffered 

his View of Fraunce (1604) to his audience as "the pattern 

of a method, how to discourse of the Cosmography, Policie, 

and Oeconomy of such other Countries wherein you shall 

travel.The book records most of the political and 

social information sought by the dutiful Elizabethans, 

beginning with geographical data—provinces, towns, ports, 

passages, etc. The account of Paris includes a meticulous 

description of its fortifications and a comparison with 

those of London. He gives an elaborate character of the 

French government with a historical survey of the Civil 

Wars. Dallington pauses to draw a Holinshedian moral on 

the evils of internal discord, true to the spirit of 

orthodox Elizabethan political dogma. He next proceeds to 

give an elaborate portrait of the French King, including 

a lineage of the house of Bourbon. He finds in Henry IV 

a frivolity unbecoming a monarch. He then discusses the 

various branches of the government, the method of levying 

taxes, raising armies, and so forth—all calculated to 

extend the education of a future minister. 

Dallington's View is a compilation of those 

materials thought requisite to the upbringing of the 

young aristocrat. He conscientiously presents his survey 

2. W, P. Barrett, ed. (London, 1936), fol. Y2V. 
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in such a way that numerous implicit lessons are made 

for English readers. The inevitable invidious comparisons 

are made between the two nations, extending so far as to 

claim that tennis playing led to greater degeneration in 

France than did ale drinking in England. A portion of 

guidebook information is also included and a sparse hand

ful of anecdotes. In its entirety, the View of Fraunce 

contained a plethora of well researched knowledge on con

temporaneous Gallic politics, and its author consulted 

numerous authorities, doing justice to his academic back

ground. Nevertheless, Dallington's interests seldom 

departed from concerns of French polity. He demonstrated 

little sensitivity for the demands of a liberal education, 

giving only the briefest of treatments to dancing, music, 

and language. His pedantic assemblage is almost totally 

devoid of narrative interest, conducing to a stultifying 

dryness. We therefore have difficulty sympathizing with 

his Shakespeare Association editor who complains in his 

introduction that "It is difficult to understand why 

Dallington is so far behind the popularity of Howell and 

Fynes Moryson as a writer on travel,"1* The work, if 

3* Ibid., fol. Vv. 

4. Ibid., p. ix. 
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thorough in what it does discuss, is more limited in 

scope than later Tour books, and strives only to fulfill 

the informative demands of the genre while neglecting the 

demands of entertainment. Indeed, the View is not even a 

travel book if such a book mus^ be about travel. 

Dallington's View of Fraunce, with its dominant 

orientation towards politics, essayed to cover only one 

province of later Tour writing. In structure and subject 

matter it is more closely akin to the raft of "Present 

States" which proliferated in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries. The nature of these works is best 

defined by some of their own titles. Typical of these 

were J. Gailhard's Present State of the Republick of 

Venice , as to the Government» Laws, Forces, Riches, 

Manners, Customes, Revenue and Territory, of that Common

wealth ; with a Relation of the present War in Candia 

(1669), and the anonymous Present State of Germany, or, 

an account of the Extent, Rise, Form, Wealth, Strength, 

Weaknesses and Interest, of that Empire, The Pre-
/ 

rogatives of the Emperour; and the Privileges of the 

Electors, Princes, and free Cities. Adopted to the present 

Circumstances of that Nation (1690). These productions 

were source books for both the traveler and the stay-at-

home, and it was a common practice of Tour writers to 

pilfer them as an easy method of filling in their 
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narrations. The volume of these studies diminished as 

formal Grand Tour literature became popular, communi

cating the same data in a more pleasurable manner. 

Fynes Moryson (1566-16 30) was the first English

man who sought to capitalize on his Continental travels 

by publishing a comprehensive record of them. H.e was a 

theorist with studied views on the proper conduct of edu

cational travels, and he prepared for his undertaking in 

a most deliberate fashion. Before departing in 1591 he 

took his B. A. and M. A. at Cambridge, studied civil law 

there, and then moved on to Oxford for further learning. 

His four year sojourn covered Germany, Denmark, Austria, 

Switzerland, Poland, Italy, France, and the Netherlands. 

He journeyed with precision, residing in some places for 

a time to acquire more languages and filling reams of note

books with his observations. He traveled again between 

1595 and 1597, this time visiting Turkey and Asia Minor. 

Moryson subsequently spent fifteen years wrestling with 

the ponderous mass of information he had recorded, and 

not until 1617 did he publish his Itinerary, still incom

plete and six years later than the Crudities of Thomas 

Coryate who had taken his Tour a decade later. 

Moryson's Itinerary is a clumsy and artless 

production primarily important to modern scholars for 
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historical reasons. He divided his bulky work into three 

sections, the first dealing with his travels, the second 

with his adventures in Ireland against Tyrone's rebels, 

and the third with a categorized treatment of individual 

countries. He related his travels autobiographically in 

journal form using the first person and the past tense. 

His intellect was characteristically unimaginative and 

unenthusiastic, and these traits are reflected in the 

Itinerary. He was primarily the sociologist and political 

scientist, and his interest did not extend to the arts. 

The bulk of his narration is devoted to his own prosaic 

episodes, for which he had little knack for portraying in 

an interesting manner, and to physical descriptions of 

popular attractions such as the gigantic Heidelberg Tun. 

Most of the pastimes he indulged in were repeated by 

later Tourists, except that his interests were more 

circumscribed. He described fortifications, monuments, 

and churches, copied down inscriptions, reveled in 

iconoclastic debunkery of Catholic customs, and devoted 

much attention to guidebook information, monotonously 

rendering a record of the most trivial of monetary trans

actions. He also engaged in formal but unspectacular 

"Descriptions" of Venice, Genoa, Paris, and other major 

cities. These standardized discussions entailed maps, 
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lists of sight-seeing attractions, historical background, 

and a survey of government, local geography, armories, 

treasuries, schools, palaces, prisons, libraries, 

industries, population, diet, agriculture, and so forth, 

Moryson set these comprehensive descriptions apart from 

the narration and labeled them, a practice followed by a 

substantial number of later travel writers. 

The third part gives information on the separate 

countries divorced from the travel framework. Moryson 

consecutively handles the twelve nations he visited under 

respective headings: geographical description, situation, 

fertility, traffic, and diet; apparel; historical intro

duction to the commonwealths, princes, pedigrees, and 

courts, present state of things, tributes and revenues, 

military state of armed forces, courts of justice, laws, 

women's dowries, criminal law, and the diversity of 

degrees in families and the commonwealth; religion; 

national characteristics, wit, manners, bodily gifts, 

universities, sciences, arts, language, pompous ceremonies, 

customs, sports, exercises, and hunting. The structure 

and content of Moryson*s last section is thus closely 

related to Dallington's View and the "Present States." 

That any but the most studious of readers skipped the 

last part is almost a certainty. 
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Moryson's Itinerary lacks both balance and inte

gration. It is top-heavy with the author's political and 

social orientation, while it is deficient in artistic and 

aesthetic discussions. Moryson could become inflamed 

when writing of Popish impositions, but he was unfazed by 

the great art galleries of Florence, the beauties of the 

Campagna, or the sublimities of the Alps, the latter being 

only a nasty obstacle to his progress. He lacked a method 

of synthesizing the various components that go into a 

travel book, thus the heavy reliance upon narration in 

the first part and its total absence in the third. The 

farmer is burdened with excessive attention to the most 

trivial of episodes, especially financial dealings, and 

the latter is a tedious blend of exposition and description. 

Instead of achieving a coordinated whole, he presented his 

experience piecemeal, keeping entertainment and 

instruction separate. The personality of the author, if 

occasionally curious (at one point he robs a collection 

box at a shrine to the Virgin), is nevertheless unex

citing. ̂ He had a penchant for collecting fact and had 

fidelity to his subject matter, but his sodden narration 

is devoid of amusing anecdotes and profound observations. 

5. An Itinerary, I, 217. 
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The flaws in the Itinerary have been enumerated 

by several scholars. Boies Penrose, familiar with the 

background of travel writing, is particularly accurate in 

assessing Moryson's failures as a travel author. Penrose 

notes that 

a critic need not be carping to suggest that 
merely physically he could have done a much better 
job. Part II should have been produced separately, 
for as an Irish history it has no place whatsoever 
in the rest of the work. Part I also should have 
been brought out by itself; it should have been 
made only half or two-thirds as long, and it should 
have been illustrated like the volumes of Sandys, 
Coryate, and Herbert. Of the other portions, Moryson 
could have fed them out piecemeal over a period of 
years. In this way he might have brought out a 
travel library second only to the classics of Hakluyt 
and Purchas, whereas he embalmed his treasures where 
only the most persevering of us have the patience to 
look for them. Then, too, it must be admitted that 
Moryson, the historical compiler, is a much inferior 
person to Moryson the social historian; he is quite 
uncritical, although conscientious and widely read. 
His style, too, while vivacious and definitely good 
as long as he writes from his own knowledge, usually 
becomes flat and commonplace (shall we say journal
istic?) when he is working from other men's books.6 

Later Tourists followed much of Moryson's route 

but reported their adventures and findings with much greater 

effectiveness. They carried a more balanced variety of 

interests and an ability to weave disparate materials into 

a harmonious pattern. They developed a technique of 

narration which solicited greater reader involvement and 

imparted a wealth of knowledge in pleasurable fashion. 

6. Urbane Travelers, p. 37. 



Moryson gave only an adumbration in his Itinerary of 

what later Tour accounts would become. His overly 

statistical presentation was tedious, unsymmetrical, and 

too conspicuously methodical. It is a small wonder that 

a public starved for Continental travel books still pave 

the Itinerary a lukewarm reception. 

Thomas Coryate (1577-1617) attained a greater 

artistic success in his excursion into travel writing 

than did Moryson. A measure of his victory was partially 

due to the precipitate fashion in which he conducted his 

Tour, as indicated by his title, Crudities hastily 

gobled up in five Moneths travells in France, Savoy, 

Italy, Rhetia commonly called the Grisons country, 

Helvetia alias Switzerland, some parts of hiph Germany 

and the Netherlands (1611). But if Coryate swiftly 

gobbled down his repast, he took no more than he could 

digest, as opposed to the leonine banqueting of his 

predecessor. He achieved a more facile command of his 

materials, and his own sprightly nature provided a more 

interesting reading companion. In contrast to his 

academician competitor, Coryate was a popular wit in 

James' court, and he was not reluctant to flash his 

sense of humor in his narration. At the same time, he 

donned this jester's mask only on occasion, conducting 

his investigations with typical Elizabethan efficiency. 
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And in contrast to the plodding thoroughness of Moryson, 

he directed his studies with a spontaneous enthusiasm, 

having much greater tolerance for foreign customs. He 

did not, for example, rob any Popish shrines upon a 

pretense of flouting superstition. 

Coryate's Crudities varies more markedly from the 

Itinerary in form than content. Coryate came closer to 

parceling out his information over the length of his 

narration, although he did practice the obtrusive habit 

of segregating his remarks on the major cities under the 

label of "Observations." The data under these headings 

is similar to Moryson's formalized "Descriptions." 

Occasionally Coryate bogs down under an excess of his

torical background as at Cremona where he pauses to give 

Tacitus' account of several battles waged there. Although 

the Crudities in its entirety does not rival the 

Itinerary in abundance of information, it gives one of 

the fullest treatments of Venice up to that time. 

Coryate was less concerned than Moryson that his 

Tour lead to a major in political science and sociology; 

and he sported a wider variety of interests. He gives 

the usual account of inscriptions, fortifications, 

armories, and churches, being especially conscious of the 

authority of the clergy. He describes a more substantial 

amount of statuary and architecture than did his 
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forerunner, and he also sought out great men for the 

edification of his readers, as many eighteenth century 

Tourists would hound Voltaire and Rousseau. In Paris 

he visited the great scholar, Isaac Casaubon,"^ and in 

Venice he courted Henry Wotton,8 the renowned English 

ambassador. He took in cultural activities such as plays 

and operas. His curiosity and daring also produced 

many amusing incidents such as his attempt to convert 

some Jews,9 and to reform one of the famed Venetian 

courtesans, -*-0 His work contained an illustration of 

the latter. 

The Crudities is a more readable travel book 

than is the Itinerary, and it is much closer to 

achieving the form settled on by later Tourists. 

Coryate writes of a greater variety of subjects, if less 

fully, makes a better arrangement of his materials, and 

relates a larger number of entertaining episodes. He 

demonstrated that one of the most effective ways of con

veying knowledge of foreign countries was to show an 

interesting individual at work acquiring this knowledge. 

Crudities« I, 180. 

8. Ibid. , 377-380. 

9. Ibid. , 374-376. 

10. Ibid. , 408-409. 
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He also interlarded his book with a number of practical 

tips for the traveler, but did so less obtrusively than 

did Moryson. Like Moryson he omitted some of the most 

striking devices of later Tour authors. For example, he 

did not order his material for effective comparison with 

domestic conditions, nor did he strive to make philo

sophical reflections on his findings, thus manifesting 

the wisdom said to grow from travel. His gifts to the 

form were a more efficient method of integrating knowledge 

with narration and a flair for anecdote. 

Between Moryson and Coryate on the one hand, and 

Misson on the other, two forces had to intervene in the 

formal composition of Tour works. One was a tendency 

towards a greater universality of subject matter, and the 

other was a more engaging technique of presentation. The 

former developed by a gradual process of accretion as 

successive writers concentrated on different areas, 

extending the conception of appropriate material. George 

Sandys' Relation of a Journey begun An. Pom. 1610 (1615) 

centered around the classics and antiquities; Joseph 

Raymond's An Itinerary contayning a Voyage made through 

Italy (1648) dwelt upon the visual arts, especially 

painting, statuary, and landscape gardening; and John 

Ray's Travels through the Low-Countriest Germany, Italy 

and France (167 3) devoted a large share of attention to 
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natural science. By the end of the century the broad 

educational purposes of European travel and Tour liter

ature had grown to a stage of full maturity. As George 

B. Parks writes, 

To the "men and cities" of the Ulysses tradition, 
and to the obvious interest in history which 
derives from humanist training, have been added 
the statesman's education in government, the 
connoisseur's education in the fine arts, and 
the natural philosopher's study of the world. 
The story is characteristic of the Renaissance and 
post-Renaissance expansiveness of the spirit of 
man. 

One of the most important single formative influ

ences in the development of Grand Tour literature was 

James Howell's Epistolae Ho-Elianae, for it overcame the 

difficulty of gracefully recording the progress of a 

Tour, Moryson and Coryate related their travels in 

retrospect, gleaning their journals and diaries for infor

mation, and not always harmonizing narration and 

exposition. Moryson's Itinerary was in particular a 

clumsy, hermaphroditic structure which invited little 

imitation. The past tense autobiographical method did 

not suggest a relaxed method of distributing factual 

matter, thus the pauses for "Descriptions" and "Obser

vations." The psychological effect of authors telling 

11. "Travel as Education," in The Seventeenth 
Century: Studies in the History of English Thought and 
Literature froni Bacon to Pope, eHT R. F. Jones (Stanford« 
1351), p. 2W; 



their adventures in the past tense also defeated one 

benefit of travel writing, vicarious reader partici

pation. The device imposes both a personal and a 

temporal barrier between the auditor and the events of 

the journey. The practice of communicating Tours in a 

series of letters resolved the dilemma, a procedure 

popularized by the Epistolae Ho-Elianae. 

James Howell composed most of his Letters between 

1643 and 1651 while imprisoned in the Fleet for Royalist 

sympathies. Unlike a large number of more discreet 

Cavaliers, he did not choose to. take an extended Tour 

during the ascendancy of the Commonwealth. The explicit 

purpose of Howell's collection was to salvage the letter 

form from the wooden formality of the rhetoricians, with 

their rigorous categories and their stilted diction. He 

felt that they had inhibited the epistle through their 

inflexible structures and their academic language. His 

first remedy was to introduce colloquial rhythms: 

"Indeed we should write as we speak; and that's a true 

familiar Letter which expresseth one's Mind, as if he 

were discoursing with the Party to whom he writes, in 

12 succinct and short Terms." As opposed to the cumber-

someness of Latin models, he also deplores the mode 

12. Epistolae Ho-Elianae, 10th ed. (London, 
1737), p. 17. 



popularized by the Hotel Rambouillet and its coterie of 

affected letter writers, especially Balzac and Voiture. 

Howell finds them guilty of affording "nothing for the 

Reader to carray away with him, that may enlarge the 

Notions of his Soul."13 He likens them to an echo, 

having sound but no substance. They are devoid of any 

"Apothegm, Example, Simile, or any thing of Philosophy, 

History, or solid Knowledge, or as much as one new 

created Phrase, in a hundred of them."!4 The precious 

French style is compounded of nothing but trivialities 

and trite formulas. 

From his discussion of previous letter forms, 

Howell distills the primary characteristics of the 

familiar letter—an earnest content and a colloquial 

style. The ensuing examples which he composes for his 

volume apply this definition. They treat of a myriad 

of topics from court intrigues to disquisitions on 

international affairs, and some are addressed to such 

luminaries as Ben Jonson and King Charles. A portion 

of the letters deals with Howell's travels, while their 

homogeneous patternings anticipate the form to be used 

13. Ibid. , p. 18. 

14. Ibid. 
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by later Grand Tour authors. Exploiting the freedoms of 

everyday speech and the license of private correspondence, 

his familiar travel letters encompass all of the material 

of prior publications while adding to the store. As one 

scholar describes them, "They contain news of the day, 

seemingly authentic, historical essays, jokes and 

anecdotes for mixed and unmixed company, serious moral-

izings, lectures on language, religion, philosophy, and 

science."^ All of these subjects were the proper domain 

of Continental travel writers. 

Howell's Epistolae barely did more than suggest 

how an entire Tour book could be advantageously con

structed. His volume only proposed models for a 

individual letters; it did not attempt to handle a 

complete Tour. It established that the epistle was a 

less stilted and more entertaining method than that 

employed by Moryson and Coryate. When Howell dates a 

letter from a fresh locale, he is not bound to a complete 

account of the place he is in. Perhaps he will tell the 

happenings of the day, give the history of a local hero, 

comment on the dialect, and praise the regional diet. 

15. Elbert N. S. Thompson, Literary Bypaths of 
the Renaissance (New Haven, 1924), pp. 116-117. 
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At other times he will give an extended political survey 

after the f&ehian of Dallington. For example, he spends 

nine pages on an examination of the seventeen Provinces 

of Holland, telling of its geography, commerce, condition 

of the people, and a history of the wars. In addition to 

investigating the schedule suggested in his own 

Instructions for Travel, he also presents a narrative of 

his personal behavior. He likewise generalizes on 

national characteristics, gives guidebook advice on 

evading difficulties, and notes the military preparedness 

of each country. 

Howell was in the tradition of past Tour writers 

with his political bias and public-spirited concern for 

disseminating his findings. He differed from the past in 

making his subject matter more personal and in using the 

letter form for the public exposure of his adventures. 

Unlike Moryson or Coryate he did not attempt a full 

scale study of his subject. His letters, though varied, 

only skimmed over his travels and represented but a small 

portion of the total Volume of the Epistolae. Later 

Tourists adopted the epistolary form, realizing that it 

offered a more convenient method of organization and a 

more natural mode of communication. They extended it to 

give the history of a complete Tour. One missive could 

be a newsy discussion of court gossip, another could be 
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an essay on Venetian law or a list of paintings in a 

little-known collection. One letter could combine a 

diverting exposure of Popish miracles, a row with an 

innkeeper, and the execution of a criminal, all relevant 

to the excitement of educational travel. What Howell 

provided was a smooth and unobtrusive way of combining 

the potpourri of details encountered in a day's journey. 

The knowledge acquired on a Tour was ordered only in the 

sequence in which it was acquired, and the letter enabled 

the author to duplicate the process. 

Howell employed a fictional as fcell as a familiar 

letter. Sitting in the Fleet, he gleaned from his 

diaries and journals the material to insert in his pre

tended correspondence, and he addressed it to genuine 

celebrities. But it was dispatched only to the printer. 

As he recreated his journeys, Howell pretended that 

several patrons had requested him to keep them posted of 

his discoveries. This maneuver was important because it 

became a popular literary device of later Tourists to 

establish an occasion for their labors. Thus, Howell 

salutes Lord Viscount Colchester, "The Commands your 

Lordship pleas'd to impose upon me when I left England, 

and those high Favours wherein I stand bound to your 

Lordship, call upon me at this, time to send your 
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Lordship some small fruits of my foreign Travel."I® A 

variation of this greeting is found at the beginning of 

most published Tour books. Although most subsequent 

Tours pretended to be collections of genuine personal 

letters, almost none were. 

Before proceeding on to Maximilian Misson, one 

of the first in whom the conventions of Tour writing 

coalesced, we must first examine at least one example of 

the average informal account of Continental journeyings. 

Such an appraisal of a typical informal account is useful 

in clarifying our understanding of professional offerings. 

The contrasts between the two types should serve to 

underline the studied technique of Tour writers who 

labored to bring polished travel journals before the 

public, Mortoft's amateurish and unsystematic approach 

to his materials demonstrates that the intrinsic merit of 

his subject alone was not sufficient to produce an in

formative and entertaining book. The formal techniques 

which we shall examine were requisite to the composition 

of an effective Tour work. 

Francis Mortoft was an Englishman about whom few 

biographical details are known. Between 1658 and 1659 

he wandered around France and Italy in a party of three 

16. Epistolae, p. 93. 



or four, following an atypical route. His travel diary 

survived in manuscript in the British Museum until it 

17 was disinterred by the Hakluyt Society. Mortoft's 

relation is representative of those travelers, such as 

Thomas Bowrey and John Reresby, who made no pretense of 

compiling a publishable account. Its greatest weakness 

is a lack of inclusiveness. Although he labored consci

entiously to take in all the prescribed sights, he is 

spotty and unsystematic in his descriptions. Instead of 

attempting a comprehensive reckoning of major cities, he 

mentions only an outstanding landmark or two and passes 

on, leaving the reader with no accurate remembrance. In 

some places he simply jots down a monotonous list of 

things seen, devoid of elaboration. Typical is Mortoft's 

discussion of Nice: . 

Nice is a very strong place, having a Cittadel 
built upon a Rocke, wherein is always a 
Garrison to maintaine the place. The People of 
this Town make much profit of there Oranges and 
leamons which grow here in abundance and are as 
common as apples and peares in England, which 
they send to other Parts in cheasts laden upon 
Mules.18 

Even in Rome where Mortoft ventures his fullest 

narration, including a detailed account of its seven most 

17. See "Introduction," to Francis Mortoft: His 
Book, ed. Malcolm Letts (London, 1925). 

18. Ibid. , p. 36. 
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important churches, he little more than enumerates 

places which he claims to have seen. As eighteenth 

century reviewers would say, he tells little that could 

not be taken from a guidebook by a London fireside. 

Absent are the records of daily adventures and personal 

mishaps, the episodes which could have enlivened his 

tedious litany of place-names. And finally, Mortoft 

neglects to make comparisons between foreign and domestic 

customs, or reflections upon the significance of his 

unearthings. In its entiretv, Mortoft's diary is little 

more than the meager history of a sight-seeing trip, 

little deserving of the enthusiasm of its Flakluvt 

Society editor. 

Maximilian Misson's New Voyage to Italy was one 

of the.- first works to incorporate the epistolary form 

into a systematic record of the Grand Tour. Misson was a 

French refugee who arrived in England in 1685. Two 

years later he accompanied young Charles Butler on his 

travels and wrote his version in French, the Nouveau 

Voyage d'Italie, which was published in 1691 and trans

lated into English in 1695. The work subsequently be

came a standard handbook on Italy and was quoted by 

several generations of Tour authors. Misson's Preface 

reveals that he was exceedingly conscious of his under

taking, being mindful of the practices of his forerunners. 



He suggests a relationship with Howell when he announces 

that, "The Style of the Letters is Concise, Free, and 

Familiar, and in all respects most suitable to my 

1 q 
design." He explains that the form allows him more 

leeway in his accounts. The more studied undertaking of 

exact descriptions (presumably of the kind drawn by 

Moryson), do not permit many omissions. "These are 

familiar Letters, in which I do not in the least oblige 

myself to insert all that might be said of the Places 

? n mention'd in 'em." He is therefore empowered to exer

cise a degree of selectivity. 

Misson then proceeds to an explanation of his 

work's content, an explanation which applies equally to 

his successors. He defends his right to rehash the 

information given by others because new discoveries are 

scarce. In addition, "Every Man has a different way of 

expressing his Thoughts, and of representing the 

Subjects of which he treats," so every new account is 

different.He professes to have given "a new Turn of 

Expression" to old topics while revising inaccuracies. 

19. (London, 1695), I, Author's Preface. 

20. Ibid. 

21. Ibid. 
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At the same time he promises new and uncommon subjects. 

He states that his particular design is to describe Italy, 

directed by a universal curiosity. Previous authors gave 

free rein to their hobbyhorses, some writing only on 

antiquities, others only on painting and architecture, 

and still others only on libraries or churches. He also 

notes that by using the familiar letter he reserves the 

right to discuss trifles. Many of these become pleasant 

and diverting, and besides, "there is hardly any thing on 

which an exact and ingenious Person is not capable of 

2 2 making Reflexions." 

Misson next makes an apology for his method of 

screening information, indicating that he was not un

touched by the influence of the New Science. He attests 

that many exaggerations and fanatical panegyrics have 

been written concerning Italy. He attributes this to 

the linguistic fervor of the Italians: "'Tis certain, 

that the People of that Nation have so much Fire in their 

Imagination, and their Phrases are naturally so strong 

and significative that they are oftentimes apt to speak 

of Things with too much Force." He promises that he 

had labored to withdraw the objective truth from its 

22. Ibid. 

23. Ibid. 
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sheath of figurative language, an attempt which reflects 

the linguistic reform of Hobbes, Sprat and others. In 

laboring to rid his account of prejudice and imprecision, 

Misson exercised a discipline which became standard among 

educated travelers after the Royal Society began dis

patching its observers to the far reaches of the world. 

So pugnacious is Misson about his efficiency, that he 

takes pleasure in contradicting the statements of others, 

as when he states that Venice has only 140,000 inhabitants 

half the figure usually given by travel authorities.^4 

Misson's New Voyage exemplifies a pattern shared 

by a century of Grand Tour works. Its contents are 

drawn from the multiplicity of subjects which contribute 

to a liberal education. If it does not attempt the 

impossible task of giving a complete education, it at 

least offers a substantial cross-section of all those 

topics which interest the Renaissance man. Via its 

sensitive use of the epistolary device, it provides an 

imaginative recreation of the Grand Tour experience for 

the reader's edification. Misson fulfills his promise 

to indulge his curiosity in a universality of interests. 

He intermingles the usual information about governments 

and the aristocracy with notes on routes followed, 

24. Ibid., 152. 
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operas, measurements of great buildings, a tour of the 

catacombs, etymologies of names, saints' legends, 

climate, geography, etc. He appends to his book a 

section on "Instruction to a Traveller," which includes 

the usual list of categories to be checked and a register 

of the outstanding pictures and sculptures to be seen in 

Italy, thus revealing wider cultural interests than did 

Moryson, Coryate and their fellows. Like subsequent 

Tour authors, he integrated his information into a narra

tive framework which recorded his own progress and gave 

vent to numerous anecdotes. He tells of a countess 

reputed to have 365 children,meets a man who saw a 

mermaid,^6 and relates of a historical episode remi

niscent of Dryden's Alexander's Feast: 

Henry IV King of Denmark hearing that a certain 
Musician boasted that he could either vex or 
please those who heard his Music, and even lay'em 
asleep or put'em into a fury, was desirous to try 
the Experiment in his own Person; which succeeded 
so effectually that the King in the heighth of his 
Fury kill'd several of his Courtiers with his 
Fists.27 

He likewise copied inscriptions and compared his obser

vations with the testimony of the Classical poets. 

25. Ibid., 13 

26. Ibid., 20 

27. Ibid., II 
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One of the most interesting aspects of Misson's 

New Voyage is the author's critically scientific attitude 

towards data. He accepts nothing on authority and 

delights in overturning popular belief. When he complains 

that, "Three quarters of the Christian World are meer 

Slaves to those ancient Writers whom they call the 

Fathershe manifests his faith in the inductive icono-

clasm of the New Science.He condemns earlier travelers 

for their credulity, and at the catacombs he criticizes 

modern Romans for so willingly accepting all of the 

skeletons as belonging to saints. He challenges the 

popular contention that the caverns were used exclusively 

by Christians for burial places, and he quotes Horace to 

prove that many other Romans also used them.29 He then 

quotes several outstanding antiquarians, delighting in 

opposing majority opinion. When he does recount a legend, 

he always notes the unreliability of the source, thus 

milking the interest of the tale while not seeming to 

believe in it. 

Misson"s tendency to accept as truth only what 

was verifiable, despite the weight of consensus opinion, 

was symptomatic of a scientific attitude which was part 

28. Ibid., 107. 

29. Ibid., 130-131. 



of the Grand Tour in the eighteenth century. The 

Tourist became an amateur naturalist as well as connois- • 
» 

seur and apprentice diplomat. Accuracy became something 

of an obsession, and a favorite game was undermining 

folk beliefs. The Englishman liked to feel that by 

conducting his observations in this matter, he was above 

the superstitions and misconceptions which bound the 

rest of the world. The spirit of the Royal Society's 

fact-finding missions also infected the Tourist. He is 

frequently seen penetrating the machinery of staged 

miracles, conducting experiments to explain natural 

phenomena, and consulting contemporaneous historical 

sources to refute ancient myths. This added feature 

completed the multi-dimentioned character of the Grand 

Tour work. There were very few areas of contemporary 

learning not represented. . 

The Development of Grand Tour Literature 

in the Eighteenth Century 

Having examined Misson's New Voyage to Italy, we 

may now venture a more specific definition of the genre 

of Grand Tour literature, the development of which we have 

traced in the seventeenth century. We shall not use the 

term genre in the strict neoclassical sense as applied 

to the epic, ode, epistle, satire, or so forth. We shall 

rather use the term in a looser sense to denote a 



specific literary type with its own unique body of con

ventions and characteristics—a description satisfied by 

Tour writing from Misson's New Voyage to Anne Radcliffe's 

Journey Made in the Summer of 1794, through Holland and 

the Western Frontier of Germany (London, 1795). Tour 

writing may be described as an independent genre, dis

tinguished even from other types of travel writing by a 

stereotyped purpose, content, and form. Its prac

titioners, like the neoclassical poets, were subservient 

to an established procedure from which they made few 

departures. Perhaps the greatest evidence that Tour 

writers were conscious of working within a genre, in 

addition to their repetition of accepted usages, was the 

care with which they explained atypical practices. When 

Joseph Baretti or Hester Lynch Piozzi varied somewhat 

from the norm, they felt the need to apologize for the 

decision, thus implying a familiarity with a traditional 

format. These explicitly rationalized idiosyncrasies 

in individual representatives, plus the elasticity of 

the kind, account for any deviations from the recognized 

pattern which we shall now define. 

The genre of Grand Tour literature was a direct 

outgrowth of the Grand Tour itself; therefore, it shared 

in the same broad educational goals. The orthodox Tour 



work was thus constructed around a disciplined and 

systematic inquiry into foreign men and manners, more 

specifically, into the established itinerary through 

those countries on the Tour route—France, Italy, Switzer

land, Austria, Germany, and the Lowlands. The typical 

Tour work might deal with all or any part of this course. 

The information to be communicated was drawn from the . 

conduct lists of Bacon, Howell, Fulke Greville, and 

others, thereby conducing to the development of a liberal 

education. The traditional format specified that the 

author discuss the entire range of aforementioned topics, 

although he was allowed to arrange his own combinations 

and proportions. The means of conveying these diversi

fied educational materials to the reader entailed their 

synthesis into a narrative of the author's progress and 

personal adventures. The narrative, including anecdotes, 

thus served a multifunctioned purpose, providing di

version as well as a principle of cohesion. 

In addition to striving to recreate the edu

cational journeyings for the sake of the reader, the 

average Tour book also dramatized the fruits of 

experience by recording the author's observations and 

reflections. Other features generally found in the Tour 

works were: practical travel instructions, the deline

ation of generalized national portraits, the description 
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of fortifications, the recording of scientific data, 

the denunciation of Popish customs, and the airing of 

nationalistic biases. 

The author of the conventional Tour work was an 

educated and experienced individual with solid literary 

credentials. He employed an epistolary technique, 

usually the familiar letter, beginning with an address 

to a curious and anonymous correspondent. He was 

intensely aware of established precedents, referring to 

past examples and supplementing or correcting previous 

accounts. His research and compilation was disciplined, 

and he frequently borrowed information from local 

authorities in order to augment his own learning. 

Despite the formal characteristics which the works 

in the following'survey share, and their common subject 

matter, they are primarily related by their explicitly 

educational goals. The ends of the genre were the same 

as the Tour itself, with the means to these ends being 

clearly and mutually specified. We are therefore justi

fied in speaking of Grand Tour writing as a separate 

literary kind, which during the eighteenth century did 

not differ substantially from its progenitors in the 

seventeenth. The general subject matter of such liter

ature—Western Europe—remained the same, but the 

accidentals underwent some modifications. The 
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humanistic bias of the Tour endured, with some con

cessions to the scientific spirit. The genre attracted 

a larger number of legitimate literary figures , and some 

of its practitioners numbered among the most renowned 

authors of the age: Joseph Addison, Lady Mary Wortley 

Montagu, Joseph Baretti, William Beckford, John Moore, 

Hester Lynch Piozzi, and Anne Radcliffe. The occasional 

Elizabethan practice of wandering into the Levant, Asia 

Minor, and Africa disappeared almost altogether. During 

the first two-thirds of the century, the itinerary of the 

Grand Tour became less flexible while the form of Tour 

writing became more complex. Theories became more 

refined as to the proper manner of integrating the mass 

of factual and philosophical information into the narra

tive framework. The demand for broad encyclopedic 

content continued, but the evolution of sensibility 

effected a minor shift in emphasis. Thus, the history 

of eighteenth century taste can almost as easily be de

lineated in the contrasts between the travels of Joseph 

Addison and Anne Radcliffe, as in the contrasts between 

the Essay on Man and the1 Mysteries of Udolpho. 

Joseph Addison's Remarks on Several Parts of 

Italy, first published in 1705, was the product of a 

two year sojourn in Italy between 1701 and 1703. Addison 
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embarked on the Tour with 200 1. from his father's 

estate and the conventional desire to prepare himself 

for a career Mof public service. After one year in France 

acquiring the language, he embarked from Marseilles in 

the company of George Dashwood, son of Lord Mayor of 

London, and Lord Montagu, the nephew of Lord Halifax. 

For serving as their bear leader, he received a generous 

allowance. Addison explained his desire for visiting 

Italy in his Preface: 

One finds something more particular in the Face 
of the Country, and more astonishing in the Works 
of Nature, than can be met with in any other Part 
of Europe. It is the great School of Music and 
Painting, and contains in it all the noblest 
Productions of Statuary and Architecture both 
Ancient and Modem. It abounds with Cabinets of 
Curiosities, and vast Collections of all kinds of 
Antiquities. No other country in the World has 
such a Variety of Governments, that are so 
different in their Constitutions, and so refined 
in their Politicks. There is Scarce any Part of 
the Nation that is not Famous in History, nor so 
much as a Mountain or River that has not been the 
Scene of Some extraordinary Action.3° 

Before leaving England Addison had researched the 

better known works of travel and decided that he could 

produce his own unique account through the use of 

illustrative passages from the Latin Poets. In the words 

of Samuel Johnson therefore, the Remarks "consist chiefly 

in comparisons of the present face of the country with 

30. Remarks, 3rd ed. (London, 1726). 



31 the descriptions left us by the Roman Poets." Years 

later in Spectator No. 364 Steele defended this particu

lar method of composition, and at the same time explained 

the widespread popularity of his friend's book: 

Another End of Travelling which deserves to be 
consider'd, is the Improving our Taste of the 
best Authors of Antiquity, by seeing the Places 
where they lived, and of which they wrote; to 
compare the natural Face of the Country with the 
Descriptions they have given us, and observe how 
well the Picture agrees with the Original. This 
must certainly be a most charming Exercise to the 
Mind, that is rightly turn'd for it; besides, that 
it may in a good Measure be made Subservient to 
Morality, if the Person is capable of drawing 
just Conclusions concerning the Uncertainty of 
humane Things, from the Ruinous Alterations Time 
and Barbarity have brought so manv Palaces, 
Cities and whole Countries ... .32 

In an age teethed on classical writing and sermon litera

ture, Addison's work was guaranteed success. 

As we have noted, Addison undertook a specialized 

or classical Tour; that is, he conducted his travels with 

a specific emphasis upon Roman antiquities and litera

tures, just as Arthur Young was later to take an 

agricultural Tour and Mrs. Piozzi was facetiously to take 

a sepulchral Tour. One example will serve to illustrate 

the description-quotation-translation formula used to 

give the Remarks its unique character: 

31. Lives of the Poets (London and Toronto, 
1925), p. 330. 

32. The Spectator, ed. Donald F. Bond (Oxford, 
1965), III, 3f5TT 
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A small Day's Journey more brought us to Verona, 
We saw the Lake Benacus in our way, which the 
Italians now call Lago di Garda: It was so rough 
with Tempests when we pass'd by it, that it 
brought into my Mind Virgil1s noble Description 
of it. 

Adde lacus tantos, te Lari maxime teque 
FluctTETus""et fremitu assurgens, Benace, marino. 

Here vex'd by Winter Storms Benacus raves, 
Confus'd with working Sands and rolling Waves; 
Rough and tumultous like a Sea it lies, 
So loud the Tempest roars, so high the Billows rise. 

Of subsidiary importance were Addison's con

cessions to his hobbyhorse—medals. The book abounds 

with drawings of interesting medals and coins which he 

turned up in his circlings of Italy. 

Despite his classical orientation, his reluctance 

to engage in the long formal descriptions of principal 

cities found in earlier travel literature, and his 

refusal to attempt as broad a presentation of infor

mation as given by Misson, Addison still yielded to many 

of the dictates of convention. He scoffed at the proper 

number of Popish superstitions, including the ever-

popular liquefication of St. Januarius' blood at Naples. 

(On the Saint's feast day, a phial of his congealed blood 

would turn to liquid at some moment in the ceremony. The 

failure of this miracle to occur was a bad omen.) 

Addison termed the feat "one of the most Bungling Tricks 

33. Remarks» p. H2. 
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I ever saw," although he did not essay an explanation. 

He also visited the proper tourist attractions such as 

Vesuvius and the Grotto del Cani, also at Naples. The 

latter gave off a steam of sulfurous gas whose potency 

was demonstrated by its effect upon dogs. Later English

men such as Samuel Sharp and Hester Lynch Piozzi reported 

seeing a dog nearly asphyxiated in the vapor and then 

revived in the neighboring lake. True to the inspiration 

of the Royal Society, Addison conducted a number of 

experiments with gunpowder, weatherglasses, and other 

equipment to test existing theories concerning the compo

sition of the gas. The amateur scientist did not identify 

the mixture, but he did refute the two most popular 

explanations. The industry with which he undertook the 

project is interesting as an illustration of the influ

ences of the New Science. 

The Remarks also contains the usual number of 

invidious comparisons between the Italians and Addison's 

countrymen. This procedure was buttressed by a general

ized comparison of the national characters of the French 

and the Italians. 

The French are always open, familiar, and 
talkative: the Italians on the contrary, are 
stiff, ceremonious, and reserved. In France, 
every one aims at a Gaiety and Sprightliness 
of Behaviour, and thinks it an Accomplishment 
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to be brisk and lively: the Italians, notwith
standing their natural Fieriness of Temper, 
affect always to appear sober and sedate . . , .34 

One of 1;he unchanging tasks of the Tour writer was to give 

such a generalized rendering of national "humours," and 

his powers of observation and evaluation were tested by 

the accuracy and insight of these "race portraits." 

Addison likewise indulged in a number of economic 

and military speculations, presumably to demonstrate his 

fitness for a government position. One continued theme 

of the Remarks is the great discrepancy between the wealth 

of the Church and aristocracy and the squalor of the 

lower classes. After the inevitable observations that 

such could not be the case in England, he attributes the 

condition to the huge amount of money lying dormant in 

treasuries. He supports this diagnosis by prescribing a 

remedy: "If these Riches were all turn'd into current 

Coin, and employ'd in Commerce, they would make Italy 

3 5 
the most flourishing Country in Europe." This 

suggestion, if not original, is at least well intentioned. 

The enduring Elizabethan character of the Grand 

Tour is also manifest in Addison's Remarks. He devotes 

several pages to an analysis of Venice's famed defensive 

34. Remarks, p. 37. 

35. Ibid., p. 94. 
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invulnerability, explaining the unique geographical 

situation of the city and the preventative measures taken 

by the city's leaders. 

Addison's Remarks on Several Parts of Italy was 

popular in its own day, seeing a third edition by 1726, 

and it continued to be a standard reference work through

out the century. This does not mean, however, that it 

did not contain major flaws. As early as 1705, Thomas 

Hearne wrote that "Mr. Addison's Travells is a book very 

trite, being made up of nothing but scraps of verses, and 

things which have been observed over and over, without 

any addition of things not discovered before."3*5 in 1715 

Jean Le Clerc's Observations on Mr. Addison's Travels 

through Italy also censured the work for its triteness 

and found it guilty of inaccuracy.37 Throughout the 

remainder of the century other writers such as Robert 

More and Tobias Smollett continued to point out the inex

actitude of Addison's descriptions. 

The modern reader may find the Remarks enter

taining for its style and for its historical interest, 

36. Quoted from Edward G. Cox, A Reference 
Guide to the Literature of Travel, Vol. T: The Old World, 
Univ. oT Wash~ Pubs, in Hang, and Lit. , TX (Seattle, 
1935), 121. 

37. See Cox, 121, 12U. 
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but the book is an indifferent performance when compared 

with other examples of Grand Tour literature. Despite 

later essays on the "Pleasures of the Imagination," 

Addison pays only a token respect to the beauties of the 

Italian countryside or to the grandeur of the Alps. He 

occasionally mentions that he has passed through "a very 

pleasant country," but he does not elaborate. He notes 

that the Alps "fill the Mind with an agreeable kind of 

Horror," but he is content to quote a description from 

Silius Italicus, a first century Latin poet.^® The work 

is also lacking in either historical or personal anec

dotes as well as in any attempt to maintain a narrative 

framework. Occasionally Addison will allow the reader 

to view some of his personal adventures, such as his 

experiments at the Grotto del Cani. Usually, however, he 

relies upon a ponderous stream of exposition and 

description. As a result, the Remarks is not so much the 

account of a journey as it is the account of a few 

things seen on a journey. Consequently, a sense of 

immediacy is missing and with it the bulk of the satis

faction to be derived from vicarious travel. Perhaps its 

greatest fault is that its author wrote the work at the 

38. Remarks, pp. 256, 261. 
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beginning of his career when he was still inexperienced. 

Most good Tour authors composed their works in their 

maturity. 

Lady Mary Wortley Montagu's Letters written 

during her Travels in Europe , Asia, and Africa is one of 

the most entertaining examples of eighteenth century 

travel writing. Although Lady Mary was not engaged in 

the usual Tour, but journeying to and from her husband's 

consulship in Constantinople, she traversed much of the 

stereotyped route, through Holland and Germany and back 

again through Italy, over Mt. Cenis and onto the route 

anglais at Lyons. She was therefore exposed to the same 

number of sites which were the common experience of 

educated Englishmen. The Letters, covering the period 

between August 3, 1716 and November 1, 1718 and not 

published until 176 3, were composed in a manner common to 

most other epistolary travel accounts. According to 

Lady Mary's bioprapher, Robert Halsband, she maintained 

the usual journal of her observations and experiences, 

a journal which was later burned by her daughter.^ 

Several years after her return to England, she "compiled" 

the Letters from her notebook, addressing these semi-

fictional productions to some of her real correspondents.. 

39. The Life of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu 
(Oxford, 1957TTPTTS. 
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Only the publisher ever received her letters, and then 

only after they had been as carefully revised and edited 

as the drafts for any novel. 

The general content of Lady Mary's Letters is 

typical of Grand Tour literature, even though they repre

sent a less systematic attempt to describe men and 

manners. Her liberal education and natural curiosity led 

her to focus on a wide spectrum of topics while her 

station gained her access to a level of society usually 

denied to later writers such as Smollett and Thicknesse. 

Furthermore, her wealth enabled her to travel in comfort, 

so her view was not jaundiced by the petty inconveniences 

which sabotaged many a trip. The relaxed and yet 

conscientious attitude which she takes in her letters is 

described to one of her correspondents: 

Upon my word, Madam, 'tis my regard to truth, 
and not laziness, that I do not entertain you 
with as many prodigies as other travellers use 
to divert their readers with. I might easily 
pick up wonders in every town I pass through, 
or tell you a long series of Popish miracles, 
but I cannot fancy that there is anything new 
in letting you know, that priests will lye, and 
the mob believe, all the world over. Then as 
for news, that you are inquisitive about, how 
can it be entertaining to you (that don't know 
the people) that the Prince of has forsaken 
the Countess of ? or that the Prince such a 
one, has an intrigue with Count such a one1! 
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Would you have me write novels like the Countess 
of D , and is it not better to tell you a 
plain truth.40 

The opinions and interests expressed in the 

Letters are those of an orthodox Anglican, loyal Briton, 

inquisitive mind, and woman of fashion. Lady Mary 

praises the Netherlands for its cleanliness and its 

commercial possibilities;4'1' but, ever sensitive to 

religious practices, she comments adversely on its 

Calvinism. In Vienna she attends the opera but demon

strates a greater interest in the stylish audience than 

4 3 
in the performance. At the same time she is properly 

shocked at the polygamous marriage customs of the 

Viennese aristocracy.44 At Leipzig she apologizes for . 

not being able to give an adequate account of its forti

fications, thus indicating a familiarity with other 

travel writing.4^ She and her party also concurred with 

orthodox Grand Tour practices in Switzerland by climbing 

Mt. Cenis where she reports that, "The prodigious 

40. Letters, 2nd ed. (London, 1763), I, 111-
112. 

41. Ibid. • 2-4. 

42. Ibid. t 11. 

43. Ibid. » 34-39 

44. Ibid. • 53-59 

cn
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prospect of mountains covered with eternal snow, of 

clouds hanging far below our feet, and of vast cascades 

tumbling down the rocks with a confused roaring, would 

have been entertaining to me, if I had suffer1d less 

from the extreme cold that reigns here."46 

In Lyons Lady Mary manifests the proper anti

quarian interest by laboriously copying down the Latin 

inscriptions found on tables of brass at the "town-house." 

Thus, despite her above mentioned uriconcern--a rhetorical 

device to disarm criticism—she engages in most of the 

conventional pastimes and accounts expected of a travel 

writer. The trip to Turkey and Northern Africa is an 

added attraction seldom included in related narratives. 

Although the Letters lacks many of the formalized 

descriptions or the classical and historical knowledge 

contained in many outstanding Tour works, its lively 

narrative and unique views render it a classic in its 

field. By giving details of daily adventures and by 

allowing her own personality to display itself, Lady 

Mary is a diverting and informative companion for the 

armchair traveler. 

One of the most widely read and widely praised 

Tour writers in the eighteenth century was John George 

46. Ibid. , III, 97-98. 
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Keysler, a native German who died in 1743. His princi

pal work, Travels through Germany, Bohemia, Hungary, 

Switzerland, Italy, and Lorrain> merits inclusion in the 

present discussion because it was the product of a con

ventional Grand Tour, and because it was broadly 

circulated in the English translation of 1756. The 

Travels was compiled from a Tour which Keysler took from 

1729 to 1731 as the bear leader for the young counts of 

Giech-Buchau. As Jerome Turler had observed in the 

sixteenth century, Germany as well as England was out of 

the civilized mainstream of Western Europe, and its young 

noblemen were also forced to travel beyond their national 

borders to supplement a domestic education. Although 

they were a distant second, the number of German Grand 

Tourists was exceeded only by the English. 

As the ponderous subtitle of the Travels 

announces, its author essayed to present all the pre

scribed information. He gives "a true and just 

Description of the present state of those countries; 

their natural, literary, and political History; Manners, 

Laws, Commerce, Manufactures, Painting, Sculpture, 

Architecture, Coins, Antiquities, Curiosities of Art and 

Nature, S etc." A just evaluation of the general 
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structure of Keysler's work is still that contained in 

the Preface to the English translation. 

It is true that a great number of Memoirs and 
Travels have been translated into our language, 
which are stuffed with amorous intrigues, 
fictitious stories, and trivial observations, 
and consequently convey neither useful instruction 
nor rational entertainment to the reader. But it 
is presumed nothing romantic or immoral will be 
found in our Author; and that men of taste in 
every branch of literature will here find some 
entertainment; as the reader's attention is kept 
up by a succession of lively descriptions, curious 
anecdotes, and ingenious remarks. He points out 
how a traveller may best improve his time, 
mingles instruction with entertainment, and gives 
many useful informations relating to oeconomy.47 

Keysler communicates a great variety of information re

garding his subjects, but lightened it with numerous 

historical anecdotes to lend flavor and diversion. If 

the work has any shortcoming at all, it is that it 

attempts to convey too much information and often becomes 

ponderous. 

Keysler uses the traditional epistolary device, 

and he begins his first letter from Schoffhausen with an 

oft-used formula: "I was not unmindful of your commands 

and my promise, to give you a true and circumstantial 

account of every particular occurrence in my travels 

which I should judge worthy of observation."48 

Travels (London, 1756), I, v. 

4 8. Ibid. , 1. 
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Altogether, he writes ninety-eight letters to his un

named correspondent, and he employs an individual 

structure later used by John Moore. Each single missive 

deals with a particular topic so that it resembles an 

essay more than a personal communication. The letters 

have titles such as, "Person and Character of the King of 

Sardinia," "Of the depressed State of the Piedmontese 

Nobility," and "Description of the City of Turin." 

Keysler's individual letters are therefore more rigid in 

structure than the familiar letter used by most Tour 

writers. 

Keysler was more tolerant of Fomish religious 

practices than most Protestant travelers, but he critia. 

cized enough reputed miracles to insure the entertain

ment of English readers. At one point he seriously 

conjectures as to the number of nails used to crucify 

Christ, because he has seen over a dozen said to come 

from the true cross. In the proper scientific spirit 

which later gained him membership to the English Royal 

Society, Keysler often hazarded explanations of famous 

wonders,. He repeated Addison's skepticism at seeing the 

liquefication of St. Januarius' blood, but he attributed 

the effect to the press of the ceremony: 

On the day when this miracle is to be exibited, 
the phial containing the blood stands surrounded 
with a great number of lights; it is about three 
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inches long, and is applied to the mouths and 
foreheads of an innumerable multitude of people, 
who throng to partake of such a blessing; the 
priest all the while turning it every way, so 
that by the continual agitation, the warmth of# 
his hand, the heat from the lights, the effluvia 
from such crowds, the sultriness of the weather, 
S c. it is not unreasonable to suppose a condensed 
fluid may be gradually restored to its liquidity.^9 

The trick was a popular one in Catholic countries, and 

Keysler found another in Naples at the church of Saint 

Francis de Paolo: "Among its reliques are two small 

phials full of the virgin Mary*s milk, as is pretended, 

which is dried.to a resemblance of white Terrae figillatae 

but liquifies on the festivals of the virgin Mary. 

The effect of such information was a general ridicule of 

Catholic superstition and a vindication of Protestantism. 

Keysler's work differs from the travels of Addison and 

Lady Mary in that it gives a fuller treatment of its 

subject matter. The German scholar undertakes a formal 

description of each major city in the tradition of 

Moryson and Coryate, following a checklist of topics 

from fortifications to diet. He has a strong scientific 

orientation so that he is drawn to natural curiosities. 

The reader therefore encounters a discussion of the 

quicksilver mines of Idria, observations on phospho

rescent plants and animals, an account of the production 

49. Ibid. , II, 392. 

50. Ibid., 393. 
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of olive oil, and a supposed proof that metal can grow 

on plants. Keysler also differs from our first two 

travelers in his extensive historical knowledge. It is 

from this knowledge that he derives most of the anec

dotes upon which he bases his narrative interest. For 

example, he relates several episodes which later inspired 

Shelley and Browning respectively--the stories of the 

Cenci,0-1 and Andrea del Sarto. 

The translation of Keysler's Travels attained a 

wide popularity in England, being used as a frequent 

source for later Tour works and even receiving the praise 

of Samuel Johnson. A writer for the Critical Review 

found that, "Of all the Travellers whom we remember to 

have met with since the commencement of our Review, Mr. 

Keysler is by far the most agreeable."5'3 He goes on to 

applaud the author for his taste, accuracy, erudition, 

and ability to combine instruction with entertainment. 

He concludes that the work is ideal as both a guidebook 

for the tourist and as a companion for the armchair 

traveler. The best examples of Grand Tour literature 

fulfilled these twin functions. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

Ibid., II, 301. 

Ibid., I, U59. 

Ill (June, 1757) , 516. 
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Within the course of eighteenth century Tour 

writing, several feuds broke out between writers who dis

approved of one another's work. One such feud, prominent 

even in an age renowned for its literary rivalries, took 

place between Joseph Baretti and Samuel Sharp. Baretti, 

an Italian expatriate, is familiar to Johnson scholars as 

a member of the famous circle. Disliked by Boswell and 

Goldsmith, he was admired by the Great Doctor and was a 

close companion to Mrs. Thrale, later the authoress of her 

own Tour work. Baretti even accompanied Johnson and Mrs. 

Thrale on their trip to Paris in 1775 and served as 

Queeney's tutor. Contemporary"records indicate that he 

was a master linguist, being an expert in his native 

tongue and having a rare command of English. On a 

practical level, his strongest attraction was a polished 

social manner which enabled him to penetrate the best 

society with ease—a useful trait for an aspiring writer 

in need of publishers and patrons, and one which he used 

to great advantage. Thus, with his learning, his 

facility in speaking English, and his influential ac

quaintances, Baretti wielded an authoritv in London 

literary circles rarely enjoyed by foreigners.5*1* 

54. See Donald C, Gallup, "Baretti's Reputation 
in England," in The Age of Johnson: Essays Presented to 
Chauncey Brewster Tinker, ed. Frederick W. Hilles (New 
rtaven and London, 1964), pp. 363-375. 
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Dr. Samuel Sharp was a physician at Guy's Hospi

tal and the author of numerous works on surgery. During 

the years 176 5 and 1766 he sought the milder climate of 

Italy for the purposes of repairing his health. The 

product of this sojourn was Letters from Italy, 

describing the Customs and Manners of that Country (1766). 

In these letters the cantankerous valetudinarian had 

little praise for Baretti's homeland, his paper over

flowing with accounts of loose morals, poverty, corrupt 

government, church tyranny, crime, poor accommodations, 

the filth of the lower classes, and even the wretched

ness of Neopolitan operas. Only a few objects such as 

the Alps and the floating city of Venice merited his 

approval. 

As Sharp tells his reader on several occasions, 

his purpose is not to render a complete record of Italy: 

"I never trouble you with descriptions of churches and 

palaces, but, rather, with the customs and manners of 

the people I visit."^ The product of this plan was a 

portrait of the Italian people which if, as Baretti 

charged, not entirely accurate, was nevertheless vivid 

and instructive. As many other English visitors before 

and after, Sharp was appalled at the wealth of the 

55. Letters, 3rd ed. (London, n.d.), p. 243. 
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Church and a handful of the aristocracy in comparison 

with the squalor of the lower classes. He attributed 

this condition to unfair agricultural regulations and to 

the influence of Catholicism which staged miracles to 

pacify the masses and exalted a virtue of poverty which 

its hierarchy seldom practiced. Sharp accused the Church 

of encouraging beggary to the point of corrupting the 

industrious poor: - "The trade of begging, in all 

Catholic countries, will necessarily prosper, so long as 

that species of Charity, which is bestowed on beggars, 

continues to be inculcated by their preachers and con-
c e 

fessors, as the most perfect of all moral duties," 

Sharp's work thus became the vehicle for communicating 

serious economic principles, a common function of travel 

works. 

As Sharp announced, his Letters deal primarily 

with the social behavior of the Italians, not with their 

cultural and political activities. V/here other writers 

described antiquarian ruins, he rendered an account of 

a Venetian wedding with an attendant discourse on 

Italian marriage customs. In the place where another 

Tourist might devote himself to art works at Florence, 

Sharp outlined the role of t^e Cavaliere Servente or 

56. Ibid., p. 29. 
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Cicisbeo, an institution which later intrigued Byron 

and inspired Beppo. Although Sharp concentrated upon 

the social mannerisms of the Italians, as Addison did 

upon their Classical background, he made the usual con

cessions to orthodox Tour practices. He paid half

hearted visits to a few churches and museums, commented 

that he liked the mosaic work in St. Peter's and the 

statue of the Dying Gladiator, but quickly returned to 

his most immediate interest. His perceptions were keen 

enough that Mrs. Piozzi was to write years later that he 

had endeared himself to the Romans by pointing out a 

theretofore unnoticed flaw in a statue of Hercules at 

the Palazzo Farnese. He also kept an eye peeled for 

industries and inventions that might be of practical 

value to his countrymen. He thus presents a diagram and 

a description of a new seven wheeled mill, for use where 

the flow of water was weak. And finally, Sharp pays 

tribute to the guidebook demand by appending "An Admo

nition to Gentlemen who pass the Alps, in their Tour 

through Italy," which deals with the respective merits of 

the various means of Alpine transportation. 

English Grand Tourists were not renowned for 

their tolerance of foreigners, even when they were guests 

in their countries. Nevertheless, Samual Sharp was one 
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of the most outspoken in his criticism of Italian 

manners, a vitriolic posture that attracted considerable 

criticism and altered the tone of subsequent travel 

works. One of his continual themes was "the horrors of 

an Italian journey." He tells his readers, "Give what 

scope you please to your fancy, you will never imagine 

half the disagreeableness that Italian beds, Italian 

cooks, Italian post-horses, Italian postilians, and 

Italian nastiness offer to an Englishman, in an autumnal 

j o u r n e y . H e  w a s  c o n t i n u a l l y  d i s t r e s s e d  a t  i n n s  b y  w e t  

sheets and by meals consisting of poultry "so stringy, 

you may divide the breast into as many filaments as you 

5 8 • can a halfpenny-worth of thread." These mishaps kept 

Sharp in a perpetual state of bad temper and attracted 

the charge from such critics as Baretti and Sterne that 

he had forfeited all powers of objectivity. In 

Sentimental Journey he is used as an example of the 

traveler who has gone abroad to condemn and is given the. 

sobriquet of "Mundungus," the name of a tobacco 

notorious for its foul odor. 

Despite the censure by Baretti and Sterne, Sharp 

found an ally in the Critical Review, a publication 

57. Ibid., p. U3. 

58. Ibid., p. 45. 
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founded by Smollett who had also treated Italy severely 

in his Travels through France and Italy. The journal 

praised the book lavishly. It admitted that accounts 

were scarce of those things upon which Italy prided itself, 

but nevertheless "this defect is amply recompensed by the 

insight he gives into the genius, manners, customs, and 

government of the different people whom he character

izes."^9 The actual reason for the Review's praise was 

that Sharp's Letters appealed to its nationalistic bias, 

and corroborated the testimony in Smollett's work. As 

numerous preceding travels had done, Sharp's work left 

little doubt that England was a better country to live in 

than Italy. The provincial attitude stressed in the 

reviewer's summation was an enduring aspect of the 

English Grand Tour tradition: 

Both performances are written on the same 
principles, and tend to the same end, viz. 
that of dispelling the clouds of preposession 
and prejudice, which in defiance of common 
sense, and even corporeal feeling, have so long 
induced good people of this island to squander 
their time and money in Italy.60 

Samuel Johnson also paid tribute to Sharp's lettersf, 

reading them several times and admitting that "There is a 

great deal of matter in them."6-'-

59. XXII (October, 1766), 285. 

6°. Ibid., 291. 

61. Life of Johnson (Oxford, 1965), p. 755. 
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Joseph Baretti attempted a rebuttal of Sharp's 

attack in two books of his own—An Account of the Manners 
> 

and Customs of Italy: With Observations on the -Mistakes 

of some Travellers with regard to that Country (1768) 

and a Journey from London to Genoa (17 70). The former 

work was one of the soundest treatments of Italy in the 

eighteenth century, succeeding by virtue of the fact that 

its author possessed a unique literary talent and a 

knowledge of his subject reserved only for a native. It 

also gave the reading public an account free from the 

prejudices of British insularity. However, the subject 

to which Baretti returns repeatedly is the injustice of 

Sharp's Letters, so that the work emerges as a direct 

answer to the physician's slanders. His strongest issue 

is that Sharp had little knowledge of Italian language or 

customs, and thus was poorly qualified to make such 

sweeping condemnations. 

Not surprisingly, the Critical Review rallied to 

the defense of its countryman and gave a biased analysis 

of Baretti's Account. The reviewer claims impartiality 

but decides "that his work appears with every character 

of being a job for a party or a bookseller, perhaps for 

both."®2 (The practice of concocting travel books 

62. XXVI (July, 1768), 17. 
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without ever venturing abroad was by now a commonplace.) 6^ 

The reviewer also attempts the absurdity of demonstrating 

Sharp to be better qualified to write on Italy than 

Baretti was. Ultimately, the Review condemned Baretti 

not only for criticizing Sharp, and by extension its 

founder Smollett, but also for the audacity of placing 

Italians on a par with the English. 

Baretti's Account had the immediate effect of 

inducing Sharp to produce a rejoinder in a pamphlet 

entitled A View of the Customs t Manners, Drama, £ etc. as 

they are described in the Frusta Letteraria (176 8). The 

publication is an unscrupulous aid hominem attempt to 

discredit the Italian by claiming that he had contra

dicted himself in speaking of his native country. To 

accomplish this, Sharp balances statements from the 

Account against those from the Frusta Letteraria (the 

literary whip) , an Italian journal of which Baretti had 

been the editor. Once again the Critical Review assumed 

the role of impartial judge and declared Sharp to have 

vindicated himself while demonstrating the inadequacy 

of his foe.64 

6 !3. Ibid., Ser. 2, X (June, 1794), 203. 

64. XXVI (July, 1768), 24-28. 
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Baretti quickly replied with a counter-rejoinder 

in An Appendix to the Account of Italy, In Answer to 

Samuel Sharp (1768). He explained that the Frusta 

Letteraria was a satiric publication which, much after 

the fashion of England's own Jonathan Swift, made use of 

a persona by the name of Aristarco Scannabue whose 

opinions were often disreputable. The apparently contra

dictory statements lifted out of context by Sharp were 

therefore not to be taken literally. This explanation, 

which should have jarred the Review from its adamant 

position, served only to foment greater resentment. The 

journal chose simply not to understand the function of 

a mask as outlined by Baretti, stating that, "no man of 

common understanding can help concluding that Aristarchus 

speaks the sentiments of Mr. Baretti, nor was it ever 

alledged that he did not, till Mr. Sharp obliged him to 

clap on this pretended dunce-killer's mask."65 Instead, 

it approached genuine fanaticism by invoking national

istic and religious prejudices against the Italian, 

accusing him of being part of a Roman Catholic and 

Jesuit plot to abuse British freedom of the press. 

As usually happens in such cases, the feud was 

never resolved, but it does serve further to define the 

65. Ibid. (September, 1768), 230. 
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importance with which travel literature was regarded. 

Baretti did have the final word, however, as his Journey 

from London to Genoa was the last document published in 

the controversy. The Journey makes no explicit reference 

to Sharp, but its general tone of almost exaggerated 

tolerance is an implied criticism. The work is a perfect 

exercise in that flexibility of temperament which Gibbon 
C C 

deemed the most important virtue of a traveler. 

The Journey stands out amongst other Tour 

writings by virtue of its sprightly narrative. In his 

Preface the author pays tribute to the theory that good 

travel writing should stimulate the vicarious partici

pation of the reader: "In the descriptions that follow, 

I hope it will appear that I have spared no pains to 

carry my reader in some measure along with me; to make 

him see what I saw, hear what I heard, feel what I felt, 

and even think and fancy whatever I thought and fancied 

myself."67 He thus carries his auditors along on the 

current of an arousing narration, including numerous 

vividly portrayed anecdotes. He is never didactic or 

pedantic long enough to allow his reader's interest to 

flag. He does interject serious observations upon 

66. The Autobiography of Edward Gibbon, ed. 
Dero A. Saunders (New York, 196T7, p. 154. 

67. (London, 1770), I, v-vi. 
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economic, political, literary, and religious issues, 

and he does communicate a considerable amount of 

practical information, but always within the context of 

his swift flowing narrative. 

In addition to the skill with which it was 

compiled, Baretti's epistolary Journey is of interest 

because it was among the few readable accounts of 

Portugal and Spain to be published in the eighteenth 

century. Of pertinence to our conception of Grand Tour 

literature as a genre is the fact that Baretti finds it 

necessary to explain his departure^Jfrom the traditional 

routes, thereby signifying his awareness of convention. 

He writes that, "I go through Portugal and Spain rather 

than Holland, because of Holland I have heard and read 

enough, whereas I know little of Portugal and less of 

Spain."68 The two countries were seldom included in the 

Grand Tour because they were viewed as being culturally 

deprived. An illustration of this phenomenon is 

contained in a review of Richard Twiss', Travels through 

Portugal and Spain, a work which Johnson had termed 

"as good as the first book of travels that you will take 

up ... as good as those of Keysler and Blainville; nay 

as Addison's, if you except the learning."69 

6 8. Ibid. , 1-2. 

69. Life, p. 614. 
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For finishing a polite education,, or for 
gratifying curiositv with the monuments of 
ancient genius and magnificence, Spain and 
Portugal are undoubtedly less attractive to a 
traveller than the more polished countries of 
Europe: but it is certain that knowledge may be 
improved in some degree by viewing the manners 
of the rudest, as well as by an intercourse 
with the most civilized nations. Human nature 
is universally the same in all; and where we 
cannot collect any valuable acquisition to the 
arts and sciences, we may at least behold the 
inconveniences that arise from the deficiency 
of them.70 

Baretti had a conscientious view of his function 

as one of the few writers on Portugal. He makes a 

special effort not to be "upon a level with those peevish 

and insolent travel-mongers, who in the countries they 

describe look onlv for subjects and disapprobation." 

He reiterates fears of giving a orejudicial view of his 

subject and ends his thirty-ninth letter bv wishing "that 

some future traveller, possessed of sufficient leisure, 

wealth, and sagacity may come to this part of Europe, and 

72 
give a more ample and more circumstantial account of it." 

Despite his modesty, Baretti did make a large step in 

that direction and managed to cover a great variety of 

topics in a short space. As the compiler of a dictionary, 

he paid particular heed to linguistic peculiarities, 

which is reflected in a discussion of Arab poetry, a 

70. 

71. 

72. 

Critical Review, XXXIX (April, 1775), 304. 

Journey, II, 77. 

Ibid., 80-81. 
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glossary of Basque words, and an interlinear Our Father 

in Latin, Biscayan, and Irish. Like Sharp he also placed 

particular emphasis upon social customs, but from a more 

tolerant point of view. In fact, some of the most enter

taining episodes in the Journey depict the garrulous 

Baretti demonstrating his ability to blend into any 

social context. At one point he engages willingly in an 

impromptu dance between muleteers and inn guests,^ while 

at another, he steals a kiss from a pair of pretty fruit 

7 U • 
girls. The kind of individual who formed quick friend

ships, he is sympathetic of strange manners and could 

mingle with the natives in a way denied to standoffish 

and superior Sharp. 

The Journey frequently becomes a vehicle for the 

communication of serious discussions on literarv and 

philosophical questions, a common function of Tour works. 

In one letter Baretti examines the implications of why 

the Arabs never had an epic poem, while in another he 

notes the formulaic procedure of improvisational singers. 

He reflects his acquaintance with Samuel Johnson in his 

evaluation of rhyme and blank verse, deciding that the 

letter is an artificial invention not suited for the 

best poetry. Baretti also uses the Journey to express 

73. Ibid. , 46-5 5. 

74. Ibid. , III, 287. 
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his faith in some of the philosophical orthodoxies of 

his day. From the military decline of the Romans and 

Spanish, he drew a prophetic lesson articulated by 

"Estimate" Brown: 

That virtue may preserve itself alive and bright, 
obstacles and contention are necessary; otherwise 
it will prow rusty and perish. Thus will the 
English do, the bravest nation of the present world. 
Let them be once possessed of the whole circuit of 
commerce, at which they have long aimed, and which 
they are in a fair way of obtaining. The first 
consequence of that wish'd-for possession will be 
immense riches, the second emasculation, and the 
third so many vices and follies, as will totally 
annihilate their industry as well as their 
bravery; and some poor desperate nation will at 
last do to them what they are actually doing to 
others.7 5 

Such was the magnitude of the insights imparted by travel, 

Philip Thicknesse was one of the most popular and 

prolific Grand Tour writers in the eighteenth century. 

Between 1766 and 178U, he produced four travel books, 

each seeing several editions and one being translated 

into German. He is especially significant for our 

purposes because his travel journals display a sophisti

cation of form which few writers outside of Tobias 

Smollett and John Moore ever attained. 

Thicknesse's A Year's Journey Through France and 

a Par>"t of Spain (1777) is one of the most readable works 

75. Ibid., II, 131. 
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included in our present discussion. The author possesses 

learning, honesty, humor, frankness, and sensitivity. He 

is furthermore intensely conscious of his responsibilities 

as a travel writer. In his prefatory remarks he criti

cizes Smollett for allowing his ill health and subsequent 

bad temper to interfere with an objective treatment of 

his subject in Travels through France and Italy. 

Thicknesse obviously feels that veracity is the foremost 

requisite for a good travel journal. Using the con

ventional epistolary form, he tells his correspondent, "I 

will not attempt to top the traveller upon you, nor raise 

monuments of wonder, where none are to be seen."^ At 

the same time he was aware of the formal problems in

volved in the production of a good Tour journal: "I 

write to you just as things come into my head, having 

taken few notes, and those, as you must perceive, often 

. 7 7  without much regard to union or time." By its nature, 

travel literature does not lend itself to concise 

principles of unity. The multifariousness of topics 

which cbnfronts the writer's eye defies subjection to 

artificial rhetorical divisions or to other structural 

devices. The informal personal letter is the most 

76. (London, 1777), I, 7. 

77. Ibid., II, 100. 
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suitable vehicle because its spontaneity allows the 

author to include any number of unrelated topics, in 

addition to establishing an aura of intimacy which 

facilitates reader identification. 

Thicknesse was on his third Tour of the Continent 

when he began his Year's Journey so that he could draw 

from past experiences in shaping his itinerary. He was 

furthermore conscious of what his public expected of 

him, and he produced a work that was instructive, enter

taining, and original. The educational aspect is 

provided by the conventional accounts of geography, 

commercial and financial practices, objects of anti

quarian interest, dietary habits, eccentric local 

customs, and practical tips on traveling. Under the same 

category falls his generalized comparisons of national 

character: "I wish I had been born a Frenchman—French

men live as if they were never to die. Englishmen die 

all their lives."78 Under this list might also be 

included his meticulous account of a criminal executed 

by being broken upon the wheel (not actually a wheel 

but a thick horizontal cross with large notches cut in 

the appropriate spots so that blows from an iron bar 

would break the forearms, upper arms, legs above and 

78. Ibid., 165. 
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below the knees, the back, and finally the neck), 

Thicknesse also includes the proper number of morali-

zations such as a Gibbonesque comparison of Rome and 

England, and speculations on the vanity of human wishes 

occasioned by the sight of ruins. 

Thicknesse likewise entertains his readers with 

a judicious selection of humorous anecdotes, including 

his encounter with some French pornographers and with a 

Lyonnaise boat girl ("I asked one of these female sculls, 

how she got her bread in the winter? Oh, sir, said she, 

giving me a very significant look, such a one as you can 

better conceive, than I convey, dans l'hiver J'ai un 

autre talent."^9) His lively sense of humor also 

induced him to costume his monkey and to use him for a 

postilion. (fMy Monkey, with a pair of French jack boots, 

and his hair eii queue, rode postilian upon my sturdy 

horse some hours every day."80) 

Thicknesse's Year's Journey likewise reflected 

the revolution that was taking place in eighteenth 

century sensibilities. The journal appealed to the 

changing taste for the sensationalistic and the emotional 

by having frequent recourse to the vocabulary of the 

picturesque: 

7 9 ,  Ibid., I, 52. 

SO. Ibid., II, 68. 
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The bad night's lodging was, however, amply 
made up to us, by the beautiful and picturesque 
objects and variety which every minute produced. 
For the banks of this mighty river are not only 
charged on both sides witk a great number of 
towns, villages, castles, chateaux, and farm 
houses, but the ragged and broken mountains above 
and fertile vales between and beneath, altogether 
exhibit a mixture of delight and astonishment, 
which cannot be described, unless I had 
Gainsborough's elegant pencil, instead of my own 
clumsy pen.8l 

The adjective "picturesque" is frequently used in the 

description of Lyons, and the awesome splendor of the 

Pyrenees is said to "intoxicate the passenger with 

delight."82 Thicknesse's account is also highly 

subjective, frequently recording not only the physical 

appearance of an object, but also its effect on his 

imagination. And finally, he frequently deviates from 

the route anglais so that many of the spots he described 

were unfamiliar to his audience. 

Contemporary reviews of Thicknesse's Journey 

were, according to custom, based more on prejudice than 

on objectivity. The Critical Review predictably took 

umbrage at the slurs on Smollett and damned the work 

with faint praise. The journal particularly condemned 

the author upon grounds that the Pyrenean mountains and 

Spain offer little entertainment, and that the public 

81. 

82. 

Ibid., 

Ibid., 

I, 57. 

110. 
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had been sated with France and Italy. Thicknesse thus 

could not satisfy the reviewer either by choosing new 

subjects, or by taking a fresh approach to old ones. 

The Gentleman1s Magazine gave a more favorable appraisal, 

but partially because it had censured Smollett's 

Travels: 

Amusing as these travels undoubtedly are, and 
to travellers instructive, we cannot help 
wishing, as Mr. Thicknesse, with others, can 
see the faults of that misanthrope Mr. Smollett, 
he had taken more care to avoid them, by omitting 
his wronglings, impositions and childish revenge 
upon his auberguises; though great allowances, 
in both cases, is to be made for persons, of a 
certain age, sowered by losses and disappointments. 
To such, a Sierra Morena, or Montserrat has more 
charms than a crowded auberge or a drawing room.83 

The reviewer may have been thinking about the incident in 

which Thicknesse took a bowl of filthy spinach and 

dumped it on the head of the girl who served it to him.®4 

Some critics considered such petty incidents to be 

beneath the attention of the reader, failing to realize 

that it is just such anecdotes as these that make travel 

books more readable. 

Dr. John Moore was a prolific and versatile 

literary figure who bequeathed to posterity several 

novels (Zelucco, Mordaunt, Edward), an edition of 

83. XLVII (May, 1777), 281. 

84. Year's Journey, II, 109-110. 
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Smollett, and some of the most enlightening of all Grand 

Tour writing. Mordaunt is of significance because it 

adopted the Tour framework for fictional purposes, and 

Zelucco inspired the young Byron and provided one proto

type for the Byronic hero.®^ Moore's memoir to his 

collected edition of Smollett's Works (8 vols., 1797) is 

important in the history of Smollett scholarship because 

it did much to erase some of the acrimony surrounding 

the author's reputation. Also of interest was Moore's 

close friendship with Robert Burns. 

In the years 1772-1778 Moore traveled through 

Europe as governor to Douglas, eighth Duke of Hamilton. 

This excursion was the physician's second to the Conti

nent, the first being to Paris in 17 50 where he met 

Smollett, then gathering material for Peregrine Pickle. 

The product of Moore's six year sojourn was a two-part 

study of the Grand Tour—A View of Society and Manners in 

France, Switzerland, and Germany (1779) and A View of 

Society and Manners in Italy (1781). The first of these 

reached a ninth edition by 1800. The total content of 

the two is unique not only because its author was learned 

85. Byron noted his indebtedness to Zelucco i'n 
his Preface to Childe Harold. The fullest scholarly 
treatment of this subject is in Ernest J. Lovell Jr.'s 
Byron: The Record of a Quest (Austin, 1949). 
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and inquisitive, but because the wealth and position of 

his protege gave him access to all levels of society, a 

privilege enjoyed by Lady Mary but by very few other 

Tour writers. The ultimate appeal of his journals is 

nicely summarized by his biographer, Robert Anderson: 

They contain, not mere descriptions of places, 
or tedious historical dissertations on the 
various governments, the common topics of 
modern travellers, but acute and enlightened 
observations on the arts, sciences, literature, 
commerce, and antiquities of the various 
countries, faithful pictures of distinguished 
men, and discriminating sketches of national 
character, interspersed with amusing and lively 
anecdotes, related in an easy, flowing style, 
with a happy vein of irony and pleasantry.86 

Moore's greatest art, therefore, and that of the best 

Grand Tour writers, is the masterful combination of a 

great diversity of elements into an easily assimilated 

whole. 

Moore's Views employs the traditional epistolary 

framework, but resembles Keysler's Travels in that each 

letter often tends to stand by itself. It is frequently 

an essay upon a single subject and developed along con

ventional lines, so that it bears a closer resemblance 

to an entry in the Spectator or Rambler than a travel 

book. Some of the themes discussed are the evils of 

86. "The Life of Dr. John Moore," in The Works 
of John Moore, M.D. , ed. Robert Anderson (Edinburgh, 
T̂ 2TTr~lT~xTv« " 
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gambling, the abuses of aristocracy, French tragedy, 

English educational practices, suicide, and the life of 

the Prussian soldier. As some of these subjects indi

cate, one of the most obtrusive features of Moore's 

writing is the tendency to moralize. His favorite 

pattern of anecdote pursued by edifying meditation 

echoes pulpit oratory, but the public taste for morali-

zation prominent in Addison's time still endured. Moore 

is also adept at other weatherworn practices of travel 

writers, such as generalized comparisons of national 

character (usually to the benefit of the English), 

descriptions of fortifications, and the discredit of 

Catholic customs. And, as a doctor, he occasionally 

digresses on the subject of foreign sanitation and 

medical practices. 

Dr. Moore's View, no less than some of the works 

previously discussed, manifested the change that had 

taken place in English taste since the time of Addison. 

He often engages in sublime and picturesque description, 

or gives subjective renderings of his experiences, paying 

more heed to the effect of an event upon his impressions 

than to the event itself. This latter practice can 

serve as one definition of the educational process, the 

stimulation of which was the major goal of Continental 

travels. Moore was also informed in the aesthetic dogma 
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of his age. For example, his account of a mule-back 

tour of the mountains surrounding Geneva demonstrates a 

familiarity with Burke's Philosophical Inquiry into the 

Sublime and Beautiful: 

From the highest part of Montanvert we had all 
the following objects under our eye, some of 
which seemed to obstruct the view of others 
equally interesting.—The Valley of Ice, the 
Needles.Mont Blanc, with the snowy mountains 
below, finely contrasted with Breven, and the 
green hills on the opposite side of Chamouni, 
and the sun in full splendour showing all of 
them to the greatest advantage.--The whole forms 
a scene equally sublime and beautiful, far above 
my power of description, and worthy of the 
eloquence of that very ingenious gentleman, 
who has so finely illustrated these subjects, 
in a particular treatise, and given so many 
examples of both in his parliamentary speeches.87 

Of significance is the author's method in this 

passage. He does not actually reflect a thorough grasp 

of Burke's principles or of sublime descriptive tech

niques. He is content to merely invoke the magic of the 

philosopher's name and the names of some of the world's 

most renowned scenic beauties. This phenomena was a 

frequent occurrence among travel writers, few of whom 

acknowledged a functional distinction between the 

"sublime," the "beautiful," or the "picturesque." Anne 

Radcliffe was one of the few authors genuinely aware of 

these distinctions and capable of using the appropriate 

87. Ibid. , I, 87. 
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descriptive techniques. Nevertheless, a large segment of 

the reading audience had at least a passing familiarity 

with the theories of Burke or Gilpin, and sublime and/or 

picturesque descriptions became an essential ingredient 

of late eighteenth century Grand Tour literature. This 

trend was reflected in the frequency of journals published 

with "picturesque Tour," or "picturesque description" in 

the title. Moore's use of the device was conservative 

and restrained, and he was one of the few writers to inte

grate scenic description into the traditional framework 

without doing an injustice to the latter. For a few 

years response to scenic wonders was simply one more 

aspect of the educational process. Later it dominated 

the content of the form entirely and thus spurred the 

demise of the Grand Tour and of Grand Tour literature. 

Contemporary reaction to Moore's Views was 

vigorous and favorable, and the work rushed through 

several editions in a brief period. The Critical Review 

rated the first section most highly, while rendering an 

evaluation of the entire journal that needs little modifi

cation. The Review identified carelessness and inaccuracy 

of style as the author's greatest weakness, but at the 

same time, defined the peculiar attraction of his 

narrative. 
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There is, notwithstanding, in Dr. Moore, a 
curiosa faelicitas, an agreeable manner of 
relating the most trifling circumstances, 
together with a peculiarly dry and serious irony, 
joined to an extensive knowledge of human nature, 
that must always recommend him to the reader's 
attention: He touches with a kind of Promethean 
fire the coarsest clay, and gives a degree of 
novelty even to the most trite and hackneyed 
subjects.88 

This sine qua non, which is an ingredient of all great 

writing, was also essential to the best Tour journals. 

In the history of the genre, no other figure was able to 

give so entertaining a presentation of such a compre

hensive body of knowledge. 

Hester Lynch Piozzi is best known to posterity 

for her peculiar relationship with Samuel Johnson and 

her authorship of the famous Anecdotes. Like many other 

figures who are chiefly renowned as satellites of greater 

luminaries, her own achievements have been neglected. 

Many literary scholars know the details of the match 

with Gabriel Piozzi that so angered the Great Doctor; 

few have read the delightful travel book that was the 

product of the Piozzi's honeymoon. The pair were 

"spliced," as Commodore Trunnion would put it, in July 

of 1784, and the following September they embarked on a 

two-and-a-half year Grand Tour which adhered to the 

traditional itinerary--a route through France and 

88. LI (January, 1781), 12. 
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Switzerland to Italy, a leisurely residence in the 

Mediterranean country, and then home through Austria, 

Germany, and the Lowlands. Mrs. Piozzi maintained the 

usual journal with the choice of subject matter governed 

by her knowledge of earlier travel writing, her love of 

colorful anecdotes, and her literary, musical, and 

artistic interests. (She refers with familiarity to the 

travel works of James Howell, Joseph Addison, Mary 

Wortley Montagu, the Earl of Corke and Orrery, John 

Moore, Martin Sherlock, and Tobias Smollett.) Back in 

England, she retired to Exmouth and then to Bath where 

she expanded and revised her original notes into a formal 

account which was published in 1789 as Observations and 

Reflections Made in the Course of a_ Journey through FranceT 

Italy, and Germany. 

Mrs. Piozzi's Observations and Reflections, in 

addition to its intrinsic interest, is useful to our 

discussion because the author's remarks indicate that 

she gave a great deal of thought to how a Tour book 

should be written and what it should contain. Mrs. 

Piozzi reveals her familiarity with the traditional 

format through her conscientious adherence to the form 

and by her studied apology for the one departure which 

she makes. The authoress pursues thejusjaal itinerary, 

giving sporadic attention to the pastimes sanctified by 
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generations of repetition. She does not attempt the 

inclusiveness of a Keysler or a Moore, but she does give 

a cursory treatment to a broad variety of categories. 

Her work is dominated by anecdote, "observations" and 

"reflections," and a facetious attempt at a "sepulchral 

Tour" in which she visits a large number of famous 

tombs. Her major innovation is that she rejects the 

epistolary device and the pretense that her travels were 

composed of genuine correspondence. The reason she gives 

is simple and well-founded: "I have not thrown my 

thoughts into the form of private letters; because a 

work of which truth is the best recommendation, should 

89 
not above all others begin with a lie." That Mrs. 

Piozzi should find it necessary to justify her departure 

from orthodoxy demonstrates her knowledge of the es

tablished characteristics of the genre. She knew that 

readers approached the Tour work in expectation of 

confronting the familiar epistle. Nevertheless, writing 

in the first person and the present tense, she forfeits 

few of the advantages of the more popular usage. 

Mrs. Piozzi1s Observations and Reflections thus 

presents an engaging combination of the orthodox and the 

original. She visits all the required museums and 

89. (London, 1789), I, vi. 
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collections, but out of a genuine rather than an 

affected interest. For example, she never misses any of 

Guercino's paintings, her favorite artist (who worked 

primarily with hagiographical topics), and she pays a 

pilgrimage to his birthplace at Bologna. She manifests 

a curiosity in the great wonders, scientific and natural, 

new and old. In Paris she sees two men flv in a balloon; 

in Naples she visits Vesuvius. She records her opinions 

of Italian cicisbeos and foreign fashions, demonstrating 

a woman's gift for noticing the minutest details. 

Mrs. Piozzi also makes a few concessions to the 

contemporaneous rage for the sublime and the picturesque. 

.Her subsequent descriptions and reflections, if new in 

number, reveal a substantial knowledge of current 

theorizing. For example, she writes from Turin on 

October 17, 1784: 

We have at length passed the Alps, and are 
safely arrived at this lovely little city, whence 
I look back on the majestic boundaries of Italy, 
with amazement at his courage who first profaned 
them: surely the immediate sensation conveyed to 
the mind by the sight of such tremendous 
appearances must be in every traveller the same, 
a sensation of-fulness never experienced before, 
a satisfaction that there is something great to 
be seen on earth—some object capable of contenting 
even fancy .... In these prospects, colouring 
is carried to its utmost point of perfection, 
particularly at the time I found it, variegated 
with golden touches of autumnal tints; immense 
cascades mean time bursting from naked mountains 
on the one side; cultivated fields, rich with 
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vineyards on the other, and tufted with elegant 
shrubs that invite one to pluck and carry them 
away to where they would be treated with much more 
respect. Little towns sticking in the clefts, 
where one would imagine it was impossible to 
clamber; light clouds often failing under the feet 
of the high-perched inhabitants, while the sound 
of a deep and rapid though narrow river, dashing 
with violence among the insolently impeding rocks 
at the bottom, and bells in thickly-scattered 
spires calling the quiet Savoyards to church upon 
the steep sides of everv hill—fill one's mind with 
such mutable, such various ideas as no other place 
can ever possibly afford.90 

Few figures have spoken so eloquently of what the Alps 

meant to the late eighteenth century traveler. It is 

possible that Mrs. Piozzi only reacted so strongly because 

she felt that she was supposed to, but at least she knew 

why she should do so. 

The authoress of the Anecdotes of Dr. Johnson is 

clearly visible in the Observations, and sometimes this 

identification is purposely emphasized. The colorful 

anecdote is not only a frequent aid to her narration, but 

several dealing with Johnson himself appear, perhaps to 

remind the reader whom he is reading. One such vignette 

recounts the Doctor's disgust at a man whose travels seem 

to have been squandered: 

Doctor Johnson was very angry with a gentleman 
at our house once, I well remember, for not 
being better company; and urged that he had 
travelled into Bohemia, and seen Prague:— 

90. Ibid., 36-38. 
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"Surely," added he, "the nan who has seen Prague 
might tell us something new and something strange, 
and not sit silent for want of matter to put his 
lips in motion."91 

The incident, if not particularly exciting, is at least 

apropos and indicates one accomplishment expected of a 

seasoned traveler. 

Other anecdotes used by Mrs. Piozzi do not depend 

upon the invocation of Johnson's name. When employed 

most skillfully, they serve not only to adorn her tale, 

but also to point a moral. One such anecdote was 

suggested by the sight of the Coliseum, the ruins of 

which usually occasioned trite remarks upon the muta

bility of worldly glories: 

I must not however quit the Coliseum, without 
repeating what passed between the King of Sweden 
and his Roman lacjuais de place when he was here; 
and the fellow, in the true cant of his 
Ciceroneship, exclaimed as they looked up, "Ah 
Maesta! what cursed Goths those were that tore 
away so many fine things here, and pulled down 
such magnificent pillors, S c." "Hold, hold 
friend," replies the King of Sweden; "I am one 
of those cursed Goths myself you know: but what 
were your Roman nobles a-doing, I would ask, when 
they laboured to destroy an edifice like this, 
and build their palaces with its materials?"^/ 

The authoress leaves the reader to draw his own re

flections from this event, but the tale challenges the 

91. Ibid. , II, 317. 

92. Ibid. , 1 , 392-393. 
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normal conceptions of barbarity and civilization. Who, 

in the end, did more to efface the architectural glory 

of ancient Rome—the invading savages of the fourth and 

fifth centuries or the "civilized" descendants of 

Classical Rome? 

Mrs. Piozzi is not against usinp small anecdotes 

simply because they amuse and punctuate more serious 

material with a measure of relief. We will pass over her 

story of meeting a man who had the bovine habit of 

chewing his cud. Instead, let us view another enisode 

which the modern reader will find as startling as did our 

authoress: 

Well! well! if the Neopolitians do bury 
Christians like does, they make sore singular 
compensations we will confess, by nursing dogs 
like Christians. A very veracious man informed 
me vester morning, that his poor wife was half 
broken-hearted at hearinp such a Countess's dop 
was run over; "for," said he, "having suckled the 
pretty creature herself, she loved it like one of 
her children." I bid him repeat the circumstance, 
that no mistake might be made: "he did so; but 
seeing me look shocked, or ashamed, or something 
he did not like, — "Why, madam," said the fellow, 
"it is a common thing enough for ordinary men's 
wives to suckle the lapdogs of ladies of quality:" 
adding, that they were paid for their milk, and he 
saw no harm in gratifying one's superiors. As I 
was disposed to see nothing but harm in disputing 
with such a competitor, our conference finished 
soon, but the fact is certain. 

Indeed few things can be foolisher than to 
debate the propriety of customs one is not bound. 
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to observe or comply with. If you dislike 
them, the remedy is easy; turn yours and your 
horses heads the other way.9"* 

Johnson could not have said it better. 

Mrs. Piozzi did not select the title of her travel 

account at random. Observations and Reflections mirrored 

a conscientious regard for nomenclature, both terms 

referring to deliberate mental disciplines which the 

serious traveler sought to master. We have already noted 

that the Grand Tourist was not an idle sight-seer in 

pursuit of fugitive amusements. He was a thoughtful 

student, whether he was the young Shaftesbury or the 

elderly Moore. He went abroad to examine systematically 

foreign men and manners. From this observation was to 

come knowledge and experience. He was then to reflect 

upon his increasing store of knowledge and experience, 

consequently enlargening his wisdom. That this two-part 

process was an announced goal of the Tourist, we know 

from our own past observations. That "observation" and 

"reflection" were the proper terms for this procedure, we 

know from the Oxford English Dictionary and from Mrs. 

Piozzi's own practices. The O.E.D. records that one 

definition of observation current in the eighteenth 

century was "the action or an act of paying attention, 

93. Ibid., II, 51-58. 
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marking or noticing; the fact of being noticed; notice, 

remark; perception." A "reflection" was "the action of 

turning (back) or fixing the thoughts on some subject; 

meditation, deep or serious consideration." These are as 

good descriptions as any of the willful action of 

travelers, although the two names were often used 

generically for both processes. In the light of these 

definitions we can better appreciate the satire of Tim 

Shallow in Gentleman's Magazine. He is guilty not only 

of shallow observation, but of failing to meditate sub

stantially upon what he had seen to acquire greater 

philosophical sagacity. 

The duty of the travel writer was twofold: to 

increase both his own and his reader's knowledge and 

wisdom. A study of the work itself accomplished the 

former for the reader and stimulated the latter. The 

better Tour books unified keen observation with prudent 

reflection; lesser efforts violated this formula through 

inaccuracy and triteness. Ideally, the writer gave 

enough information to stimulate the reader to his own 

philosophizing, intruding only with original and ex

ceptionally ingenious remarks. The obvious was to be 

left unsaid. ?lenry Fielding, concerning this, absolutely 

forbad the writer to draw any conclusions which the 

audience could draw for itself. In regard to the author 
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and his reader, Fielding stipulated "that the latter 

never forgive any observation of the former which doth 

not convey some knowledge that they are sensible they 

could not possibly have attained of themselves."94 

Fielding is using "observation" here in a nonspecialized 

sense, but his point is clear. Good travel writing was 

measured by the comprehensiveness of its factual material 

and by the depth of its meditations, which dramatized 

the fruits of the educational process. 

The widespread penchant for drawing "race 

portraits" was one residue of the observation-reflection 

pattern, with the supposed accuracy of the portrait being 

emblematic of a well-spent Tour. Mrs. Piozzi's generali

zation on the respective evils of republican and 

monarchical governments is an illustration: "Fraud, 

avarice, ambition, are the vices of republican states and 

a cold climate; idleness, sensuality, and revenge, are 

the weeds of a warm country and monarchical govern

ments . "9^ 

As we have mentioned earlier, Mrs. Piozzi was 

acquainted with other works within the genre and was 

94. Journal of a Voyage to Lisbon, ed. Harold 
E. Pagliaro (Mew York, l"5*63), p. 7m". 

95. Observations, II, 235. 
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sensitive to the demands of its form. Although her 

observations are not as broad as those of Kevsler or 

Moore, she gives an intelligent stratification of details, 

one which yields a very thorough picture of Italian life 

in the eighteenth century. Her employment of personal 

reflection is also restrained but effective. She will 

frequently articulate her own conclusions, but she will 

likewise withdraw on occasion to allow the vicarious 

participant to extract his own. After giving a brief 

account of the eccentricities of Pietro Antonio 

Metastasio, a Roman musician and poet who retired in 

Vienna and whose biography was published by Charles Burney 

in 1796, she remarks: "On a character so singular I 

leave my readers to make their own observations and 
q c 

reflections." She brandishes this formula on several 

more occasions, but again not as a rhetorical occupatio, 

but as an incitement to the reader to do his own thinking. 

Another incident was after an anecdote regarding a 

soldier who wanted to commit suicide without losing his 

soul. He therefore murdered an infant and repented at 

leisure while awaiting capital punishment. "On such 

facts what observations and reflections can result?", she 

writes, "I made none, but gave God thanks that I was born 

96. Ibid., 309. 
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a subject of Great Britain." Of this provincialism she 

was usually free, being especially anxious to appreciate 

her husband's homeland. 

Observations and Reflections did not attain the 

popularity in its own day which it deserved, primarily 

due to a campaign of disparagement at the hands of such 

influential literary voices as Walpole and Boswell. 

Walpole vehemently objected to her use of colloquial 

language, and her opinion that men should write as thev 

speak. Sir Horace and the proper Miss Hannah More traded 

correspondence deprecating Mrs. Piozzi's supposed 

linguistic coarseness and vulgarity. In a letter of ?3 

June 1789, Walpole sarcastically observed, "I hope you 

will discover my style is much improved by having lately 

studied Madame Piozzi's travels—there I dipped, not in 

St Gyle's Pound, where one would think she had been 

e d u c a t e d ."^8 (Lewis glosses St. Gyles as "a pen for 

stray animals.") Hannah reciprocated on 27 July with 

her own catty remarks: 

I am delighted with the little Brown Banner. It 
is so new and so old, and so whimsical, and so 
unique! in short, to borrow Mrs P 's elegant 
and favorite phrase, 'It is so comical somehow, 

97. Ibid., 363. 

98. Horace Walpole's Correspondence, ed. W. S. 
Lewis (New Haven, 1961), mi, 302. 
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there is no telling.' Nay I am in imminent 
danger of falling in love with my own verses, 
for I look at them, and admire them as if they 
were any other body's—--Madame P—— again! You 
see I stand a good chance of adopting all her 
pretty colloquial familiarities, but as I am aware 
that I shall never be half so knowing and witty, I 
do not see what right I have to pretend to be as 
barbarous, and as vulgar. I hope, however, you 
will confess, that she has great strength of' 
intellect, If I allow that she has rather too much 
of the worst property of strength, which is 
coarseness. 

Walpole also published his criticisms in literary 

journals, as did Boswell and others. They succeeded in 

arousing a near universal flood of censure at Mrs. 

Piozzi's use of idiomatic language. Nevertheless, in 

terms of its intrinsic merit it deserved a much better 

fate. In both form and content it compared favorably 

with other masterpieces within the genre, including the 

works of Moore, Thicknesse, and Smollett. It was not 

what James L. Clifford, who should know better, has 

called "a fascinating and delightful attempt to popularize 

travel literature."100 in its day travel literature was 

probably in less need of popularization than was the 

novel, and by at least a few it was held in greater 

respect as a literary undertaking. The following excerpt 

from the Critical Review illustrates the esteem which the 

genre held in relationship to other literary types: 

"• Ibid» 5 316« 

100. Hester Lynch Piozzi (Oxford, 1952), p. 346. 
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A book of travels, in which the materials are 
in general important and well managed, is one 
of the most entertaining and instructive of 
literary productions. There is a happy mixture 
in it of the utile and the dulce; it amuses and 
captivates our fancy, without the fiction of 
romance; it gives us a larger proportion of moral 
and political information, without the tediousness 
and perplexity of system. It promotes and 
facilitates the intercourse of countries remote 
from each other; it dispels from our minds 
unreasonable and gloomy antipathies against those 
manners, customs, forms of government, and 
religion to which we have not been bred; it makes 
man mild; and social to man; it makes us consider 
ourselves and all mankind as brethren.-^1 

Mrs. Piozzi was an intelligent and thoughtful 

woman. She perceived things which generations of Tourists 

had missed, and she arrived at insights both original and 

illuminating. In the company of four or five selected 

titles in the same genre, Observations and Reflections 

might popularize eighteenth century travel literature in 

our own day. 

William Coxe (1747-1828) was typical of the last 

generation of Grand Tour writers. His Travels in 

Switzerland (1789) combined both the old influence which 

institutionalized the Tour and the new spirit which 

ushered in Wordsworth's Descriptive Sketches and the 

extinction of the Tour. The work illustrates that the 

Elizabethan ideal of travel in pursuit of a liberal and 

political education endured until the end of the 

101. XXX (September, 1770), 195-196. 
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eighteenth century, even if in the last decade it was 

gradually displaced by the quest for emotional stimu

lation. Coxe's own explanation of the twofold attraction 

of Switzerland demonstrates the confluence of the old and 

the new: "Switzerland is a most delightful country, and 

merits the particular observation of the traveller, as 

well for the diversity of governments, as for the 

10 2 wonderful beauties of nature." In other words, the 

Tourist was drawn to Switzerland to study both civili

zation and nature, to fulfill both public and private 

needs, to exercise both the intellect and the emotions. 

The traveler's Janus-like perspective was directed back

wards toward Sidney's letter and forward to Shelley's 

Mont Blanc. 

Coxe was versed in the traditional demands of 

the Grand Tour. He had served as bear leader to the son 

of the Earl of Pembroke, read numerous Continental 

travels, and written Sketches of the naturalt civil, and 

political state of Swisserland (1779)—a latter day 

"Present State." A major.portion of his Travels, which 

uses the epistolary framework, is devoted to the con

ventional subject matter, giving information of a 

102. Travels in Switzerland, in A General 
Collection of I . Voyages and Travels, edl John 
Pinkerton (London, 1809} , V, 7^4. 
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political, historical, scientific, economic, and 

sociological nature, much of it pilfered from his own 

Sketches. The topics which he discusses in his letters 

from Zurich are the same which would have interested a 

seventeenth century traveler: Zurich's civil, religious, 

and political history, the agricultural environment, the 

legislative framework of the Canton, the geography and 

surrounding locale, regional customs and manners, 

military strength with size of army and arsenal, ecclesi

astical governings, charities, education, libraries public 

and private, the local scientific society, pins brief 

accounts of Ulric Zwingli, and several famous men of 

letters. Coxe could have been following the lists of 

Bacon and Howell. 

Coxe employs a fluid narrative in which to record 

objective information and subjective impressions. In 

addition to the continuity achieved by a chronological 

account of his progress, he attains a further unity bv 

continual emphasis of two subtly related themes--Swiss 

political liberty and the elevating effects of sublime 

scenery. Although the form of government varied from 

Canton to Canton (Neuchatel was ruled by a limited 

monarchy, Lucerne and Soleure by an oligarchy, Glarus by 

a democracy, and so forth), Switzerland could boast tales 

reminiscent of Marathon and Thermopylae, relating how its 
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tiny armies had repulsed the hordes that sought to usurp 

its freedom. In 1388 for example, three hundred and 

eighty troops representing Glarus defeated a mammoth 

Austrian army, using the simple expedient of turning the 

rugged terrain to advantage and smothering their enemies 

with avalanches. The English felt a kinship with the 

Swiss based upon Protestantism and similar doctrines of 

political liberty. The small Alpine country was the one 

location on his itinerary where the Grand Tourist did not 

indulge his superiority complex, 

Coxe's Travels also reflects the same interest in 

the scientific method found in earlier writings. 

Sandwiched between his accounts of political institutions 

and sublime scenery, are Coxe's scientific speculations 

on several natural oddities. Typical of this amateur 

scientific sleuthing is the thirty-fifth letter which 

devotes itself to the goiters of Vallais, a curiosity 

which attracted the commentary of writers from Coryate 

to Mrs. Piozzi, He begins by describing the malady, then 

he examines the consensus explanation, that the goiters 

were caused bv snow water. He rejects this diagnosis 

upon the grounds that it is inconsistent with two facts: 

. . . why are they common in the midlands and 
lower parts, and extremely rare in the higher 
regions of Switzerland? particularly what 
reason can be assigned, why the natives of those 
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places that lie most contiguous to the glaciers, 
and who drink no other water than what descends 
immediately from those immense reservoirs of ice 
and snow, are not subject to the malady? Why are 
the inhabitants of those countries in which there 
is no snow afflicted with it? For these gutteral 
tumours are to be found in the environs of Naples, 
in the island of Sumatra, and at Patna and Purnea, 
in the East Indies, where snow is unknown.10 3 

Having discredited the most popular hypothesis, 

Coxe proceeds to look for what all the areas have in 

common where goiters were prevalent. In the springs of 

the district of Vallais he finds a calcareous matter 

called tuf, a substance also found in other goitrous 

regions and which, furthermore, had been surgically 

removed from these growths. One physician reported that 
t 

the cause was due to certain altitudes and temperatures, 

but Coxe ^ound in these only secondary influences—tuf 

was only found at these altitudes and temperatures. 

Regardless of what twentieth century science has learned 

about iodine and goiters, Coxe's theory was cogent and 

superior to most that preceded it. Of interest to us is 

his inductive scientific approach and the fact that 

Tourists continued to be amateur naturalists throughout 

the eighteenth century. 

One more example of Coxe's critical attitude 

underlines the manner in which many thoughtful travelers 

rejected authority to rely upon their own findings. The 

103. Ibid., 773. 
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legend of William Tell and the apple is told to this 

day, and it was a popular anecdote in Tour works dealing 

with Switzerland. Coxe unearthed an obscure treatise 

which labeled the story a myth. Its author discovered 

that the incident was not recorded until two hundred 

years after the event was to have taken place, and then 

it corresponded exactly with a parallel episode in the 

Danish annals of Saxo Grammaticus, better known as the 

original source of the Hamlet story. The evidence of 

later interpolation is therefore overwhelming. 4 Coxe 

obligingly reprints the excerpt from Grammaticus at the 

end of the thirty-fifth letter to verify his point. Such 

was the nature of scientific demonstration, giving pre-

cedence to fact over tradition. 

Coxe was also an accomplished Tourist of the 

picturesque and the sublime, describing the proper 

scenic attractions, and reacting in the prescribed 

manner—if occasionally in a heavy-handed fashion. Un

like many travelers he could distinguish between the two 

terms and did not use them interchangeably. The pictur

esque, according to such theorists as William Gilpin and 

Uvedale Price, was derivative of landscape painting and 

104. Ibid. , 732-733, 
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partook of its values—composition and variety. It was 

panoramic, could entail sublime elements, and placed a 

premium upon "roughness and sudden variation and irregu

larity.The following passage describing the lake of 

Wallenst:adt illustrates this definition: 

The scenery of the lake is uncommonly wild and 
picturesque, and affords a perpetual variety of 
beautiful and romantic scenes. On the side of 
Glarus, the mountains which form its borders are 
chiefly cultivated; enriched with wood or fine 
meadows, and studded with cottages, churches, and 
small villages; the Alps of Glarus rising behind, 
their tops covered with snow. On the other side, 
for the most part, the rocks are grotesque, craggy, 
inaccessible, and perpendicular: but here and there 
a few cultivated necks of land are formed at the 
very edge of the lake, and at the bottom of these 
very rocks, exhibiting a beautiful contrast to the 
barreness above and around them. Numberless water 
falls, occasioned by the melting of the snows, fall 
down the sides of the mountains from a very 
considerable height, and with an almost inconceivable 
variety; some seeming to glide gently in circular 
directions; others forming vast torrents, and 
rushing into the lake with noise and violence; all 
changing their form and their position as we 
approached or receded from them. The lake is 
exceedingly clear, deep, and cold, and, as we were 
informed, is never frozen.-^6 

The perpetual kaleidoscopic alteration of such terrain 

provides material for a host of landscape canvases. 

Our author likewise perceived in grand dimensions 

the suggestions of awe and terror with which contemporary 

dogma associated the sublime. His reaction is sometimes 

105. Samuel Holt Monk, The Sublime (Ann Arbor, 
1962) , p. 158. 

106. Travels, 653-654. 
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so intense that we must suspect that his sincerity 

places him in a category with George Pontifex: 

I was so captivated with these enchanting scenes 
that I could not help stopping every moment to 
admire them: our guide, not conceiving it possible 
that these delays could be owing to any other 
cause than the laziness of my horse, never failed 
to strike the poor beast, and continually awakened 
me out of my rapturous contemplations.107 

At other times he is so "transported" that he must "cry 

out in the language of poetry" and quote a line or two 

from Milton or Gray. Once, on peeping over the rail of 

a footbridge into a gorge of almost unending depth, he 

confesses to a giddy feeling, confirming what many 

scholars have suspected of other sublime travelers—that 

he was confusing acrophobia with spiritual transport. 

The sublime was derived from a rugged extensive-

ness intimating of disorder and infinity, two qualities 

dizzying to the eighteenth century imagination. While 

the picturesque resided in composition, the sublime 

resided in enormity. The following account is thus 

sublime because of its emphasis upon vastness: 

From this point, which overlooks the whole 
country, I enjoyed one of the most extensive and 
uninterrupted prospects, particularly the finest 
distant view of the Alps, which I had yet seen 
in Switzerland. 

To the north, the eye expatiates freely over 
the wilds of the Black Forest; to the east, beyond the 

107. Ibid. , 656. 
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confines of Bavariaj towards the west, traces 
the branches of the Jura extending in multi
farious directions; to the south, looks down 
upon the fertile and enclosed regions in the 
canton of Zuric, on the lake and its populous 
banks, and admires the vast expanse of country 
swelling from plains to acclivities, from 
acclivities to hills, from hills to mountains, 
and terminating in those stupendous Alps, 

"Whose heads touch heaven." 

This wonderful and sublime prospect detained 
me insensibly till the close of evening . . . .108 

Coxe is conscious of the effect which such views should 

have upon the sensitive individual, and he leaves "filled 

with those pleasing but melancholy reflections which the 

indescribable beauties of nature leave upon the mind."^09 

And for the less imaginative reader, he supplements his 

verbal description with a few plates of Alpine vistas. 

Coxe's Travels in Switzerland, though seldom 

read since the eighteenth century, has had an unappreci

ated influence upon the development of English 

literature. A recent study by Charles Norton Coe, 

Wordsworth and the Literature of Travel (New York, 1953), 

has demonstrated that William Wordsworth owed a sub

stantial indebtedness to a French translation of Coxe's 

Travels, an indebtedness particularly notable in the 

Descriptive Sketches. This use of Coxe in the Sketches 

108. Ibid. , 679. 

109. Ibid. 
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is especially significant because the poetic account of 

a European sight-seeing trip represents the genre that 

displaced Grand Tour writing. He drew from Travels in 

Switzerland both intellectual and poetical subject 

matter. For example, in Coxe's "accounts of the heroic 

and democratic qualities of Swiss mountaineers, Words

worth was to find his own theories regarding the potential 

greatness of the' common man substantiated."^"^ His 

admiration for the democratic Swiss Cantons and their 

virtuous inhabitants inspired a passage in the Sketches 

paraphrased directly from Coxe. As Coe has so per

ceptively observed, the letter describing the fourteenth 

century victories of the Swiss over the invading 

Austrians, and the ensuing reflections, prompted the 

following lines: 

Once Man entirely free, alone and wild, 
Was blest as free--for he was Nature's child. 
He, all superior but his God disdained, 
Walked none restraining, and by none restrained 
Confessed no law but what his reason taught, 
Did all he wished, and wished but what he ought. 
As man in his primeval dower arrayed 
The image of his glorious Sire displayed, 
Even so, by faithful Nature guarded, here 
The traces of primeval'Man appear; 
The simple dignity no forms debase; 
The eye sublime, and surly lion-grace: 
The slave of none, of beasts alone the lord, 
His book he prizes, nor neglects his sword; 
Well taught by that to feel his rights, prepared 
With this "the blessings he enjoys to guard." 

(M33-UU8) 

110. Coe, p. U6. 
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Coe ends on this particular note by reaffirming 

that'a familiarity with Coxe's work played a big role 

"in formulating and crystalizing Wordsworth's theories 

regarding the worth and dignity of primitive man. " 

Coe's major discovery, however, from "an analysis of 

several of his most characteristic poems reveals the fact 

that he often found verbal descriptions, such as recol

lections from his reading in travel books or the 

impressions of his trip recorded by Dorothy in her 

112 Journal, as useful as actual personal observation." 

In other words, much of what he "recollected in tran

quility" was his reading in travel journals. Nevertheless, 

that such literature should have so stimulating an effect 

upon Wordsworth's imagination is not surprising. Any 

reader with a substantial amount of sympathetic imagi

nation could receive an analogous inspiration from 

vicarious participation in the travel work. As we have 

already shown, this effect was one of the major 

attractions of the genre. 

Arthur Young's Travels in France During the Years 

1787, 1788, 1789 (London, 1792) was a specialized Grand 

Tour work, meaning that it devoted itself to one 

111. Ibid. , p. 55. 

112. Ibid., p. 29. 
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particular purpose, giving less attention to the wide 

spectrum of topics normally covered. The particular 

orientation of Young's Travels is agricultural. Its 

author prepared for his task by a multitude of literary 

activities, including the production of four novels, 

numerous political pamphlets, editorship of several 

monthlies, the writing of tracts on husbandry, and the 

compilations of several agricultural tours through 

Ireland and England. The gift of an eighty-acre farm as 

a young man had turned him from a foppish indolence to a 

student of and later authority on modern agriculture. He 

was interested in his subject from both a scientific and 

an economic point of view. He studied the agricultural 

practices of the English and Irish and experimented with 

new crops and advanced methods of cultivation. As a 

theorist, he felt that the chief duty of the farmer was 

to achieve the greatest possible crop yield. He abjured 

the system of absentee landlordism and, although he dis

liked small holdings, thought that the farmer should 

work his own land without the impediment of oppressive 

rentals. This point of view he brought to an analysis 

of agricultural conditions in France conducted during 

three tours between 1787 and 1789. 
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Younp's TraveIs is of particular interest because 

it contains one of the fullest discussions of the ^rand 

Tour writer's art to be found anvwhere, Younp observes 

that there are two methods of writinp travels: "To 

register the journey itself, or the result of it. In 

the former case it is a-diary under which head are to be 

classed all those books of travels written in the form of 

letters. The latter usually falls into the shape of 

113 essays on distinct subjects." He then considers the 

advantages and disadvantages of each form. The diary or 

journal carries a preater amount of weipht and credi-

bilitv. The traveler is seen in the act of observing, 

and reveals himself the moment he writes of thirds he has 

not seen. Studied and elaborate renarks can flow onlv 

from a sound foundation in actual experience. The 

journal will provide an accurate repister to how well or 

how poorlv the writer directs his observations. Because 

of these transparencies, Younp stater, that the audience 

is "safe from imposition either desipned or involun-

tarv."^4 On the other hand, the diarv form is susceoti-

ble to prolixitv due to the repetition of the same 

subjects and ideas. Another major flaw is that subjects 

113. 2nd edition (London, 17 94), I, 1, edition 
cited in this study. 

114. Ibid. 
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of major importance "instead of being treated de_ suite 

for illustration or comparison, are given by scraps as 

received, without order, and without connection; a mode 

which lessens the effect of writing, and destroys much 

of its utility."H5 

In favor of composing essays or giving the result 

of travels, Young suggests brevity and freedom from 

trivialities. Useless and distracting details may be 

excluded. The greatest advantage is that the form 

treats subjects "in as complete a state of combination 

and illustration as the abilities of the author can make 

them; the matter comes with full force and effect." 

Its weaknesses are symmetrically antithetical to the 

strengths of the diary or journal. The essay therefore 

lacks the credibility, the sense of immediacy, and built-

in safeguards from imposition and deception. 

Young's decision is to employ both techniques. 

He divides his work into two sections, the first part 

being a diary with "the observations which I made upon 

the face of the countries through which I passed; and 

upon the manners, customs, amusements, towns, roads, 

117 seats, £ c." The second part is devoted exclusively 

115. Ibid. ,2. 

116. Ibid. 

117. Ibid. 
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to an essay under various agricultural headings such as, 

the Soil, and Face of the Country, the Produce of Corn, 

the Rent, and the Price of Land in France, the Sheep of 

France, Commerce, Manufactures, Vines, Plants, Waste 

Lands, Manures, etc. Early editions also included a 

multi-colored soil map of France. His method of organi

zation is to take one topic and then to go through it 

province by province. One advantage of Young's method, 

a kickback to Moryson, was that it offered his readers 

the opportunity to skip either the travel account or the 

agricultural survey, depending on their interests. 

Nevertheless his narration is interspersed with a great 

deal of information. Interestingly, his decision to use 

both methods was reflected in Moore's Views, although the 

earlier writer was less explicit about his decision. The 

main difference was that Moore interspersed his essays 

throughout his journal rather than putting them at the 

end. 

The result of Arthur Young's consciousness of 

his art was a smoothly narrated Tour work that fulfilled 

the educational functions of its genre without a super

fluity of detail and incident. The journal section is 

also dominated by agricultural interests but within the 

context of a swift paced narration. From an economic 
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and political standpoint his recurring theme is the 

depredation of the French peasant-farmer at the hands of 

shortsighted and indifferent governmental policies, a 

theme which endeared him to nineteenth century French 

readers and made his book a common text in their schools. 

In the years he spent crisscrossing the country, he saw 

underprivileged tenant farmers suffering under the in

equitable system of metayage (farming on half profits), 

and haggard women forced to do the work of men. During 

this time he pinpointed some of the major contributing 

factors to the Revolution, the beginning of which he 

experienced while donning the tricolors for self-

protection. (A red, white, and blue cockade signified 

the wearer's sympathies with the Revolution, the lack of 

which could be fatal.) He particularly blamed local 

aristocrats who wielded unlimited and tyrannical powers 

over the lower classes. A monarchist himself (contrary 

to his admiring French audience who misunderstood his 

opinion of the Revolution), Young scorned the idea of 

a republic, and he held a sacred view of the responsi

bility of the ruling classes: "What a vice it is, and 

even a curse, that the gentrv, instead of being the 

cherishers and benefactors of their poor neighbors, 

should thus, by the abomination of feudal rights, prove 
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mere tyrantsIn the typical fashion of the English 

traveler, he does not hesitate to point out the superior 

conditions in his homeland. 

Young's Travels also reflects the taste and 

sensibilities of his age in its scenic descriptions. 

Young was an accomplished picturesque traveler from the 

days of his English and Irish tours. He was familiar 

with popular landscape painting, and this body of art 

gave him the set of standards by which he evaluated 

genuine scenery. The aesthetic reservations which he 

experienced at the prospect of Boulogne illustrates this 

artificial stance: 

The view of Boulogne from the other side at 
the distance of a mile is a pleasing landscape;' 
the river meanders in the vale, and spreads in 
a fine reach under the town, just before it 
falls into the sea, which opens between two high 
lands, one of which backs the town,--the view 
wants only wood; for if the hills had more, fancy 
could scarcely paint a more agreeable scene.^9 

Young is imposing the values of landscape painting upon 

a real scene and finding it deficient because Claude 

Lorrain would have composed it somewhat differently. As 

12 0 Monk remarks, "It all seems rather queer." 

118* Ibid. , 271. 

119. Ibid., 4. 

120. The Sublime, p. 222. 
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Young's Travels employed the device of an agri

cultural tour to define the contemporaneous social and 

political situation in France. To the student of Grand 

Tour literature his work demonstrates the sense of 

novelty that could still be injected after two hundred 

years of Continental travel writing. He was one of the 

last Tour writers to synthesize an account that was 

original yet conventional in both content and form. As 

an agricultural and social analyst, his achievement is 

measured by the wide circulation of his Travels in-

nineteenth century France. His book was also popular in 

England, but for reasons that modern scholars might not 

suspect. As Christopher Hussey points out, the Travels 

were especially congenial to Men of Feeling: "In the 

true eighteenth-century manner, both he and his readers 

included agriculture in the art of landscape along with 

gardening, painting, architecture, and poetry."^2'-

The final stage in the development of conventional 

Grand Tour literature is illustrated in the writings of 

Anne Radcliffe. Just as much of the history of the 

eighteenth century novel might be traced in the 

contrasts between Moll Flanders and The Mysteries of 

Udolpho, the development of Continental travel writing 

121. The Picturesque (London and New York. 
1927), p. 102. 
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can be outlined in the differences between Addison's 

Remarks on Several Parts of Italy and Mrs. Radcliffe's 

Journey Made in the Summer of 1791t through Holland and 

the Western Frontier of Germany. The proper emphasis in 

the Tour writing of Addison's time was upon the Classical 

attractions of southern Europe, and the chief delights 

consisted in visiting the sites of ancient history while 

noting the contrasts between past and present. For his 

guidebooks the author was likely to rely upon the Latin 

poets and tracts upon contemporaneous government and 

economies. The stress was upon didacticism and morality. 

The Remarks is therefore salted with edifying medi

tations upon history, literature, and the antiquities. 

T*ie Journey * written ninety years later, places more 

stress upon imagination and less upon education. The 

author tries less to "improve" her audience and concen

trates instead upon scenery--mood-inducing peaks, 

caverns, and river gorges. 

If Anne Radcliffe's Journey does for scenery what 

Addison's Remarks does for medals, she still maintains a 

respect for the traditional Tour itinerary. She visits 

and describes all the proper palaces, museums, libraries, 

and other public buildings. She gives historical back

grounds, discusses population and taxation, and renders 
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an account of the Dutch government. She even makes 

note of local fortifications although she generally 

refrains from vivid depictions. Somewhat surprising is 

her enchantment with military activities. At the time 

she made her journey, a war was being waged involving 

the Dutch, French, and Hermans. She plays the part of 

a female war correspondent with gusto, giving a detailed 

account of the French siege on Mainz. Her reaction to 

the sounds of a distant battle and to the sight of an 

English hospital ship suggests that she unconsciously 

associated the horrors of war with the sublimities of 

nature: 

Passing many small villages, or hamlets, 
we came, at sun-set, to the large branch of 
the sea, which spreads from Williamstadt to 
Helvoetsluys and from thence to the German 
ocean. The former fortress was faintly visible 
at a great distance over the water; and, while 
we were straining our sight towards it, there 
was proof enough of a nearness to the present 
theatre of war, the sounds of the siege of Sluys 
coming loudly and distinctly in the breeze. The 
characters of evening had fallen upon the scene 
in mild and deep solemnity; but the glories of 
nature were unfelt, while a dreadful estimation 
of the miseries, produced at each return of the 
sullen roar, pressed almost exclusively upon the 
mind; considerations, which were soon after 
prolonged by the melancholy view of several 
English transports, filled with wounded soldiers, 
whose blythe music, now at the firing of the 
evening gun, was rendered painful by its contrast 
to the truth of their conditions.122 

122. Journey, 363-364. 
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The Journey and Udolpho were written a year 

apart, and they bear an obvious kinship to one another, 

both works making elaborate use of sensationalistic 

scene-setting. The style of verbal landscape painting 

used in the Journey excels that used in most other Tour 

writing because of its complexity and facility. Few 

other picturesque travelers possessed either Anne 

Radcliffe's technical understanding or her vocabulary. 

Her descriptive passages suggest an intimate familiarity 

with the theorizing and practice of William Gilpin, whose 

picturesque tours began appearing in 1782 and whose 

Three Essays on Picturesque Beauty was published two 

years before Mrs. Radcliffe's Tour. Gilpin specified 

that picturesque landscape be analyzed in three 

categories—composition, coloring, and light—variety and 

roughness being the paramount virtues. The chief ingredi

ents to be examined under the three headings were trees, 

rocks, broken grounds, woods, rivers, lakes, plains, 

valleys, mountains, distances, and, especially, "the 

elegant relics of ancient architecture; the ruined 

tower, the Gothic arch, the remains of castles, and 

abbeys. ^ In the ideal situation these components 

would be arranged in a state of pleasing disorder. 

123. Three Essays, 3rd edition (London, 1808), 
p. ^6. 
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Mrs. Radcliffe was familiar with Gilpin's three 

categories and their respective virtues, whether she 

gained such knowledge at first or second hand. Unlike 

many of her contemporaries who relied upon the mere 

invocation of objects felt to be intrinsically sublime 

or picturesque, she was particularly sensitive to the 

effect of light patterns. Her remark at one point that 

"the progressive influence of the hour upon the landscape 

was interesting,"124 indicates the secret of her vivid 

descriptive powers. She had a unique ability to depict 

the effect of shifting lights and shades upon the country

side, especially at sunset and on cloudy days. The 

following passage illustrates this knack, in addition to 

presenting all the ingredients of a picturesque vista: 

From the chapel we ascended to a tower of the 
convent, whence all the scattered scenes, of 
whose beauty, or sublimity, we had caught partial 
glimpses between the woods below, were collected 
into one vast landscape, and exhibited almost to 
a single glance. The point, on which the convent 
stands, commands the whole horizon. To the north, 
spread the wide plains, before seen, covered with 
corn, then just embrowned, and with vines and 
gardens, whose alternate colours formed a gay checker 
work with villages, convents and castles. The 
grandeur of this level was unbroken by any 
inclosures, that could seem to diminish its 
vastness. The range of woody heights, that bound 
it on the west, extend to the southward, many 
leagues beyond the hiss of Sanctae Crucis; but the 
uniform and unbroken ridges of* distant mountains, 
on the east, cease before the Seven Mountains 
rise above the Rhine in all their awful majesty. 
The bases of the latter were yet concealed by the 
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woody ridge near the convent, which gives such 
enchanting effect to their aerial points. The 
Sky above them was clear and glowing, unstained 
by the lightest vapour and these mountains still 
appeared upon it, like unsubstantial visions. On 
the two highest pinnacles we could just distinguish 
the ruins of castles, and, on a lower precipice, a 
building, which our reverend guide pointed out as 
a convent . . . .-^5 

One more passage is necessary to further illus

trate the recurrent ease of Mrs. Radcliffe's ability to 

handle her materials, especially in regard to portraying 

the effect of color and light. Especially interesting is 

the obvious enthusiasm with which she depicts the 

kaleidoscopic behavior of sunlight and shadow. Riding 

from Bonn to Goodesberg, she describes the surrounding 

terrain: 

On our left, the tremendous mountains, that bind 
the eastern shore of the Rhine, gradually lost 
their aerial complexion, as we approached them, 
and displayed new features and new enchantments; 
an ever-varying illusion, to. which the transient 
circumstance of thunder clouds contributed. The 
sun-beams, streaming among these clouds, threw 
partial gleams upon the precipices, and, followed 
by dark shadows, gave surprising and inimitable 
effect to the natural colouring of the mountains, 
whose pointed tops we now discerned to be covered 
with dark heath, extended down their rocky sides, 
and mingled with the reddish and light yellow tints 
of other vegetation and the soil. It was delightful 
to watch the shadows sweeping over fhese steeps, 
now involving them in deep obscurdty, and then 
leaving them to the sun's rays, which brought out 
all their hues into vivid contrast. 

125. 

126. 

Ibid., pp. 126-127. 

Ibid., pp. 134-135. 
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This excerpt is a perfect embodiment of Gilpin's theories. 

Mrs, Radcliffe has attained picturesque variety by 

compounding the natural variety of rugged objects with a 

shifting combination of lights and shadows. 

To her Journey is added a tour of the English 

Lake District which she took immediately upon returning 

from the Continent. By so doing she tried her hand, at 

exploiting an area already popularized by Gilpin's 

writing, and she presaged the later treatment by Words

worth and his followers. That she should find it 

appropriate to cap her European travels with a domestic 

tour of picturesque attractions indicates the final turn 

taken by the educational Grand Tour begun in the 

Elizabethan Age. 

Mrs. Radcliffe's Journey may rightly be con

sidered within the tradition of Grand Tour literature. 

Many travelers wrote of only one segment of the Tour; 

Mrs. Radcliffe simply reversed a more popular practice 

and wrote of the northern segment. She spent a sub

stantial amount of her time pursuing educational 

activities, collecting the wide variety of facts sought 

by earlier Tourists. But, to these rational and 

humanistic pastimes, she added the cultivation of 

127. Three Essays, p. 42. 
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sensibility through the visitation of picturesque and 

sublime landscapes. An eighteenth century reader would 

have derived from her work the same lessons in political 

geography and comparative sociology to be gleaned from 

more conventional Tour works. The difference was a 

change in emphasis which ultimately heralded the death of 

those values that gave form and continuity to the Grand 

Tour. 

From Roman ruins to Gothic ruins, from reverence 

for civilization to reverence for nature, and from Joseph 

Addison to Anne Radcliffe, we can trace the development 

of taste in the eighteenth century. 

We have discussed the foregoing Grand Tour works 

in a chronological order, with particular attention to 

the manner in which they remained constant to the con

ventions of the genre while gradually giving greater 

stress to those values which eventually undermined and 

displaced the genre. John Moore's Views supplemented 

traditional subject matter with some landscape de

scriptions, thus extending the dimensions of the kind. 

Mrs. Radcliffe composed a picturesque journey, but in 

the same way that Addison compiled a Classical journey 

and Mrs. Piozzi a sepulchral journey. In Mrs. 

Radcliffe's journal the cultivation of mood-provoking 
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vistas threatened to displace the traditional edu

cational natter while not actually doing so. Her 

itinerarv was still disciplined by the conventional 

goals, but with a few concessions to modernity. How

ever, in giving vent to such sentimental and emotional 

indulgences, she came dangerously close to violating the 

essential spirit of the Grand Tour. In order to under

stand how the orthodox Tour work metamorphosed into the 

Descriptive Sketches and Childe Harold* s Pilgrimage, we 

must examine one more travel account that is out of 

place in our chronological sequence. 

Perhaps the most atypical and prophetic of all 

eighteenth century Continental travel writings was 

William Beckford's Italy. Best known for Vathek (1786), 

Beckford compiled his letters from Italy in 1780 and 

1781, while on a Grand Tour that was normal in all 

respects except for its record. His parents had followed 

the advice of the Tour reformers by educating their son 

for a year in Geneva, but they did not dispatch him on 

his travels until his activities at home threatened the 

future they had mapped for him (more of his character

istic passivity we will see in a moment). Unfortunately 

his recklessness in Italy did even more to endanger his 

projected political career. While there he composed a 

highly romanticized account of his wanderings which he 
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prepared for the press in 1783 as Dreams t Waking Thoughts , 

and Incidents. His horrified parents forced their 

compliant son to withdraw the five hundred copies and it 

was not issued until 183U as Volume One of Italy; with 

Sketches of Spain and Portugal.^^ 

Italy is unique because it bears a closer re

semblance to Proust's Pleasure's and Days than to the 

travel journals we have been studying. Instead of 

employing the omnium gatherum approach prescriTSed by 

convention, Beckford focused upon the subjective beauties 

of the Italian countryside. His lyrical and idealized 

rendering is the antithesis of the Addisonian approach. 

The earlier traveler was concerned with the historical 

and Classical significance of the country, and with the 

task of deriving pithy meditations from the contract 

between past and present. The romantic Beckford ignores 

the social studies aspect of travel and concentrates 

upon his responses to natural beauties. 

The significance of Beckford's Italy is that its 

author feels free to give a subjective report of his 

travels. Unlike his serious-minded predecessors who set 

out with a grim determination to pursue a stereotyped 

itinerary with objective and didactic goals, he obeys 

only the promptings of his own emotions. If the 
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orthodox Tourist demonstrated a masculine vitality in 

charting his land voyage through Europe, our author 

displays a feminine passivity, floating with the tides 

of emotional stimuli. The following prose poem is almost 

a perfect metaphor of his procedure: 

. . . I passed under an arch, and suddenly the 
boundless plains of ocean opened to my view, I 
ran to the smooth sands, extending on both sides 
out of sight, and dashed into the waves which 
were coursing one another with gentle motion, and 
breaking lightly on the shores. The tide rolled 
over me as I lay floating about, buoyed up by the 
water, and carried me withersoever it listed. It 
might have borne me far out into the main before 
I had been aware, so totally was I abandoned to 
the illusion of the moment, ^y ears [w]ere filled 
with murmuring undecided sounds; my limbs, stretched 
languidly on the surge, rose or sunk just as it 
swelled or subsided. In this passive state I 
remained, till the sun cast a less intolerable 
light, and the fishing-vessels lying out in the 
bay at a great distance spread their sails and 
were coming home.129 

An important ingredient of his descriptions are 

thus the things that delight his senses and the reveries 

which they inspire. As he languishes in Venice, 

The rustling of the pines had the same effect as 
the murmers of other old story-tellers, and I 
dozed undisturbed till the people without, in the 
boat (who wondered not a little', I dare say, what 
was become of me within), began to sort of chorus 
in parts, full of such plaintive modulation, that 
I s.till thought myself under the influence of a 
dream, and, half in this world and half in the other 
believed, like the heroes of Fingal, that I had 
caught the music of the spirits of the hill.13° 

129. 

130. 

Italy (Paris and Lyons, 1835), p. 24. 

Ibid., p. 17. 
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This is not primarily an objective record of what is to 

be found in Italys but the account of how an exceedingly 

sensitive person reacts there. 

Mood is paramount in Beckford's fanciful nar

ration, because it modifies his impressions. He is ever 

sensitive to the manner in which external conditions 

qualify his emotional outlook and, in turn, to how this 

outlook affects his perception of externals. In other 

words, he explored the reciprocal relationship between 

the perceiver and the perceived, each in turn serving as 

an active and a passive agent, a process more thoroughly 

examined by the authors he anticipates--the major English 

Romantic Poets. Beckford consequently begins many 

descriptions by giving such mood-determining factors as 

the condition of the weather. 

The morning was soft, but hazy. I walked in a 
grove of orange trees, white with blossums, and 
at the same time glowing with fruit. The spot 
sloped pleasantly toward the sea, and here I 
loitered till the horses were ready, then set off 
on the Appion, between hedges of myrtle and aloes. -

This morning I awoke in the glow of sunshine--the 
air blew -fresh and fragrant—never did I feel more 
elastic and enlivened. A brisker flow of spirits 
than I had for many a day experienced, animated 
me with a desire of rambling about the shore of 
Baii . . . .132 

131. Ibid., p. 90. 

132. Ibid. , p. 96. 
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Beckford's Italy is an enchanting work and, 

according to one scholar, "one of the most appealing and 

poetic of eighteenth century travel books."133 Although 

not published until the next century, the book presaged 

the decline of the Grand Tour. Its casual form was 

anathema to the disciplined educational ideals cultivated 

by Tourists since the time of Elizabeth. In place of the 

conscientious pursuit of a stereotyped itinerary, it 

substituted the spontaneous surrender to subjective 

impressions. Beckford did not conduct his peregrinations 

for the sake of learning, as did Sidney and Misson, but 

for the sake of feeling as did Wordsworth and Byron. 

This behavior dispersed the traditional collection of 

places to see and instigated the formation of a more 

spontaneous list--one that would include the Lake 

Country. When this egoistic approach became predominant, 

travel itineraries were as varied as individual 

sensibilities. 

133. Paul Franklin Kirby, The Grand Tour in 
Italy, p. 18. 



CHAPTER III 

GRAND TOUR LITERATURE AND THE CRITICS 

If Grand Tour literature was an independent and 

clearly defined genre, we can expect to find a signifi

cant uniformity of opinion among its commentators. This 

condition is amply satisfied by the writings of both the 

reviewers and the practitioners of the kind. A repre

sentative selection of their remarks discloses a widely 

accepted body of evaluative standards, reinforcing our 

contention that the nature and purposes of Grand Tour 

literature were clearly established. An examination of 

these criteria will enlarge our understanding of the 

genre and prepare us for a more enlightened appreciation 

of the craftsmanship of Smollett's Travels through France 

and Italy. For the sake of a compact presentation, we 

will occasionally reiterate material from the previous 

chapters. 

No major treatises were written in the eighteenth 

century to define the nature and goals of Grand Tour 

literature. No leading practitioner attempted a compre

hensive discussion of his art, as Henry Fielding did 

for the novel in his preface to Joseph Andrews. Such 
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standards of evaluation as did exist must be garnered 

piecemeal from contemporaneous journals and from the 

Tour works themselves. The results of such a survey 

illustrate that a large number of major premises were 

taken for granted, with disagreement being waged over 

accidental details. The purpose of the Grand Tour itself 

as a gigantic educational undertaking was universally 

accepted. The purpose of Tour writing was to provide a 

literary recreation of the same event for the edification 

of vicarious travelers, whether or not they planned to be 

future Tourists. The experience of reading Tour liter

ature was to be second only to the experience of taking 

the Tour itself. This theory is both explicit and 

implicit in most commentary on the genre, as reflected in 

Baretti's Journey from London to Genoa: "In the de

scriptions that follow, I hope it will appear that I have 

spared no pains to carry my reader in some measure along 

with me; to make him see what I saw, hear what I heard, 

feel what I felt, and even think and fancy whatever I 

thought and fancied myself."^" 

Many of the principles applicable to the evalu

ation of Tour works were common to other forms of travel 

literature. A few critics, such as Johnson who had such 

1. London, 1770, I, v-vi. 
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a reverence for all travel that he could not isolate one 
9 

form as superior, did not even acknowledge the separate 

existence of the kind. Nevertheless, because of the 

stereotyped nature of the Grand Tour, its literary 

accounts were based upon a larger number of accepted con

ventions than were any other form of travel writing. In 

their adherence to these traditions Tour authors signaled 

their recognition of the independent existence of the 

genre. Certain qualitative demands were therefore made 

exclusively of Grand Tour literature. 

The norms employed by critics varied accidentally 

rather than substantially. Most commentators agreed that 

the epistolary form was the most effective vehicle for 

the communication of travel accounts. They also agreed 

that the best Tour records should contain a variety of 

materials, but they often differed on the distribution 

and proportionment of these materials. Political, 

nationalistic, religious, and personal biases also 

modified the reception of Tour works: John Wilkes' Whig 

periodical, The North Briton, ridiculed Smollett's 

Travels through France and Italy, primarily because its 

author was a Tory and a personal rival; Philip 

Thicknesse's writings on France were frequently casti

gated for praising the French; Joseph Baretti's work was 
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savagely berated by some reviewers for comparing Italy 

favorably with England; and numerous other authors 

received plaudits for anti-Catholic prejudices. Much of 

the reading public assumed that one duty of travel 

writing was to assert the preferability of being a 

Protestant and an Englishman. In spite of the provincial

ism, however, commentators relied predominantly upon 

objective literary standards in the evaluation of Tour 

works, even if they were not always objective in the 

application. 

The ends which Tour literature was expected to 

fulfill determined the direction taken by criticism, and 

in general, such writing was expected to fulfill the same 

Horatian goals as other forms of literature--instruction 

and pleasure. More specifically, Tour writing was 

expected to enhance the reader's liberal education in as 

pleasurable a manner as possible. Critics were not 

always uniform in prescribing how this was to be done, 

but they were usually in accord that the genre had its 

own unique merits. A statement in the Critical Review 

voiced a majority opinion when it asserted that, "There 

is perhaps no species of writing which is sure of meeting 

with so many admirers as voyages and travels, as besides 

the gratification which it affords to our curiosity, it 
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# 2 is for the most part both amusing and instructive." By 

imbedding a wide variety of factual information in a 

narrative framework, the travel journal enabled the 

author to communicate a large body of knowledge in an 

entertaining fashion. Specific theories were formed 

regarding the materials most suitable for inclusion and 

the most appropriate method of arrangement, combination 

and synthesis being the touchstones of the Tour writer's 

success. 

As we have seen, the content of the typical Grand 

Tour work was grounded upon those same activity lists 

suggested by Turler, Moryson, Bacon, and Howell. It was 

therefore an ominium gatherum containing information on 

the commerce, manufacture, and agriculture of foreign 

countries; descriptions of local manners and customs; 

biographical data on great men, present and historical; 

accounts of governmental structures and political affili

ations; lists of antiquarian attractions; generalized 

national portraits; comments on statuary, architecture, 

painting, and other fine arts; the expenses of travel, 

food, and lodging; and moral and intellectual obser

vations. But in addition to including most of the 

subjects relevant to a liberal education, critics 

2. LI (January, 1781), 12. 
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expected the writer to find some principle of variety 

to distinguish his work from its numerous competitors. 

A successful effort within the genre had to reflect an 

unusual combination of knowledge, judgment, taste, and 

sound literary skills. 

Because of its educational orientation, the 

first requisite of a Tour record was veracity. A large 

section of the reading audience was solely dependent 

upon the Tour writer for its knowledge of the other 

Western European countries, and it could not look forward 

to personal observation for the correction of misinfor

mation. If the reading of travels was to be second only 

to travel itself, accuracy was a necessity. Many 

individuals thought as Johnson did in his preface to 

Father Lobo's Voyage to Abyssinia where he praises the 

Jesuit for avoiding "romantick absurdities" and "in

credible fictions." He lauds the priest because he 

"appears by his modest and unaffecting narration, to have 

described things as he saw them, to have copied nature 

from the life, and to have consulted his senses, not his 
O 

imagination." Johnson and his contemporaries demanded 

such a procedure from any travel diarist who sought to 

win their trust. Johnson is furthermore quoted in the 

3. Works, ed. Arthur Murphy (London, 1810), II, 
321. 
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Life as attesting that modern travels were much more 

authentic than their predecessors, the truth of which 

owed to the influence of the New Science.4 In his own 

journey to Scotland he took a specially marked walking 

stick to use in taking exact measurements. This same 

penchant for scientific accuracy also inspired the 

weather tables appended to the works of such men as 

Alexander Drummond and Tobias Smollett. 

In addition to expressing his distaste for 

carelessly handled information, Johnson also diagnosed a 

common cause of the problem—the failure of a journal 

writer to record immediately the exact specifics of an 

object or event. 

He who has not made the experiment, or who is 
not accustomed to require rigorous accuracy from 
himself, will scarcely believe how much a few 
hours take from certainty of knowledgei and 
distinctness of imagery; how the succession of 
objects will be broken, how separate parts will 
be confused, and how many particular features and 
discriminations will be compressed and conglobated 
into one gross and general idea.^ 

To this lapse in mental discipline Johnson credits many 

false relations on the part of authors who had no 

conscious intent to deceive. This defect was more 

discernible in Grand Tour works thanin any other form 

4. London, 1965, p. 997. 

— J°urney to the Western Islands of Scotland, 
ed. Allan WerTdt (Boston, 1965), pp. 109-110. 
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of travel journal. Because the routes were stereotyped 

and the same objects were constantly under observation, 

the avid Tour reader would encounter a dozen descriptions 

of the Maison Caree at Nimes, of St. Marks in Venice, or 

of Vesuvius, and he quickly noted discrepancies. A work 

was also likely to be used as a source book on location. 

Several generations of travelers, from Robert More to 

Tobias Smollett, carried Addison's Remarks to Italy and 

found that many of his accounts were imprecise or 

erroneous. One journalist complained in the Gentlemen's 

Magazine of contradictions to be found between different 

travel narrations. To illustrate his point he compared a 

number of conflicting accounts of the Cathedral of 

Florence. His results demonstrated that the credibility 

of the entire genre could be jeopardized: "So incon

sistent are the best writers with each other, and their 

relations so various, that the mind is left in suspense, 

and knows not which account to prefer."6 

Allied to the problem of maintaining the trust 

of the reading public was the rash of spurious travel 

journals spawned by the lucrative book trade. Unscrupu

lous hacks could easily pirate information from existing 

6. S. Watson, "Animadversions on the different 
Relations of Travellers," XLIV (April, 1774), 160. 
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works to fabricate their own fireside Tour diary. One 

notorious practitioner of this art was Charles Thompson 

who wrote several such works without ever setting foot 

on the Continent. Related to these forgeries were 

excerpted books drawn openly from established titles as 

anthologies and condensations. In 1770 a literary 

parasite using the name of "James Fitzhenry" published 

Observations on Several Passages extracted from Mr. 

Baretti's Journey from London to Genoa. Fitzhenry merely 

printed passages from the Journey with hastily produced 

recapitulations. Nevertheless, reviewers were adept at 

identifying these impositions to the public. Occasionally 

a genuine work which did not reflect the proper ingenuity 

could also be associated with these counterfeits. John 

Northall's Travels through Italy (1766), although 

authentic, received such an evaluation: "But alas! we do 

not remember to have had the good fortune through the 

whole compass of the book, to meet with one description 

or observation that might not have been made by the 

captain without quitting his elbow-chair or his fire 
n 

side." The journals also did not scruple to calumniate 

an authentic production when it involved a matter of 

7. Critical Review, XXI (April, 1766), 280. 
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partisanship. Thicknesse's Remarks on France, for 

example, was labeled by the Critical Review as containing 

"little that may not be picked up from every hackney-book 
Q 

of travels to France." 

The subject matter most fit for inclusion in 

Tour books was a frequent topic of controversy among 

commentators. A utilitarian minority called for the sole 

treatment of useful information to the exclusion of 

anecdotes, philosophizing, or cultural subjects. Pro

ponents of this view were usually spokesmen for the 

merchant class who demanded negotiable returns from 

foreign travels. This persuasion is reflected by a 

reviewer of John Heyman's Travels (1759) who complained, 

Could we see a man set out upon his journey, 
not with an intent to consider rocks and rivers, 
but the manners and mechanic inventions, and the 
imperfect learning of the inhabitants, resolved 
to penetrate into countries as yet little known, 
and eager to pry into all their secrets .... 
Even though all he should bring home was only the 
manner of dying red in the Turkish manner, his 
labours would be more beneficial to society, than 
if he had collected all the mutilated inscriptions, 
and idle shells on the coast of Levant.9 

Tour literature was universally expected to be useful and 

educational, but one segment of the critical establishment 

judged these goals solely by monetary standards. They did 

8. XXVIII (November, 1769), 332. 

9. Critical Review, VII (June, 1759), 505. 
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not expect by their association with journals to "im

pregnate the imagination" or "enlarge the understanding," 

as Johnson stated.^ 

Henry Fielding's Journal of a Voyage to Lisbon 

(1754) contains several interesting observations on the 

proper contents of a travel book, most of which apply to 

Tour writing in particular. Fielding's own Journal is 

not a conventional travel work but only a collection of 

remarks on his favorite subjects written in transit from 

England to Portugal. His stance towards travel is 

decidedly humanistic. He believes that men should go 

abroad only to study man and human institutions, not 

nature. The primary duty of the travel author is to 

compare the customs and manners of foreign countries with 

those of his homeland. Fielding's social orientation 

denies the efficacy of describing hills, valleys, and 

rivers—a practice gaining in popularity among contempo

raneous travel writers. Furthermore, the writer should 

limit himself to the recording of information while 

keeping his own reflections to a minimum, a rule he 

ignored in Tom Jones. He even reduces the proper re

lationship between narrator and audience to a formula, 

specifying "that the latter never forgive any observation 

10. Western Islands, p. 29. 
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of the former which doth not convey some knowledge that 

they are sensible they could not possibly have attained 

of themselves.11^""1" By violating this standard, Fielding 

implies that the author deprives the reader of one of 

the most beneficial pleasures of travel literature--the 

exercise of one's own judgment in the face of unusual 

situations. 

Fielding's reservations about excessive authorial 

commentary did not imply that such subject matter was to 

be omitted entirely. Such commentary was, at least in 
A 

part, a manifestation of that wisdom which was said to 

flow from travel. Fielding and others simply felt that 

the reader should have the opportunity to employ his own 

wit whenever possible. In this fashion, his intellect as 

well as his imagination were engaged, and he could parti

cipate more actively in the experience of the Tour. Such 

observations and reflections as were permitted in the 

text were rated according to their originality and insight. 

Authorial commentary was also used as a catalyst and a 

supplement by actual Tourists. Alexander Drummond 

described the most fruitful approach to the opinions of 

earlier writers: 

The use which a traveller, conversant with the 
belles lettres, ought to make of those authors who 

11. Journal of a Voyage to Lisbon, ed. Harold E. 
Pagliaro (New York, 1"9"!T3T, p. TT. 
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have described the same places with judgment, 
is, to follow their directions in inquiring for, 
and examining, those objects which they have 
described; to compare their remarks with his own 
observations, and endeavor to consider every 
circumstance in all the different points of view; 
if the notes he has taken differ from those he has 
read, he ought to reason with his friends upon this 
disagreement: and in such conversation other ideas 
will probably be suggested; for twenty persons 
viewing the same object, will see it in twenty 
different lights, and attain the same point, by twenty 
different ways. By these friendly disputes, 
whether historical, political, or scientifical, a 
man collects a valuable parcel of seeds . . . also 
he learns to think for himself, his intellects are 
strengthened, and his understanding extended; for 
the mind, as well as the body, profits by the 
exercise of her powers.12 

Johnson also theorized on the proper content of 

a travel book. He believed that, ideally, such writing 

should inform the reader of the manners, condition, and 

sentiments of the other parts of mankind, with the result 

that his views be extended, his knowledge enlargened, and 

his opinions rectified. Instead, however, he found that 

the accounts of most travelers were either too general or 

too specific to affect these ends. Either the narrator 

is passing over large areas of information in quest of 

the facile generalization, or he is minutely recording 

every crack in a thousand-year-old statue or every bounce 

and jostle in a coach trip. With Fielding he also shared 

12. Travels through different Cities of Germany, 
Italy» Greece"and Several Parts of Asia as far as the 
banks of the "Euphrates (London, TT54), pp. 104-TTT5. 
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the Renaissance preference for the study of human insti

tutions, and he argued against an itinerary largely 

devoted to topographical description. In Idler No. 97 

he also praised the sojourner who would search in every 

country for- the unique "in its manufactures, its works of 

genius, its medicines, its agriculture, its customs, and 

13 its policy." He could thus perform a humanitarian 

function and, by describing the living conditions of 

other peoples, teach his fellow countrymen how to better 

their own. 

The accepted content of a Tour book was not 

limited to the weightiest of topics. The author was 

allowed to depart from such ponderous subjects as foreign 

constitutions, agricultural surveys, natural science, 

Roman architecture, Florentine art galleries, and pithy 

moralizations. He often devoted his narration to what 

superficial observers might call "trivialities," but 

these minor incidents were defensible for a number of 

reasons, none of which related to a shortage of "serious" 

material. Travel diarists possessed and often exercised 

the prerogative of plundering local libraries for source 

material and quotations, a privilege of which Smollett 

13. Wo J. Bate, et_ a_l. , ed. (New Haven and 
London, 1963), p. 300. 
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was particularly generous in availing himself. As 

Baretti explained, the demands of authenticity gave the 

writer license to deal with the minor as well as the 

grandiose. 

May be you will find fault with my telling this 
and other petty transactions of mine. But 
consider that I cannot every moment have an 
earthquake ready at hand, nor pompous patriarchs 
at every step, nor kings playing the masonsr nor 
loads of Jesuits shipped off for Civita Vscchia. 
Such grand topics do not occur every day, and of 
something I must fill my letters, or break the plan 
of my journal. Thus I write about literature when 
I am just come out of a library, and scribble 
about my landlady when at an inn. A man who is 
giving a full account of his travels I hope you 
consider as an historian; and you know that 
historians, like death, must knock aeque pede, 
at the beggar's as well as at the king's door. 

Johnson makes a similar justification in his 

Journey to the Western Islands after he has animadverted 

upon such a miniscule concern as the idiosyncrasies of 

Scotch windows. Pie confesses that these "diminutive 

observations" seem to detract from the dignity of writing 

but that life is not an uninterrupted succession of 

illustrious actions. 

The greater part of our time passes in compliance 
with necessities in the performance of our daily 
duties, in the removal of small inconveniencies, 
in the procurement of petty pleasures; and we are 
well or ill at ease, as the main stream of life 
glides on smoothly, or is ruffled by small 

14. Journey, II, 141-142. 
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obstacles and frequent interruption. The true 
state of every nation is the state of common 
life.15 

In other words, a familiarity with the strange workings of 

Scotch windows conduces to a fuller understanding of 

Scotch life. The critics therefore condoned the presence 

of the trivial along side the momentous because it gave a 

more accurate approximation of daily routine. It also 

provided a pleasant variety of texture and pace, making 

the account more readable. 

A universal admonition of Tour commentators was 

that the travel work should mingle pleasure with 

instruction. For individuals like Johnson pleasure came 

primarily from the exhibition of such novelties as strange 

customs. But, in addition to the entertainment value of 

fresh knowledge itself, the author relied upon several 

other devices to lighten his presentation. One of the 

most effective of these was the use of sprightly tales and 

amusing anecdotes, both personal and historical. If he 

were a good storyteller his little narrations would serve 

as respites from the burden of more serious discussions. 

Boswell anticipated using such aids to popularize his 

projected Tour work, but Johnson challenged him on the 

issue: 

15. Western Islands, P. 16. 
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JOHNSON. ' . . . What can you tell of countries 
so well known as those upon the continent of 
Europe, which you have visited?' BOSWELL. 'But 
I can give an entertaining narrative, with many 
incidents, jeux d'esprit, and remarks so as to 
make pleasant reading.' JOHNSON. 'Why, Sir, 
most modern travellers in Europe who have published 
their travels, have been laughed at: I would not 
have you added to that number . . . .'16 

Despite Johnson's hostility, the animated nar

ration and polished anecdote, humorous or serious, played 

an integral role in the framework of the Tour book. One 

aspect of the author's taste was the ability to predict 

which mishaps and episodes would amuse his auditors. As 

we have observed, Thicknesse was particularly skilled at 

depicting his personal adventures in a humorous fashion, 

while Keysler enlisted the aid of many historical anec

dotes to balance the structure of his work, striking a 

more solemn tone. When used most skillfully these 

vignettes would not only divert the reader but demon

strate some human, political, or religious moral. The 

failure to interrupt straight exposition and description 

with these elements leads to tedium. Addison's Remarks 

on Several Parts of Italy bogs down because it lacks any 

story interest. When used incorrectly, anecdote 

detracts from rather than supplements the more serious 

purposes of travel writing. One example of this mistake 

16. Life, pp. 953-954. 
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was William Hunter's Travels in the Year 1792 through 

France, Turkey, and Hungary to Vienna (1798) of which the 

critics wrote: "If he should ever publish an account of 
'iti 

his new tour, we advise him to take up less of the 

reader's time with little egotisms, and those petty dis-

17 tresses which are the fate of all travellers." Smollett, 

Moore, and Mrs. Piozzi were among those successful in 

presenting a balanced combination of factual information 

and daily adventures to produce a fluid narration. One 

unique advantage of the travel book was that it could 

weave a large amount of knowledge into the fabric of an 

engaging story, much in the same manner as a wealth of 

information on whale fishing was integrated into the 

narrative framework of Moby Dick. 

Commentators generally concurred that a well-

balanced Tour journal should also serve as an early-day 

Baedeker or pocket bear leader. The commentators 

consistently made the distinction between those publi

cations suitable for closet reading, those adapted solely 

for real Tourists, and those satisfying both functions. 

A work composed primarily for use on location would 

neglect narrative interest while suggesting profitable 

itineraries, presenting source material on local history, 

17. Critical Review, Ser. 2, XXI (November, 1797), 
265. 
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politics, commerce, etc., and giving practical tips on 

the physical aspects of travel. Sacheverell Stevens' 

Miscellaneous Remarks made on the Spot, in a late Seven 

Years Tour through France, Italy, Germany, and Holland 

(1756) was praised for the useful hints it gave to 

increase the comfort of the sojourner: "he points out 

the best inns, the properest vehicles; cautions you 

about the choice of servants, the care of your baggage, 

18 and the like." Other figures such as Thomas Nugent 

and Thomas Jlartyn wrote particularly for the audience of 

actual Tourists and passed up the large number of 

vicarious travelers. More typical writers such as 

Thicknesse and Sharp scattered practical information 

throughout the text and appendices, a procedure which 

commentators lauded. 

With thousands of Englishmen trekking over the 

route anglais and hundreds of Tourists recording their 

experiences, it is not surprising that repetition and 

over-familiarity became a problem. This problem was 

especially serious because the commentators frequently 

asserted the axiom that "travels acquire a great part of 

their merit from being new."19 One reviewer summarized 

the dilemma: 

18. 

19. 

Ibid., I (July, 1756), 524. 

Ibid., VII (June, 1759), 504. 
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It is impossible that reiterated descriptions 
of townss palaces, antiquities, paintings, and 
other celebrated pieces of art, should long 
continue to engage the attention, in writings 
where novelty constitutes the principal source 
of pleasure. The manners and customs of foreign 
nations afford a more ample field to the 
observations of the travellers, but even these 
are not inexhaustible, and though the account of 
them may be interwoven with interesting incidents, 
we soon become sensible of that disgust, which 
attends the frequent repetition of the same 
remarks.20 

As a result travelers who could not penetrate beyond the 

observations of their predeeessors were charged with 

triteness and superficiality. These terms were applied 

to such productions as Francis Russell's Descriptive 

Journey through the interior parts of Germany and France, 

including Paris (1768), Christopher Hervey's Letters from 

Portugal, Spain, Italy, and Germany (1785), and John 

Northall's Travels through Italy (1766). 

That the genre of Grand Tour literature prospered 

for over a century is testimony to the ingenuity of its 

practitioners. Of course they were aided in part by the 

changes wrought by time. As one critic observed, every 

country seemed "like the pictures in a camera obscura, 

continually altering their tints, tho' the outlines be 

still the same. A single age introduces new customs and 

20. Ibid., XXXII (August, 1771), 1U3-14U. 
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manners, as well as inhabitants." Nevertheless, Tour 

writers were driven to a number of alternatives to avoid 

the epithets of triteness and superficiality. The 

easiest solution was to extend the conventional itinerary 

somewhat and write about the less familiar countries. 

The reviewers thus commended Thicknesse's Year's Journey 

because the author included a rare sojourn into south

eastern Spain where he visited monasteries and out-

maneuvered bandits. Albanis Beaumont, despite a wretched 

prose style and an unimaginative mind, received accolades 

for his work because he employed unusual subject matter 

and another innovation--vivid typographical aids. The 

critics excused his Travels through the Rhaetian Alps 

(1792) in spite of its shallow discussions because the 

Eastern Alps were seldom visited, and because his repro

ductions were of a high quality. Another of his 

products, A Picturesque Tour from Geneva to the Pennine 
I 

Alps (1794), was salvaged only by its plates: "the chief 

recommendation of this work consists in twelve exquisite 

views of the Alps and Glaciers, the most sublime objects 

in nature."^2 The change in sensibility was as 

accurately gauged rrr the illustrations as in the written 

21. Ibid., Vn (June, 1759), 504. 

22. Ibid. , Ser. 2, XIV (August, 1795), 473. 
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contents of travel books. Whereas earlier works often 

included reproductions of classical architecture and 

Roman coins, the publications of the last few decades 

turned to drawings of scenic wonders. As demonstrated by 

Beaumont, the picturesque traveler was often a better 

artist than author. 

Another means of circumventing repetitiveness was 

to treat an old subject from a specialized point of view. 

The best use of this method was made by Arthur Young who 

managed an original account of France by focusing on 

agriculture and using it as a springboard to a discussion 

of comparative economics and politics, producing at the 

same time one of the best contemporary analyses of the 

causes of the Revolution. John Talbot Dillon's Travels 

through Spain (1780) merited an enthusiastic reception 

because it concentrated on physical geography and natural 

history, drawing heavily from the works of such native 

authorities as Don Guillermo Bowles. 

Very ample accounts of Spain have been written 
by several travellers within these few years; 
but none has hitherto been executed upon the 
plan of the work now before us, which is 
particularly designed to elucidate the natural 
history of that kingdom.2 3 

However, the increasing departure from broadly compre

hensive subject matter and the growing dependence upon 

23. Ibid., L (July, 1780), H2. 
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such nonliterary excellencies as visual aids knelled 

the extinction of Tour literature. 

As the range of materials appropriate for Tour 

works expanded to encompass sublime and picturesque 

description, additional criteria were used. Commentators 

welcomed the increased scope of the Tour, but they turned 

a discriminating eye upon the method of presentation. 

Some writers sought to exploit the new taste by merely 

invoking the names of sublime objects--the Grand 

Chartreuse, Mont Blanc, etc.--relying upon the magical 

associations which they were known to stimulate. Only a 

few authors mastered the problem of adapting the pro

cedures of landscape artists and poets—of Rosa, Lorraine, 

Thomson, and Gray--to the medium of prose description. 

One of the few individuals to succeed in translating the 

depiction of scenery "from one genre to another was Anne 

Radcliffe. The following passage establishes the consci

entious appreciation of travel critics for her ability 

"to delineate the grandeur, beauty, or sublimity of real_ 

14 scenery": 

In these qualities Mrs. Radcliffe must be allowed 
to excel in no common degree. Elaborate accuracy, 
just discrimination, the most acute feeling, and, 
what is no mean praise, the happiest selection of 
words and significant epithets are hers. Her 

24. Ibid., Ser. 2, XIV (July, 1795), 241. 
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language, it must be owned, is in some respects 
peculiar and unfamiliar, but it is the language 
that has been formed by all writers who have made 
picturesque description a study. It is partly 
the language of poetry and partly of painting; but 
the feeling mind acquiesces in its propriety, and 
its greatest beauty is that the means are pro
portioned to the end, that the grandeur of thought 
is expressed with the least possible diminution, 
and that the enthusiasm of the author is in a 
great degree imparted to the reader. Language 
cannot do much more in a supposed state of 
perfection.—Her scenery is a grand combination 
of moving. an_d fixed objects:--the effect of the 
rising or setting sun—the remote and indefinite 
wood—the obscure summit—the rocky promontory— 
the varied hues--the towering stem—the feathery 
branch—the heavy foliage—the spreading lawn—> 
the abrupt break—the mouldering tower—the" 
rushing torrent—and the many other objects that 
are lost to a common eye, or neglected by an 
impatient one, are here brought together, enriched 
with successive images and nervous expression, and 
contribute to raise in the mind the highest 
emotion of perfect grandeur or sublimity. Such 
is the peculiar felicity of our authoress in 
scenes like these, that she is one of the few 
tourists who have diminished the regret that they 
were not accompanied by a painter.^ 

The one criterion in the evaluation of Tour 

writing which remained constant was the demand for works 

reflecting taste, genius, and learning. Unorthodox 

itineraries, graphic descriptive powers, and plates of 

sublime prospects could not supply the want of a lively 

intellect. Johnson himself observed that only a person 

of great knowledge could conduct a successful journey and 

compose an instructive account. "As the Spanish proverb 

25. Ibid., 241-242. 
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says, 'He, who would bring home the wealth of the 

2 6 
Indies, must carry the wealth of the Indies with him.1" 

A selection of comments reveals that reviewers were most 

frequently impressed with those same positive mental 

qualities exacted of any other kind of literary artist: 

We may observe concerning all his remarks, that 
he describes every object in a striking point of 
view, which gives an air of novelty to obser
vations that would otherwise, from the number of 
similar works that have lately been published, 
be familiar to many readers.2/ 

His observations are those of a philanthropic and 
enlightened mind; and his judgment oft the pro
ductions of the fine arts is commonly guided by 
the most genuine taste. Hardly have we ever 
perused any book of travels with more satis
faction. 2 8 

. . . they evince the author to be a man of taste, 
discernment, and-vivacity, who pleases by communi
cating his ideas in a pointed, and often eccentric 
manner. 

The extensive knowledge and capacity of the author, 
his large and comprehensive view of men and manners, 
with the variety of anecdotes well selected and 
well told, cannot fail to afford both entertain
ment and instruction.30 

26. Life, p. 954. 

27. Critical Review, XLVIII (December, 1779), 
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Ibid., II (November, 1756), 363. 
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The best Tour writers were Renaissance men, entertaining 

their readers with a catholicity of topics. They 

possessed the taste to select the best materials and the 

judgment to organize them to the best advantage. They 

instructed by relaying fact, enlightened by astute 

reflection, and amused by engaging narrative, thus 

supplying fresh dimensions to the most weatherworn of 

subjects. Only through the consistent achievement of 

these effects, which solicited a full range of literary 

skills, could the Tour writer excel in his genre. 

Commentators also developed explicit criteria 

for appraising the form of travel narratives. They 

usually agreed that "the epistolary form is the most 

natural and convenient mode of communicating the 

O *1 
memorabilia of a tour." The reasons for this appropri

ateness were several. The form was the most "natural" 

mode of presentation because many travelers maintained 

a running correspondence with friends at home, informing 

them of their findings and adventures. We remember 

that the Elizabethans considered this practice to be one 

way the sojourner could satisfy his patriotic duty. 

Thus, many Tour works begin with the familiar address to 

an anonymous correspondent, "Dear Sir,--You laid your 

31. Ibid., Ser. 2, XIX (April, 1797), 361. 
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commands upon me at parting, to communicate from time 

to time the observations I should make in the course of 

3  7 my travels . . . This device also stimulated 

greater involvement on the part of the reader. He could 

either imagine that he was the intended recipient of 

these missives, being an efficient cause of the author's 

efforts, or he could imaginatively identify with the 

first person narrator. At any rate, the epistolary form 

encouraged greater participation on the part of the 

vicarious Tourist, an effect which contributed greatly 

to the popularity of the genre. 

The epistolary technique also offered several 

other advantages to the composer of the Tour book. It 

allowed for a relaxed organization of the large mass of 

disparate materials which went into the journal. The 

writer of the informal letter was allowed great leeway 

in the treatment of his subject, and he was not held to 

the complex rhetorical standards which bound the essay 

writer. He could treat as broad a number of topics in 

as extended a fashion as convenient, making effortless 

transitions from one subject to another, integrating 

narration, exposition, and description into a fluid 

pattern. Such a casual presentation neutralized the 

32. Tobias Smollett, Travels through France 
and Italy, Chiltem Library Edition (London, 1949), p. 
T57 
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inhibitions with which many readers approached more 

pedantic treatments of the same material. 

Reviewers criticized not only the content and 

form of the Tour work, but also the general outlook and 

point of view of the author. Earlier English travelers 

were permitted the luxury of indulging their zenophobic 

prejudices. Anti-Catholic sentiments were even en

couraged. The publication of Sharp's and Smollett's 

travels in 1766 and the subsequent furor led to the 

specification of a new virtue in Tour writing—bene

volence. Laurence Sterne inaugurated the trend in his 

Sentimental Journey by accusing the two physicians of 

allowing their spleen to discolor their narrations. "I 

pity the man," huffed Sterne, "who can travel from Dan to 

qv 
Beersheba and cry, 'Tis all barren.'" Philip 

Thicknesse added to the weight of disapproval and 

condemned Smollett for allowing ill health to deprive 

him of impartiality. He then went on to promise that, 

in his own travels, he would strive for fairness and 

understanding in the presentation of foreign manners. 

For a time the names of Sharp and Smollett became 

synonymous with misanthropy, and subsequent Tour writers 

33. New York, 1964, p. 36. 

3U. Year's Journey through France and Part of 
Spain (London and Bath, 1777), 1,2-3. 
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strained their resources to manifest patience and 

tolerance, something not always easy to do when a French 

innkeeper was demanding double the agreed sum after a 

night's lodging. One who strove most zealously to 

avoid criticizing his hosts was Baretti. In his thirty-

ninth letter he paused to view his labors "toute 

ensemble," and apologized for any accidental censures of 

foreign customs. He pleaded not to be placed "upon a 

level with those peevish and insolent traveler-mongers, 

who in the countries they describe look only for 

subjects of blame and disapprobation."-^ 

A generation of reviewers therefore devoted 

themselves to rebuking the uncharitable impulses of 

Tourists. Travel writers like Baretti responded with 

the most unctuous of panegyricizing and an optimistic 

approval of all that they saw, a practice seldom more 

sincere than the ecstacies of "sublime" travelers. Anne 

Radcliffe observed the phenomena, took note of its 

source, and refrained from conforming! 

A writer, issuing into the world, makes up what 
he mistakes for his best appearance, and is 
continually telling his happiness, or shewing 
his good-humour, as people in a promenade always 
smile, and always look round to observe whether 
they are seen smiling. The politest salutation 
of the Chinese, when they meet, is, "Sir, prosperity 

35. A Journey from London to Genoa (London, 
1770), II, 777 " 
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is painted on your countenance"; or, "your whole 
air announces your felicity"; and the writers 
of travels, especially since the censure thrown 
upon SM0L.LET Tsicl, seem to provide that their 
prosperity shall be painted on their volumes and 
all their observations announce their felicity.36 

She then refuses to affect such cheerfulness, and when 

she is served with damp bedding or some other incon

venience, she announces her displeasure to the reader. 

The criteria for the evaluation of Grand Tour 

literature never became fully standardized, but they 

achieved a uniformity seldom found in the criticism of 

any other genre. Despite a few passing fashions, readers 

developed a stabilized definition of what a good Tour 

work should be. This collection of norms, although 

flexible, was sufficiently consistent to be comfortably 

applied to Tour writings from Maximilian Misson to Anne 

Radcliffe, and it is summarized in Robert Anderson's 

character of John Moore's writing: 

In the course of various journeys through the 
most interesting countries of Europe, Dr. Moore 
noted, with classical reverence, the stupendous 
monuments of ancient art; surveyed, with dis
criminating precision, the peculiar features of 
local scenery, and found ample scope for the 
investigation of national character, in conversing 
with men, and observing their manners, passions, 
prejudices, employments, and political and 
religious institutions. Of the various occurrences, 

36. A Journey made in the Summer of' 179^ through 
Holland and tTTe Western FrontTer of Germany (London, 
17955, ppT"iWTttT. 
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incidental conversations, characteristic anec
dotes, descriptive sketches, and political 
reflections, he kept a regular journal drawn up 
in a style that shews the force and vivacity of 
his mind, and the skill to give connection and 
animation to miscellaneous observations.37 

The preceding critical remarks confirm and 

elaborate our vision of Grand Tour literature as a 

clearly defined literary undertaking. The broad areas 

of agreement between practice and precept contribute 

strongly to this interpretation. The prospective author 

departed for the Continent with an explicit conception 

of the goals and proprieties of the kind. His conscious 

task was to weave into an engaging narrative framework 

the multiplicity of details which fall within the 

province of a liberal education, giving an accurate 

picture of foreign men and manners, "imparting guidebook 

information, and making astute philosophical 

reflections. The Tour writer strove to solicit the 

imaginative participation of the reader, thus enhancing 

his knowledge, wisdom, and enjoyment. We are now 

prepared to advance to a consideration of Smollett's 

Travels through France and Italy, the greatest example 

of Grand Tour literature. 

37. "The Life of Dr. John Moore," in The Works 
of John Moore, M.D. (Edinburgh, 1820), I, ix. 



CHAPTER IV 

SMOLLETT AND TRAVELS THROUGH FRANCE AND ITALY 

Tobias Smollett began his Grand Tour in June of 

176 3 under the most strenuous of circumstances: "traduced 

by malice, persecuted by faction, abandoned by false 

patrons, and overwhelmed by the sense of a domestic 

calamity.""'" As editor of a Tory political organ, The 

Briton, he had engaged in the bitter controversy in

volving the ministry of John Stuart, Earl of Bute and 

fellow Scotchman. Smollett founded this journal for the 

explicit purpose of defending Bute's government, 

especially from the polemics of John Wilke's Whig North 

Briton. As the result of his vigorous partisanship, he 

not only aroused the acrimony of both friends and foes, 

but he was also deserted by the politic Bute. And in 

the midst of all this furor, Smollett and his Creole 

wife were stunned by the loss of their only child, 

Elizabeth.. It is not surprising, therefore, that his 

fragile health sustained a severe reversal, and that his 

1. Tobias Smollett, Travels through France and 
Italy, Chiltern Library Edition (London, 1^49), p. 1S--
hereafter cited as Travels. 
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fellow physicians ordered him to recuperate in a milder 

climate. Thus, when he sailed from Dover to Boulogne 

in the summer of 176 3 in the company of his wife, two 

young ladies, and a servant, he was an embittered and 

grief-stricken valetudinarian. 

Smollett's two year sojourn qualifies as a Grand 

Tour, despite his primary intention to convalesce, 

because it was conducted as a disciplined educational 

undertaking. In each new locale he_ devoted himself to 

the conscientious method of study hallowed by gener

ations of serious-minded Tourists. His party lingered 

in Boulogne for three months, waiting for Smollett's 

impounded books to be cleared by customs and getting 

acclimated to the new environment. They took the most 

popular route to Paris, via Montreuil, Abbeville, and 

Amiens, where they resided for a month. From there they 

followed the route anglais through Fontainbleau, Moret, 

Dijon and Nuit to Lyons (see map on the following page). 

Because their destination was the Riviera, they con

tinued south instead of bearing east towards Mt. Cenis 

Pass and Turin. Next they passed through Valence, Pont 

St. Esprit, and Nimes before they arrived at Montpellier. 

Here they resided another month, with Smollett harassing 

the renowned Dr. Fizes. Smollett then passed east to 

Nice where he headquartered from November 176 3 to April 
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1765, taking voluminous notes and maintaining a weather 

register. His stay was broken only by a three-month 

intermission in Italy visiting Genoa, Pisa, Florence, 

and Rome, and a quick jaunt through the snow to Turin. 

By June of 1765 he was back in London. 

More so than for most Englishmen, the Tour was 

one of the most fruitful ventures of Smollett's life

time. During the greater part of his stay which he 

spent in Nice, he mended in health and spirit. He like

wise improved his financial situation by describing his 

travels in a formal series of letters for the press. He 

thus returned to England in a spirit of enthusiasm, 

having regained his robustness and optimism, and 

carrying the manuscripts for Travels through France and 

Italy. He succeeded not only in adding six more years 

to his life span, but he also served a literary and 

intellectual apprenticeship which enabled him to compose 

his greatest work and the account of another successful 

quest for health, Humphry Clinker. And he had written 

what was perhaps the best example of Grand Tour 

literature. 

Smollett was uniquely qualified both to travel 

beneficially and to compose a meaningful travel 

narrative. His authorial and editorial duties had 

bestowed on him a surplus of that knowledge which Howell 
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had termed as requisite to the most profitable Touring, 

and he had proven his abilities as a storyteller in four 

novels. He had seen through the presses a massive 

universal history, a compendium of voyages, and had 

assisted in the preparation of Alexander Drummond's 

Travels through Different Cities of Germany, Italy, 

Greece, and Several Parts of Asia (1754). These labors 

provided him with a wealth of geographical, historical, 

and other interdisciplinary information regarding most 

of the countries of the known world, especially equipping 

him for the comparisons deemed so essential to informa

tive' travel writing. In addition, they also familiarized 

Smollett with the general conventions of all travel 

literature. His translations in Spanish and French like

wise certified his credentials as the kind of linguist 

who could move freely among foreign peoples. He was 

furthermore acquainted with travel on a practical level 

as he had journeyed previously in the navy to South 

America and the West Indies, and had taken the poor man's 

Tour described in Peregrine Pickle. In 1750 he spent 

some time in Paris with his friend, John Moore. Smollett 

was thus naturally drawn to travel, and all five of his 

novels deal with the subject in some manner. Two in 

particular, Peregrine Pickle and Humphry Clinker, make 

use of educational journeyings as a plot device. 
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Smollett's literary journal, the Critical Review, also 

devoted pases to extracts and analyses of travel books. 

His life was therefore travel-oriented, as demonstrated 
O 

so clearly by George M. Kahrl, and to Travels through 

France and Italy he brought a background and enthusiasm 

reflected in few Tour journals. 

r^e Travels is composed of forty-one letters, 

twenty-six of which are dated from Nice. These letters 

were not, as Thomas Seccombe erroneously stated in his 

introduction tc the World's Classics Edition of 1907, 

drawn from Smollett's genuine correspondence "written ad 

vivum, as it were, not from worked-up notes or 

embellished r e f l e c t i o n s ^  I f  their highly polished 

form is not enough to establish otherwise, Louis L. 

Martz4 and Kahrl have found other "evidence. A comparison 

of the dating of various letters with their author's 

known date and location reveals discrepancies. 

Smollett sailed from Nice the beginning of 
September, 1764, to be gone on his tour of 
Italy until December, yet Letters XVIII-XXII 
are dated from Nice in September, October, and 

2. Tobias Smollett, Traveler-Novelist (Chicago, 
194 5). 

3. Oxford, p. xvii. 

The Later Career of Tobias Smollett (New 
Haven, 1942), pp. 68-71. 
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November, 1764, and describe Nice and not Italy. 
Furthermore, Letter XVII refers to a murder 
Smollett saw in Florence, but the letter is dated 
at least three months before he ever landed in 
Italy; and the last letter on Italy (XXXV) is 
dated-March 20 , 1765 , nearly four months after 
his return to France.5 

Kahrl affirms that, although a few passages were borrowed 

from the personal correspondence for use in the travel 

book, the latter was not based on the former. Seccombe 

did not understand that Grand Tour literature was founded 

upon an epistolary convention calling for deliberate 

artistic efforts, not hastily scribbled missives to 

acquaintances at home. The genre prescribed that the 

epistles have, both individually and collectively, an in-

clusiveness, balance, and coordination which could not be 

the product of accident. We may therefore appreciate the 

implications of Kahrl1s statement that, "I have found no 

example of a travel book in letter form published before 

1766 that appears in any respect to be a collection of 

strictly personal letters, and I believe Smollett's 

Travels was not an exception."*5 Smollett's forty-one 

letters thus adhered to a fashion established by previous 

Tour literature but were modified by his own personality 

and interests. 

5. Traveler-Novelist, pp. 104-105. 

6. Ibid., p. 105. 
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Travels through France and Italy partakes of 

the classical omnium gatherum pattern of Grand Tour 

literature, which made strenuous demands upon an author' 

powers of selectivity and organization. Smollett's 

familiarity with the genre and his extensive literary 

background is evident in the efficiency with which he 

performed his task. He maintains a graceful balance of 

description, exposition, and narration. He discusses a 

wide spectrum of subjects from French comedy to Turkish 

pirates, and from natural history to dueling. He fills 

in the typical information on history, commerce, 

language, art, and learning. He calls his readers' 

attentions to political inequities, unusual customs, 

impediments to comfortable travel, and previously over

looked attractions. As a physician, Smollett frequently 

intrudes with medical opinions, being especially sensi

tive to diet and climate. In Nice he therefore assemble 

a meticulous account of the eating habits of the Nicois, 

and he keeps a daily register of the weather which he 

published in an appendix. As a traveling companion for 

the vicarious Tourist, and as a commentator, he is 

rendered unique by virtue of his irascible temper and 

his common sense. His paranoid reaction to each impo

sition creates an interesting spectacle, and his 

outspoken judgments often expose the pretenses of sham. 
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For example, his reaction to the suggestion that the 

tower of Pisa was intended to lean is remindful of 

Johnson's no nonsense attitude toward the superstitions 

of the Scotish peasantry ("if they really intended it 

. . . they should have shortened the pilasters of that 
* 7  

side" ). He also refused to permit his instinctive 

reactions to be inhibited by received opinion, as 

evidenced by his condemnation of the Pieta. 

Smollett's Travels, as the other works we have 

discussed, is a combination of orthodoxy and origi

nality. It also repeats most of the conventions of the 

traditional format but combines them in its own unique 

permutation. Just as computers have assembled a 

composite of the "average American" which no single 

individual exactly duplicates, so also may we condense 

a generalized picture of the average Tour work which no 

single representative matched exactly. Each of the 

Tour books we have discussed drew from the common fund 

of traits which composed the framework of the kind; 

nevertheless, none either adhered to the stereotype 

exactly nor departed substantially from it. Each work 

made its individual departures from the norm while 

remaining true to the basic form of the genre. If we 

7. Travels, p. 201. 
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form a composite overlay of the "average" Tour book and 

superimpose it successively upon the outlines of the 

preceding publications, we would find in each case a 

substantial overlap. Our conception of the Tour genre 

must therefore possess enough elasticity to allow for 

these idiosyncratic deviations. No single feature can 

be considered essential, except for the systematic edu

cational inquiry into the men and manners of the nations 

included on the itinerary. All we may require is that 

respective works adhere to a large percentage of tha~. 

details in our composite, because these details were the 

means of fulfilling the announced educational purposes 

of the kind. Smollett's Travels through France and Italy 

fits this description. 

We have dwelt upon principles of differenti

ation as well as upon those of uniformity in order to 

illustrate the liberties permitted the individual 

practitioner and to justify the multitude of efforts 

within the kind. If each work corresponded scrupulously 

to the mean, then a handful of representatives would 

have exhausted the genre. The best definition of any 

literary kind must be as nonrestrictive as possible. We 

have seen how the ends of the Grand Tour rigidly pre

scribed its form, as the end always suggests the most 

economical means. We have also seen that Grand Tour 
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literature had the same ends as the Tour itself--the 

bestowal of a broad liberal education. Since travel 

was deemed the most natural friethod of acquiring such 

learning, the literature sought to recreate the 

experience of travel for the reader. In sum, the content 

and form of the book was thus a literary duplication of 

the content and form of the Tour. All of the works we 

have designated as orthodox representatives of the genre 

fulfull these terms. 

Smollett's Travels is like other Tour works in 

that it is both conventional and unique. He draws from 

the established aggregate of topics as announced by his 

subtitle, "containing Observations on Character, Customs, 

Religion, Government, Police, Commerce, Arts and 

Antiquities." His awareness of tradition is also 

stated explicitly on those occasions when he declines 

to repeat what could easily be found elsewhere: "All 

these particulars are mentioned in twenty different books 

of tours, travels, and directions, which you have often 

perused."® The appearance of this formula throughout 

the Travels and in other similar works underlines one 

characteristic of the kind--its serial nature. Each 

8. Ibid. , p. 51. 

AS* 
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successive writer was conscious of working within a 

continuum, of supplementing the contribution of previous 

practitioners. We have seen how one Tour author often 

corrects, modifies, or contradicts other Tour authors, 

speaking with familiarity of established classics. 

This phenomenon derived from the common purpose of the 

genre while further enhancing its continuity. Thus, 

the overall effect is that of a vast collaborative 

effort in which each respective Tour writer strove to 

add to the granary of knowledge and experience derived 

from the Tour. 

Smollett surpasses other practitioners in his 

more polished execution of literary techniques and in 

his ability to synthesize. For example, he is more 

sensitive of the potentialities of the epistolary device. 

Prior writers relied upon the familiar letter for its 

sense of immediacy and for its organizational freedom. 

Smollett made subtler use of the epistolary device by 

addressing his efforts to varied and distinctive 

recipients, discussing subject matter appropriate to 

each individual, and responding to mock queries. His 

remarks are thus ordered to the demands of his fictional 

correspondents. Thirty-one letters simply address a 

"Dear Sir," and discuss miscellaneous topics. Two 

letters, seven and fifteen, address a "Mrs. M ." The 

i 
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first develops easily out of a reference to women's 

taste into a general indictment of French fashions and 

their imposition upon the British public. The general 

theme is Gallic vanity, and it concludes by promising 

to speak later of "their military character, and their 

punctilios of honour." Smollett's second letter to 

Mrs. M fulfills his promise. He first apologizes 

for being too harsh on the French, excepting many 

individuals from his generalizations, and then praises 

the valor and chivalry of French officers. He 

summarizes their training from childhood, but deplores 

that their code of honor encourages dueling for the 

slightest offence (again, because of vanity). The 

missive then concludes with a history and condemnation 

of dueling, after the fashion of Richard Steele. 

Physicians are the recipients of six other letters, 

providing Smollett with an opportunity to talk about 

his infirmities and air his favorite medical opinions. 

Travels through France and Italy is more unified 

than the other works in our discussion. The usual 

components which are generally related only in a cursory 

fashion elsewhere are woven in the Travels into a 

consistent and interdependent network of details and 

observations. For example, to support his anti-French 

theme, Smollett dovetails anecdote, individual 
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characterizations, generalized national portraits, 

philosophical reflection, complaints about lodging, and 

descriptions of attire and diet, achieving a rare 

compatibility of diverse elements. He compiles his 

indictment of the French with a coherent interpretation 

of their individual customs, subordinating even 

seemingly haphazard remarks to his overall purpose. 

The Travels was written for an audience that was 

both intensely nationalistic and that believed in 

humours, or stereotyped behavior. It indulged the 

theory that people of respective nationalities shared 

generalized characteristics which differentiated them 

from those of other nationalities. In other words, races 

as well as individuals were animated by ruling passions 

which clarified their strangest behavior. Smollett 

identified the ruling passion of the French as vanity, 

and he concentrates his seventh letter upon the develop

ment of this idea. He forwards the theory that "France 

is the peneral resevoir from which all the absurdities 

of false taste, luxury, and extravagance have overflowed 

the different kingdoms and states of Europe. The 

springs thai: fill this resevoir, are no other than 
Q 

vanity and ignorance." Smollett considered the French 

9. Ibid. , p. 60. 
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to be shallow, devoid of sincerity, and due to a mutual 

spirit of levity, incapable of deep impressions. The 

individual Frenchman would go to absurd extremes to 

protect his vanity: "If he suffers a repulse from 

your wife, or attempts in vain to debauch your sister, 

or your daughter, or vour niece, he will, rather than 

play the traitor with his gallantry, make his addresses 

to your grandmother . . . .11 

The national sense of vanity also explains the 

French obsession with decorum and fashion, and their 

fetish of politeness. Smollett even makes consistent 

application of this principle in exposing some of the 

most ostensibly laudable of customs: 

I have known one of those petit maitres insist 
upon paying regular visits twice a day to a 
poor gentleman who was delirious; and he 
conversed with him on different subjects, till 
he was in his last agonies. This attendance is 
not the effect of attachment, or regard, but of 
sheer vanity, that he may afterwards boast of 
his charity and humane disposition: though, of 
all the people I have ever known, I think the 
French are the least capable of feeling for the 
distresses of their fellow creatures.11 

Smollett was especially offended by the strain 

of hypocrisy which he thought he perceived in the French 

character. Behind their facade of fastidiousness and 

10. Ibid. , p. 67. 

11. Ibid.4 D. 66. 
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ceremonious gentility, he felt that he had found a core 

of grossness, and he drew from his extensive knowledge 

of voyage literature to make demeaning comparisons with 

uncivilized peoples. He posited the rhetorical question, 

"Will custom exempt from the imputation of gross 

indecency a French lady, who shifts her frowsy smock in 

presence of a male visitant, and talks to him of her 

lavement, her medecine, and bidet."He likens such 

repugnant activity to the practices of the natives of 

Legiboli, the inhabitants of Kamschatka, the Nova 

Zemblans, the Groenlanders [sic], and the Caffres. The 

table manners of the genteel French were even more 

loathesome: 

A true-bred Frenchman dips his fingers, im-
browned with snuff, into his plate filled with 
ragout: between every three mouthfuls, he 
produces his snuff-box, and takes a fresh pinch, 
with the most graceful gesticulations; then he 
displays his handkerchief, which may be termed 
the flag of abomination, and, in the use of both, 
scatters KTs favours among those who have the 
happiness to sit near him. 

These Gauls, who presume to dictate matters of etiquette 

to the civilized world, even go so far as to wash their 

mouths out at the table. Smollett makes brilliant use 

of alliteration and onomatopoeia to recreate the effect: 

12. Ibid., p. 43. 

13, Ibid., p. UU. 
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"But I know no custom more beastly than that of using 

water-glasses, in which polite company spirt, and squirt, 

and spue the filthy scourings of their gums, under the 

eyes of each other."!4 

The "antigallican" theme of the Travels also 

extends itself to embrace Smollett's oft-condemned 

criticisms of French inns, innkeepers, and postilions. 

Despite their pretense at cordiality, he found that the 

French made wholesale abuse of foreign visitors. Although 

France prided itself on politeness and hospitality, he 

claimed.to 

know no country in which strangers are worse 
treated, with respect to their essential concerns. 
If a foreigner dies in France, the king seizes all 
his effects, even though his heir should be upon 
the spot; and this tyranny is called the droit 
d1aubaine, founded at first upon the supposition, 
that all' the estate of foreigners residing in 
France was aquired in that kingdom., and that, 
therefore, it would be unjust to convey it to 
another country. If an English protestant goes to 
France for the benefit of his health, attended by 
-his wife or his son, or both, and dies with 
effects in the house to the amount of a thousand 
guineas, the king seizes the whole, the family is 
left destitute, and the body of the deceased is 
denied christian burial.15 

Smollett subsequently reiterates the complaint that "the 

inns are cold, damp, dark, dismal, and dirty; the 

landlords equally disobliging and rapacious; the 

14• Ibid. 

15. Ibid., p. 22. 
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servants aukward [sic], sluttish, and slothful; and the 

postilions lazy, lounging, greedy, and impertinent. "-1-6 
r 

Despite the apologies which later commentators have felt 

necessary to make for Smollett's incessant reference to 

these shortcomings, they contribute to his uniform 

portrait of the French. 

Related to the theme of French vanitv is the 

subject of English complicity in their exploitation. 

Smollett expresses resentment that his fellow islanders 

should embrace the styles of the effete French. He dis

dains to replace his traditional wardrobe in order to 

comply with the vogues of the petit maitres. ^any 

Tourists were intimidated into patronizing a tailor shop 

as soon as they reached Paris. The vitriolic Scotchman 

was chagrined to admit that, 

The French, however, with all their absurdities, 
preserve a certain ascendancy over us, which is 
very disgraceful to our nation; and this appears 
in nothing more than in the article of dress. 
We are contented to be thought their apes in 
fashion; but, in fact, we are slaves to their 
taylors [sic], mantua-makers, barbers, and other 
tradesman.17 

This same timid acceptance of exploitation was observable 

in the activities of English Tourists. Smollett com

pares these compliant travelers to "simple birds of 

16. Ibid., p. 300. 

17. Ibid., p. 57. 
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passage, [who] allow themselves to [be] plucked by the 

people of the country, who know their weak side, and make 

their attacks accordingly4"^ He counsels resistance and 

behaves like a spirited bantam rooster, prepared with beak 

and spur to resist victimization. The result is that he 

engages in frequent cockfights with auberges more 

accustomed to complacency. The recurrence of these 

events, which modern readers probably find diverting, 

lead to Thicknesse's suggestion that, 

whoever reads the squabbles, quarrels, disputes, 
8 c. of Dr. Smollett and his family from Dover to 
Rome, and from Rome to Dover, will be apt to think 
with me, that some alteration should be made to 
the title-page of his book, and that more properly 
it should be intitled, 'Quarrels through France 
and Italy for the cure of a pulmonic disorder, by 
T. S. 

That Smollett was able to use his generalized 

picture of the French as a principle of unity in the 

Travels is not the only excuse for this popular component 

of the Tour account. Seccombe has led the chorus of 

modern dissidents who condemn the practice. Seccombe 

condescendingly apologized by explaining that, "The gross 

unfairness, no less than the consummate cleverness, of 

this caricature compels us to remember that this was 

18. Ibid., p. 90. 

19. Useful Hints to^jthose who make the Tour of 
France. 2nd edition (Londont"T77TT) # p. 5„ 
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written in the most insular period of our manners,"^ 

And also, "the race-portrait was in Smollett's day at the 

very height of its disreputable reign. "21 The reader must 

therefore make generous antiquarian allowances for the 

generalized national portraits which appear in eighteenth 

cen-tury travel works, thus neutralizing one of the 

commentator's most trenchant weapons. It is safe to say 

that Seccombe's attitude presaged what is now a universal 

opinion among scholars, despite the enduring penchant of 

travelers for simplifying the character of foreign 

peoples. Nevertheless, it is not necessarily true that 

an enlightened reader must reject "race portraits" 

altogether. A contemporary travel book, which like 

Smollett's Travels also fluctuates between the extremes 

of levity and gravity, reasserts the validity of the pro

cedure. In Travels with Charlie, John Steinbeck finds 

that Americans share much in common which differentiates 

them from the citizens of other countries: 

In Europe it is a popular sport to describe what 
the Americans are like. Everyone seems to know. 
And we are equally happy in this game. How many 
times have I not heard one of my fellow country
men, after a three-week tour of Europe, describe 
with certainty the nature of the French, the 
British, the Italians, the Germans, and.above all 

20. Seccombe, p. xxviii. 

21. Ibid., p. xxix. 
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the Russians? Traveling about, I early learned 
the difference between an American and the 
Americans. They are so far apart that they might 
be opposites. Often when a European has described 
the Americans with hostility and scorn he has 
turned to me and said, "Of course, I don't mean 
you. I am speaking of those others." It boils 
down to this: the Americans, the British are that 
faceless clot you don't know, but a Frenchman or 
an Italian is your acquaintance and your friend. 
He has none of the qualities your ignorance causes 
you to hate. 

I had always considered this a kind of semantic 
deadfall but moving about in my own country I am 
not at all sure that is so. Americans as I saw 
them and talked to them were indeed individuals, 
each one different from the others, but gradually 
I began to feel that the Americans exist, that they 
really do have generalized characteristics 
regardless of their statestheir social and financi 
status, their education, their religious., and their 
political convictions. But if there is indeed an 
American image built of truth rather than reflecting 
either hostility or wishful thinking, what is this 
image? What does it look like? What does it do? 
If the same sons, the same joke, the same style 
sweeps through all parts of the country at once, 
it must be that all Americans are alike in something 
The fact that the same joke, the same style, has no 
effect in France or England or Italy makes this 
contention valid. But the more I inspected this 
American image, the less sure I became of what it 
is. It appeared to me increasingly paradoxical, and 
it has been my experience that when paradox crops 
up too often for comfort, it means that certain 
factors are missing in the equation.22 

Steinbeck's decision, including its exceptions 

and qualifications, reflects the endurance of an 

eighteenth century orthodoxy. Smollett and his contempo 

raries believed in ruling passions which, when properly 

22. Bantam Edition (New York, 1966), pp. 241-
242. 
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understood, revealed a clarifying predictability in each 

individual's actions. They believed that countries as 

well as single persons were possessed of these 

obsessions. This is not to say, however, that they were 

inflexible in the application of such principles. Like 

Steinbeck they made allowances for unfathomed com

plexities and for exceptions. Smollett himself makes 

reservations and exempts numerous individual Frenchmen 

from the dictum "that vanity is the great and universal 

mover among all ranks and degrees of people in this 

nation": 

When I talk of the French nation, I must again 
except a great number of individuals, from the 
general censure. Though I have a heartv contempt 
for the ignorance, folly, and presumption which 
characterise the generality, I cannot but respect 
the talents of manv great men, who have eminently 
distinguished themselves in everv art and science: 
these I shall always revere and esteem as creatures 
of a superior species, produced, for the wise 
purposes of providence, among the refuse of 
mankind.23 

And in a more tolerant fashion, he explains to his female 

correspondent, 

. . . you signify your opinion, that I am too 
severe in my former observations. You even hint 
a suspicion, that this severity is owing to some 
personal cause of resentment; but, I protest, I 
have no particular cause of animosity against any 
individual of that country. I have neither 

23. Travels, p. 64. 
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obligation to, nor quarrel with, any subject 
of France; and when I meet with a Frenchman 
worthy of my esteem, I can receive him into my 
friendship with as much cordiality, as I could 
feel for any fellow-citizen of the same merit. 

Smollett's contemporaries were well-informed of the reser

vations with which national portraits were to be viewed. 

For validity's sake, such generalizations must be 

applied with the same flexibility as our definition of 

Grand Tour literature, combining both elasticity and con-

creteness. ~ 

As we have noted earlier, the insipht and justness 

of a generalization manifested the author's powers of 

observation and reflection. Only the Tourist with keen 

perceptions and astute sagacity could synthesize an apt 

generalization. Smollett's facility with this contrivance 

is illustrated by his famous comparison of Catholicism and 

Calvinism, both remaining consistent to his former state

ments about the French nation: 

I know not whether I may be allowed to compare 
the Romish religion to comedy,'and Calvinism to 
tragedy. The first amuses the senses, and 
excites ideas of mirth, and good-humour; the 
other, like tragedy, deals in the passions of terror 
and pity. Step into a conventicle of dissenters, 
you will, ten to one, hear the minister holding forth 
upon the sufferings of Christ, or the torments of 
hell, and see many marks of religious horror in 
the faces of the hearers. This is perhaps one 

24. Ibid. , p. 126. 
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reason why the reformation did not succeed in 
France, amonp a volatile, giddy, unthinking 
people, shocked at the mortified appearances of 
the Calvinists; and accounts for its rapid 
progress among nations of a more melancholy turn 
of character and complexion: for, in the conversion 
of the multitude, reason is generally out of the 
question.25 

Here is an ingenious and stimulating suggestion. What 

began as a conceited simile ends in a conjecture of 

striking psychological insight, thus dramatizing the 

wisdom which develops from travel. 

An outstanding, feature of the Travels is that 

Smollett consistentlv enlivens the normal pastimes of 

Tourists with his unique literary flair. His previous 

experience with the"" novel particularly enabled him to 

reap the greatest benefits from the narrative elements of 

his work. His practice with Roderick Random and Pere

grine Pickle facilitated his insertion of an encyclo

pedic mass of information into a diverting sequence of 

autobiographical adventures and informal discussions. His 

vivid yet varied accounts of the daily vicissitudes of 

food and lodging render a striking~impression of eighteenth 

century travel. The narration is also salted with a 

selection of anecdotes that reflect a polish and timing 

befitting his literarv background. These anecdotes are 

present not onlv to entertain by the adventurous or 

2 5. Ibid• , p. 39. 
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humorous incidents they describe, but also to increase 

the reader's insight into national character. For 

example, the following vignette is amusing while yielding 

a discerning picture of one level of religious belief: 

A friend of mine (a Swiss officer) told me that ~ 
a peasant in his country used to weep bitterly, 
whenever a certain Capuchin mounted the pulpit 
to hold forth to the people. The good father . 
took notice of this man, and believed he was 
touched by the finger of the Lord. He exhorted 
him to encourage these accessions of grace, and 
at the same time to be of good comfort, as 
having received such marks of the divine favour. 
The man still continued to weep, as before, every 
time the monk preached; and at last the Capuchin 
insisted on knowing what it was, in his discourse 
or appearance, that made such an impression upon 
his heart.—"Ah, father! (cried the peasant) I 
never see vou but I think of a venerable goat, 
which I lost at Easter. We were bred up together 
in the same family. He was the very picture of 
your reverence — one .would swear you were brothers. 
Poor Baudouin! he died of a fall--rest his soul! 
I would willingly pay for a couple of masses to 
pray him out of purgatorv."26 

Another anecdote is instructive because it rein

forces the kinship occasionally evident between the Tour 

writer and the novelist. It is also consistent with 

Smollett's vision of Hallic vanity. At a dinner party 

in Boulogne Smollett congratulated a minor aristocrat 

for the precocity of his thirteen or fourteen year old 

son: 

He answered, sighing, that the boy had talents, 
but did not put them to a proper use--"Long 

26. Ibid. , p. 31. 
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before I attained his age (said he) I had 
finished my rhetoric." Captain B , who 
had eaten himself black in the face, and, with 
the napkin under his chin, was no bad repre
sentation of Sancho Panza in the suds, with the 
dishclout about his neck, when the duke's 
scullions insisted upon'shaving him; this sea-
wit, turning to the boy, with a waggish leer, 
"I suppose (said he) you don't understand the 
figure of amplification so well as Monsieur 
your father.1??7 ' 

Substitute Tom Pipes for Captain B and we are in the 

midst of Peregrine Pickle. Even the set of characters 

have reference to Smollett's picaresque apprenticeship. 

The Captain is likened to Sancho Panza, and Mons. L. is 

given to be "not unlike the picture of Don Ouixhote 

after he had lost his teeth." 

Smollett's treatment of characterization in.the 

Travels illustrates how easily the travel journal could 

extend into the province of the novel. The method of the 

personal travel narrative bears obvious similarities to 

the picaresque novel, both moving a central character 

through a succession of situations and scenes and intro

ducing a number of objects and characters for a 

satirical and critical delineation of s ociety.The 

picaresque novel places particular emphasis upon a 

gallery of .eccentric characters to depict a complete 

27. Ibid. , p. 47. 

28. See Edwin Muir on the picaresque novel, The 
Structure of the Novel (New York, 1929), pp. 28-32. 
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picture of society, as illustrated in Roderick Random 

and Peregrine Pickle. Such scholars as E. M. Forster, 

Edwin Muir, and William Bowman Piper have observed that 

Smollett erects the structure of his novels around the 

encounters of his "round" or "blank" heroes with "flat" 

or "grotesque" figures. The Travels employs an analogous 

device to portray French Society. 

Forster defines the flat character, variously 

termed humorous, a type, or a caricature, as a character 

built around a single idea or quality and one that can 

be described in a single sentence.^ Smollett's account 

of his hosts for one evening fulfills this prescription: 

"Our landlord was a butcher, and had very much the looks 

of an assassin. His wife was a great masculine virago, 

who had all the air of having frequented the slaughter

house."^0 These capsule portraits are sufficient to 

convey the traveler's subjective impression of spending 

the night under the same roof with these individuals. 

William Bowman Piper has made a more detailed 

explanation of Smollett's use of flat characters in the 

31 novel. Terming them "grotesques," Piper describes them 

29. Aspects of the Novel (New York, 1963), pp. 
67-68. 

30. Travels, p. 197. 

31. "The Large Diffused Picture of Life in 
Smollett's Early Novels," SP, LX (1963), pp. U5-56. 
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as immobile, single-dimensioned figures. They may be 

either simple humour figures with no definite physical 

description, and a single-minded pursuit of one course 

of behavior, or they may be physical grotesques with 

definite physical appearances and having a brief career 

in the novel. They are eccentric, one sided, and 

remarkably consistent in "name, face, and action." 

During their brief appearances, they determine the action 

and supplement Smollett's "large diffused picture of 

life." From their opaque natures fall the adventures 

which comprise the "blank" hero's adventures, the course 

of his progress being littered with their bodies. 

Smollett employs grotesque characters in the 

Travels to serve as a similar impetus to activity and to 

fill in his portrait of society. That they are drawn 

from real people does not conflict with his previous 

background in the novel. Smollett was characteristically 

autobiographical in his fiction, drawing from his own 

experiences and encounters. The relationship between 

Roderick Random, Peregrine Pickle, and his own life has 

been pointed out too frequently to merit documentation. 

Scholars have likewise been successful in identifying 

the individuals upon whom he based his fictional 
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creations.^ Smollett's procedure in these instances 

is similar to that of the political cartoonist. By 

emphasizing some traits while surpressing others, he 

transforms a workaday eccentric into one of his 

grotesques. The finished product is thus a combination 

of reality and the author's imagination, fit for 

inclusion in either a novel or a travel book. 

One of the clearest examples of Smollett's use 

of characterization in the Travels also illustrates his 

ability to maintain thematic control over his materials. 

As we have noted, he viewed the French nobility as 

being pretenders to gentility, and en route from Nice to 

Turin he has an opportunity to validate this point. His 

party encounters a strange figure whom they at first 

mistake for a free-booter or a ragamuffin: 

He was very tall, meagre, and yellow, with a 
long hooked nose, and small twinkling eyes. His 
head was cased in a woolen night-cap, over which 

32. A few such efforts in this area are;: H. G. 
Archer's "Alfieri in England: Original of Hawser 
Trunnion." N £ Q, 11th series, II (November 26, 1910), 
421 [identifies an Admiral Hoare as the original of 
Commodore Hawser Trunnion in Peregrine Pickle]; Ronald 
Paulson, "Smollett and Hogarth:' The Identity of Pallet," 
S  E L ,  I V  ( 1 9 6 4 ) ,  3 5 1 - 3 5 9  [ H o g a r t h  w a s  p r o b a b l y  t h e  
basis for the artist Pallett in Peregrine Pickle]; 
George M. Kahrl, "Captain Robert Stobo," Virginia 
Magazine of History and Biography, XCIX (1941) , 141-151, 
2 5 4-26 8 [Stobo was themodel for Lieutenant Lismahago in 
Humphry Clinker]. 
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he wore a flapped hat; he had a silk 
handkerchief about his neck, and his mouth 
was furnished with a short wooden pipe, from 
which he discharged wreathing clouds of tobacco-
smoke. He was wrapped in a kind of capot of 
green bays, lined with wolf-skin, had a pair of 
monstrous boots, quilted on the inside with 
cotton, was almost covered with dirt, and rode a 
mule so low that his long legs hung dangling 
within six inches of the ground. This grotesque 
figure was so much more ludicrous than terrible, 
that I could not help laughing; when, taking his 
pipe out of his mouth, he very politely accosted 
me by name.. £ou may easily guess I was 
exceedingly surprised at such an "address on the 
top of the mountain Brovis: but he forthwith put 
an end to it too, by discovering himself to be 
the marquis M. whom I had the honour to be 
acquainted with at Nice. 3-* 

Our author achieves a uniform caricature of the 

marquis by enhancing his real traits to fit the pre

dominating theme. His actions are also made consistent 

with his ungainly appearance,- as is the case with any 

grotesque. Thus, this unsightly progenitor of Lismahago 

comports himself at the inn in a manner unbefitting the 

dignity of an aristocrat. 

Our greatest difficulty, however, consisted in 
pulling off the marquis's boots, which were of 
the kind called Seafarot, by this time so loaded 
with dirt on the outside, and so swelled with 
the rain within, that he could neither drag them 
after him as he walked, nor desencumber his legs 
of them, without such violence as seemed almost 
sufficient to tear him'limb from limb. In a word, 
we were obliged to tie a rope about his heel, and 
all the people in the house assisting to pull, the 
poor marquis was drawn from one end of the apartment 
to the other before the boot would give way.34 

33. Travels, pp. 280-281, 

34. Ibid., p. 2 81. 
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This anecdote flows quite naturally from the ludicrous 

portrait of the Marquis, and both are directly ordered 

to the support of•Smollett's antigallican theme. 

Despite the nobleman's pretensions to dignity, he is 

shown to be a buffoon and the proper object of an 

Englishman's derision. 

Modern scholars may deprecate Smollett's anti-

French prejudices, but they must also make historical 

allowances for contemporaneous orthodoxies. Smollett 

was being consistent with the patriotic and psychological 

dogma of his day. We need not embrace his hatred of the 

French in order to appreciate the skill with which 

Smollett uses the theme to unify the Travels. If we do 

not join in his dislike, we can nevertheless extol the 

ingenuity and the cogency with which it is expressed. 

In addition to his obsession with debunking the 

French, Smollett uses several other themes to draw 

together the large assortment of materials in the 

Travels. His status as a valetudinarian and a physician 

supplied a joint principle of coherence. From these two 

functions develop such diverse topics as scientific 

theories, treatises on water, analyses of hygienic'con

ditions , weather records, the famous clash with Fizes, 

and agricultural speculations. The" progress of his 

health provides a narrative vein which lends continuity 
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to the work. Smollett initiated his Tour in the hope 

that "the change of air, and a journey~of near a 

thousand miles, would have a happy effect upon my 

constitution."3^ Throughout his early letters he makes 

frequent reference to the catalog of his infirmities: 

"an asthmatic cough, spitting, slow fever, and 

restlessness." He diagnoses his illness as a pulmonic 

disorder, the exact nature of which he did not under

stand. The truth was that he was suffering from the 

same disease that was later to send John Keats to the 

South of Europe. Seccombe assembled a list of 

Smollett's symptoms and submitted them to a physician 

who immediately identified the malady as tuberculosis, 

but of a less virulent nature than that which terminated 

Keats' career.^ 

Smollett appended a register of the weather to 

the Travels, but in fact his own body was a gauge of 

climatic conditions. Cold and dampness precipitated 

him into a fever and fits of short-temperedness, and he 

had sporadic attacks from Boulogne to Nice. Even his 

physical discomfort had a focal point, as a "scorbutical 

eruption" on his right hand diminished and increased 

35. Ibid. , p. IB. 

3fi. "Introduction," Travels, World Classics 
Edition, pp. xxxiii-xxxiv. 
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according to the state of his health. Correspondingly, 

his accounts are clouded with gloom whenever he is in 

particular discomfort. At times his condition even 

curtailed his investigations, as when it forced him to 

bypass Aix. At the health resort of Montpellier, to 

which Locke had retired almost a century earlier, the 

vitriolic invalid sought out the resident lung 

specialist, Dr. Anthony Fizes. The eleventh letter 

records what happened. Smollett sent Fizes a lengthy 

description of his condition in Latin, only to be 

scandalized when he received an answer in French. And 

in addition to Fizes1 vulgar use of the vernacular, he 

also diagnosed the sickness as tuberculosis, which the 

resolute Scotchman refused to accept. He cast as

persions upon the French specialist's learning and 

accused him of not having read the memoire, thus pre

scribing the incorrect treatment. The two exchanged 

jibes with Smollett accusing Fizes of using old women's 

remedies. His inevitable and unjustified conclusion was 

that the status of* French medicine was in a sorry state. 

Smollett's physical condition began to mend upon 

his arrival at Nice, with an accompanying improvement of 

his mental outlook. His subsequent attachment to the 

town was thus owing in part to a sense of gratitude, 

and he lavished it with encomiums. His optimism was 
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such that he had but one quarrel during his long resi

dence there, and that with a typical landlord who 

endeavored to take advantage of his premature departure. 

He recovered his health to the extent that he braved the 

voyage in an open boat from Nice to Genoa, and crossed 

over the mountains in winter to see Turin. He describes 

his metamorphosis near the end of his stav: 

For some years, I had been as subject to colds 
as a delicate woman new delivered. If I 
ventured to p,o abroad when there was the least 
moisture either in the air, or upon, the ground, 
I was sure to be laid up a fortnight with a 
cough and asthma. But, in this journey, I 
suffered cold and rain, and stood, and walked in 
the wet, heated myself with exercise, and sweated 
violently, without feeling the least disorder*, 
but, on the contrary, felt myself growing stronger 
every day in the midst of these excesses. Since 
my return to Nice, it has rained the best part of 
two months, to the astonishment of all the people 
in the countrv; vet during all that time I have 
enjoyed good health and spirits.37 

As if to symbolize his total recovery, the scorbutical 

eruption even disappeared. 

Smollett's successful convalescence wrought 

miracles in his disposition. One marked change was in 

the softening of his antigallican prejudice, as evidenced 

by his lengthy chamber of commerce treatment of Nice. 

Equally notable was also the change in his attitude 

toward England. Despite the obvious pleasure with which 

37. Travels," pp. 272-273. 
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he took his leave of England in his opening letters, 

he becomes thoroughly reconciled and eaper to return. 

His last missive from Boulogne reflects a nostalgia 

that just falls short of qualifying him as an anglo-

phile: 

I am at last in a situation to indulge my view 
with a sight of Britain, after an absence of 
two years; and indeed you cannot imagine what 
pleasure I feel while I survey the white cliffs 
of Dover, at this distance. Not that I am at 
all affected by the nescia qua dulcedine natalis 
soli T of Horace. That seems to be a kind of 
fanaticism founded on the prejudices of education 
.... I am attached to my country, because it 
is the land of libertv, cleanliness, and convenience: 
but I love it still more tenderly, as the scene 
of all my interesting connexions; as the habitation 
cf my friends, for whose conversation, correspondence,, 
and esteem, I wish alone to live.38 

Smollett's spiritual transformation enables him 

to start his life anew in the countrv from which he fled 

two years before, "traduced by malice, persecuted bv 

faction, abandoned bv false patrons, and overwhelmed by 

the sense of a domestic calamity." His recovery was 

such that he lived six years more and wrote Humphry 

Clinker, an epistolary novel also based upon a Tour (but 

of Britain) and a return to health. Matthew Bramble, the 

protagonist of this work, likewise progresses from a 

gloomy first letter ("I am equally distressed in mind and 

38. Ibid. , p. 299. 
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body") to a cheerful last letter ("As I have laid in a 

considerable stock of health, it is to be hoped you 

will not have much trouble with me in the way of 

physic,") 

Smollett's obsession with his health and medical 

background created numerous openings for related dis

cussions. One topic is the continuing reference to 

water, about which our author makes much ado. As a 

physician, many of his pet theories centered around the 

proper use of water, and he had formerly published an 

Essay on the external use of Water; with particular 

Remarks on the present method of using the Mineral Waters 

of Bath (London, 1752). The conventions of the genre, 

due to the continuing influence of the New Science, 

licensed him to discourse almost ad nauseam on this 

subject. One of his favorite prescriptions was cold 

water bathing, referring back to Hippocrates and Celsus 

as authorities.^9 At Nice, he even taught the natives 

this practice. Although they at first adjuged him in

sane, the icy plunges were in vogue before he departed. 

At times he is ahead of his age in attributing many 

local illnesses to bad drinking water. At Boulogne he, 

suggested that seepage from a nearby marsh was polluting 

39. Ibid. , p. 26. 
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the water supply, thereby accounting for the scrofula 

and rickets which were so prevalent among the natives.4® 

On other occasions his statements dramatize the differ

ence two centuries make in the development of science. 

For example, he states only tentatively that, "It is now 

generally allowed among philosophers, that water is no 

more than ice thawed by heat, either solar, or subter

ranean, or both; and that this heat being expelled, it 

would return to its natural consistence."4^ He then 

proposes an apparatus to render sea-water potable by 

first turning it to ice, which would supposedly remove 

the salt. 

His medical knowledge also provided the ground

work for some of Smollett's favorite philosophical 

tenets. He took a neutral stance between two con

flicting orthodoxies. Many of his predecessors embraced 

the doctrine of universal decay, positing that each 

successive generation was more imperfect than its prede

cessor. We remember that Joseph Hall in his Quo Vadis 

charged travel with contributing to this decadence. 

A theory gaining impetus when Smollett composed the 

Travels was that mankind was progressing and that 

40. Ibid. , p. 3 3. 

. 41. Ibid. 
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each generation was nearer to a state of perfection. 

Smollett simply believed that human nature was static. 

He espoused neither the Ancients nor the Moderns. A 

favorite reference point of the controversy was there

fore the ancient Romans, whom classicists and anti

quarians had elevated to a status of near deification. 

Smollett countered this adulation in a number of ways, 

the first beinp to establish that they were as super

stitious as their Popish descendants. He proves this by 

referring to the fact that the Romans worshiped over 

thirty thousand deities, and concludes that, 

This continual dissipation must have been a 
preat enemy to industry; and the people must 
have been idle and effeminate. I think it 
would be no difficult matter to prove, that 
there is very little difference, in point of 
character, between the antient and modern 
inhabitants of Rome; and that the preat fipure-
which this empire made of old, was not so much 
owinp to the intrinsic virtue of its citizens, 
as to the barbarism, ipnorance, and imbecilitv 
of the nations they subdued.**2 

He poes on to contend that, at the peak of its power, 

Rome could not have mustered enouph force to unite even 

modern Italy, much less conquer- the world. On another 

occasion, he conjectures that one squadron of British 

warships could have dispersed all the vessels at Actium. 

42. Ibid., pp. 1R1-162. 
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Smollett's continued criticism of the Romans 

emanated from his medical background. Using several 

classical sources as authorities, he reveals that the 

Romans were unsanitary and unhygienic, vices with which 

he equates barbarism. During the reign of Vespasian 

the filth became so oppressive that the emperor was 

forced to levy a tax on urine and ordure. When another 

official ordered the collection of all of Rome's cobwebs, 

they weighed over ten thousand pounds. Horace also tells 

of a canopy which once collapsed at a banquet, raising 

gales of dust.4^ As a physician, Smollett indicted the 

ancients of the grossest stupidity in some of their 
t 

daily customs, the worst being the practice of swaddling 

babies in mummv-like bandages, a usage extant in 

eighteenth century Italy. This folly retarded growth 

and impeded circulation, to which Smollett attributes 

"the cause of the bandy legs, diminutive bodies, and 

large heads, so frequent in the south of France and 

Italy."44 The implication is that numerous of the 

revered Romans were dwarfed and misshapen. Our author 

then enhances the thematic consistency of his work by 

4 3. Ibid-.-, p. 2 27. 

44. Ibid. , p. 228 . 
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comparing the curled hair styles of the emperors with 

the foppish coiffures of the French petit maitres. 

, That Smollett should use his medical and 

historical knowledge to challenge the theory of cyclical 

decay is thoroughly within the tradition of Grand Tour 

literature. As we have seen, the Tour book was 

frequently the vehicle for serious theorizing, because 

the experience of travel itself was expected to test 

many received doctrines. The ideal was thoroughly 

inductive, and one duty of the Tourist was to confront 

generalizations with numerous particulars. The Grand 

Tour was therefore a proving ground for scientific as 

well as philosophical, social, and economic hypotheses. 

The dissemination of the traveler's findings permitted 

England to profit from foreign blunders and successes, 

possibly contributing to the country's stability after 

1660. One example of this convenient practice is 

reflected in Smollett's account of the state of French 

agriculture. 

In Burgundy I saw a peasant ploughing the 
ground with a jack-ass, a lean cow, and a he-
goat, yoked together. It is generally observed, 
that a great number of black cattle are bred and 
fed on the mountains of Burgundy, which are the 
highest lands in France; but I saw very few. The 
peasants in France are so wretchedly poor, and so 
much.oppressed by their landlords, that they 
cannot afford to inclose their grounds, or give 
a proper respite to their lands; or to stock 
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their farms with a sufficient number of black 
cattle to produce the necessary manure, without 
which agriculture can never be carried to any 
degree of perfection. Indeed, whatever efforts 
a few individuals may make for the benefit of 
their own estates, husbandry in France will never 
be generally improved, until the farmer is free 
and independent.45 

This analysis anticipates the findings of Arthur 

Young in his Travels, pinpointing a large factor in the 

genesis of the Revolution. The Tour writer was 

performing a large service to his country by making such 

observations, and he continued to do so throughout the 

history of the genre. The Elizabethan ideal of travel 

as the training ground for diplomats and civil 

functionaries thus remained intact. 

One feature of the Travels which has not been 

appreciated by modern commentators is the appended 

weather register. The editors of the World Classics 

and Chiltern Library editions have excluded this 

feature, thereby lessening one dimension of the Work. 

A function of the Tour book was to serve as a minor 

scientific text, a source of that information per

taining to what was understood as "natural History." 

Smollett therefore kept a meticulous record of the cli

matic conditions during his stay at Mice, giving 

temperatures, wind currents, rain, and the seasons of 

45. Ibid., pp. 73-74. 
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the principle harvests. The most immediate effect of 

this record was that it enforced Smollett's medical 

claims about the beneficial environment of the Riviera. 

His contemporaries responded by flocking to the area in 

droves.^ 

Many previous Tour books had included weather 

registers as the most efficient method of recording the 

findings of one prescribed area of investigation. We 

may not, therefore, accept Francesco Cordasco's testi

mony regarding Smollett's, inspiration for the custom. 

Writing in Notes and Queries, Cordasco notes that 

Drummond'd Travejs also contained a register, but that 

both men were influenced bv a popular journalistic 

practice: 

What had suggested the idea of a register to 
Drummond and Smollett was certaTnlv the practice 
of supplying such extensive notices long common 
in the magazines. The London Magazine, The 
Universal Magazine compiled such registers 
frequently, and The Gentleman1s Magazine regularly 
included in its pages such notices for antecedent 
years.^ 

Cordasco's dogmatic statement implies a degree 

of irregularity in Drummond's and Smollett's use of a 

register, whereas they were actually adhering to an 

46., See "Recollections of a "Pedestrian" (anon, 
rev.), Gentleman's Magazine, XCVI (1826), 531. 

47. CXCIV (1949), p. 163. 
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established travel book convention. These registers 

had been a common feature since the days when the Royal 

Society had begun dispatching fact-finding missions to 

the distant points of the globe. The Philosophical 

Transactions for 1665-1666 contained a list of in

structions for travelers to use in conducting their 

investigations. One of the points was, 

To keep a Register of all changes of Wind and 
Weather at ail houres, by night and by day, 
shewing the point the Wind blows from, whether 
strong or weak: The Rains, Hail, Snow and the 
like, the precise times of their beginnings and 
continuance, especially Huricans and Spouts; 
but above all to take exact care to observe the 
Trade-Wines [sic] ... as near and exact as may 
be.48 

These instructions were principally directed towards 

mariners, but Grand Tourists, also infected by the spirit 

of the New Science, quickly adopted them. John Locke 

thus maintained a register in his journevings through 

France between 1675 and 1679. Smollett was familiar with 

the custom due to his editorial labors on the Compendium. 

At least one of the entries, William Dampier's New Voyage 

round the World, contained a register. Smollett was not, 

as Cordasco implies, merelv yielding to a journalistic 

precedent. He was in keeping with the conventions of 

48. Quoted from R. W. Frantz, The English 
Traveller and the Movement of Ideas, reprinted (Lincoln, 
ffeb., 196 777"pT727 
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travel books by documenting his general observations on 

the climate with specific details. 

The Tour book was commonly a repository for 

linguistic, antiquarian, and historical facts, because 

these areas were all within the province of a liberal 

education. Travels through France and Italy is no 

exception. Smollett's treatment of Nice includes a 

discussion of Patois, the vernacular spoken by the 

Nissards. Smollett explains the Patois is descended 

from the ancient Provencal, although he cannot locate 

examples of the older language with which to make com

parisons. He then prints three stanzas of a hvmn to 

the Virgin in the modern dialect, noting its simi

larities to Spanish and Italian.1*^ Smollett likewise 

presents the usual number of etymologies, generally to 

support some non-linguistic point. He explains, for 

example, that the Catholics have made two saints out of 

linen. Veronica is a corruption of vera icon, and St. 

Suaire derives from sudarium, the Latin word for 

handkerchief.On another occasion he amuses with an 

explanation of how a bird called the white-ears earned 

49. Travels, p. 166. 

50. Ibid., p. 39. 
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its name: "By the bye, this is a pleasant corruption 

of white-a-se, the translation of their French name 

cul-blanc, taken from their colour; for they are 

51 actually white towards the tail." 

One of the most entertaining features of the 

Travels is Smollett's outspoken reaction to some of the 

world's most famous art masterpieces. Frequently 

announcing his intention not to "pass for a false 

enthusiast in taste," or to make any pretense to the 

character of a connoisseur, he deliphts in affronting 

popular opinion. This reluctance to affect the raptures 

of former travelers led to his ostracism, and later 

generations viewed him as a coarse and insensitive 

Hibernian. Modern readers may not always applaud his 

judgment, but we must applaud his honesty (and perhaps 

admit that he sometimes voices our hidden opinions). In 

Florence, for example, he is unmoved by the Venus de 

Medicis: "I cannot help thinking that there is no 

beauty in the features of Venus, and that the attitude 

is aukward and out of character." ̂2 Ancj £n Rome, he 

renders an almost comical evaluation of Michelangelo*s 

Pieta: "The figure of Christ is as much emaciated, as 

51. Ibid. , p. 29. 

52. Ibid. , p. 212. 
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if he had died of a consumption: besides, there is 

something indelicate, not to say indecent, in the 

attitude and design of a man's body, stark-naked, lying 

C O 

upon the knees of a woman." He was also unimpressed 

by the Pantheon: "I was much disappointed at the sight 

of the Pantheon, which, after all that has been said of 

5 4 it, looks like a huge cockpit, open at top." This 

last censure in particular pulled down the roof of 

critical condemnation upon Smollett's head. Sterne took 

him to task for it in the Sentimental Journey, but 

Thicknesse displayed greater ingenuity by suggesting an 

even more plebeian standard of comparison. Instead of 

likening the Pantheon unto a cock-pit, he asked, "why 

not like unto an inverted porridge-pot, with a hole in 

the bottom?"^ 

Despite the accusations of Sterne and Thicknesse, 

Smollett responded with sincere enthusiasm to much of 

the art and architecture he encountered. He admitted to 

being "most- e-frarmed" with the Venus by Titian, and at 

the famous gallery in Florence, he applauded marbles of 

Leda and the Swan, Ganymede, a head of Alexander, and a 

53. Ibid. , pp. 236-237. 

54. Ibid., p. 239. 

55. Useful Hints, pD. 10-11. 
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kneeling Narcissus. In Rome he lavished attention upon 

the same statue of the Dying Gladiator which had charmed 

Sharp. His discerning eye befits not only that of a 

genuine art lover, but also that of the medical man: 

the attitude of the body, the expression "of the 
countenance, the elegance of the limbs, and the 
swelling of the muscles, in this statue are 
universally admired; but the execution of the 
back is incredibly delicate. The course of the 
muscles called longissimi dorsi, are so naturally 
marked and tenderly executed, that the marble 
actually emulates the softness of the flesh; and 
you may count all the spines of the vertebrae, 
raising the skin as in the living body. . . .56 

This description combines aesthetic perception with an 

anatomist's training, two qualities not accidentally 

joined in the original sculptors. In this respect, 

Smollett's appreciation was more closelv related to the 

artists' original impulses than were the vague ravings 

~of contemporaneous aestheticians. 

Smollett was likewise influenced by the change 

in taste which we have traced in other Grand Tour works. 

Although he refused to indulge in all the artificiali

ties of the cultists of the sublime, he was familiar 

with the appropriate jargon. He lauds St. Peters in 

Rome as sublime and states that it is able to "impress 

the mind with awe and admiration." Among the objects of 

56. Travels, p. 255. 
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his appreciation at the Palazzo Borgheze are four 

landscapes by Claude Lorrain and Salvator Rosa. He 

subsequently tries his hand at the landscape description 

so prevalent in allied writings. The following passage 

could as easily be found in the travels of Moore, Coxe, 

and Young: 

We ascended a steep mountain by a narrow road 
formed for a considerable way along the brink of 
a precipice, at the bottom of which brawls the 
furious river Nera, after having received the 
Velino. This last is the stream which, running 
from the Lago delle Marmore, forms the cascade 
by falling over a precipice about one hundred and 
sixty feet high. Such a body of water rushing 
down the mountain; the smoak, vapour, and thick 
white mist which it raises; the double rainbow 
which these particles continually exhibit while 
the sun shines; the deafening sound of the 
cataract; the vicinity of a great number of other 
stupendous rocks and precipices, wi-th the dashing, 
boiling, and foaming of the two rivers below, 
produce altogether an object of tremendous 
sublimity: yet great part of its effect is lost, 
for want of a proper point of view, from which it 
might be contemplated. The cascade would appear 
much more astonishing, were it not in some measure 
eclipsed by the superior height of the neighboring 
mountains. You have not a front perspective; but 
are obliged to view it obliquely on one side, 
standing upon the brink of a precipice, which 
cannot be approached without horror.57 

The concern for perspective and the use of such 

adjectives as deafening, stupendous, and tremendous 

demonstrates some grasp of sublime and picturesque de

scriptive techniques. 

57. Ibid., p. 2 60. 
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Smollett was not insensitive or incapable of 

emotional responses. He simply refused to follow the 

course prescribed by faddists. One example of his 

capacity for spontaneous outbursts of compassion is 

illustrated in his reaction to a forest fire. In his 

eighth letter he extolls the "beautifully wild and 

romantic" forest of Fontainbleau. Leter, he finds 

another previously visited scenic area decimated by fire, 

and he writes: "I could hardly refrain from shedding 

tears at this dismal spectacle, when I recalled the idea 

5 8 of what it was about eighteen months ago." On another 

occasion in the South of France, he halts to pick 

crocuses for his female companions. This behavior does 

much to soften the impression created by Sterne and by 

other detractors of Smollett. 

As we have noted before, Smollett engages in 

most of the traditional pastimes of the Tour writer, 

performing the requisite services for his readers. What 

distinguishes him from other practitioners of the genre 

is the distinct literary flair with which he performs 

the most mundane of activities. Most Tourists incorpo

rate a substantial amount of guidebook information, but 

our author turns these practical sidelights into 

58. Ibid. , p. 287. 
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occasions for skillful craftsmanship. In warning his 

audience of the legion of tip-seekers to be found 

between the packet boat and the hotel at Boulogne, he 

employs a cumulative effect to create the impression of 

fatigue and extortion: a guinea for the customs officer, 

gratification for the cabin boy, drink-money for the 

sailors, a few coins for the three men who tie the boat 

to the dock, a tip for the host of porters who sieze one 

bundle apiece, coins for the man who ransacks their 

baggage, more porters to carry their goods to the hotel, 

and finally, a gratuity to the master of the packet.^ 

The accumulated weight of these annoyances vividly 

communicates a universal bugbear of the traveler. 

In the average Tour book, education and utility 

are seldom separated. We have seen how Johnson, Fielding,, 

and journal reviewers called for practical information 

on commerce and manufacturing. This requirement was not 

a mere concession to Mammon but an expression of the 

integrated view which eighteenth century En p. land took 

of the educational process. The well conducted Tour 

regimen yielded knowledge of an aesthetic, intellectual, 

and practical nature, thus preparing the individual for 

the widest variety of activities. Smollett's 

59. Ibid., p. 18. 
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contemporaries had little sympathy for the nonfunctional 

intellectual whose labors could not in some way be 

turned to the public benefit. For this reason the 

Tourist sketched mills along with fountains, and 

described agricultural methods as well as landscapes. 

Smollett concurred with this ideal by means of his 

numerous medical opinions, particularly in advertising 

the need for hygiene and pure water. His enthusiastic 

treatment of Nice also served a utilitarian function. 

Smollett saw in Nice an opportunity to perform 

great service for his countrymen, a desire extant from 

the patriotic Elizabethans. His meticulous weather 

register and verbal account of the local climate served 

to establish the preferability of Nice as a health spa 

for consumptive refugees from Britain's dampness. He 

dramatized the healthful potentials of the area by 

regaining his own physical robustness and by performing 

the hardiest of feats-on his homeward trek. In his 

enthusiasm he devotes letters thirteen through twenty-

four to the subject, writing what was an abbreviated 

"Present State." He proposed to do a full-length 

natural history later, but the fullness of his treatment 

hints that this might be a rhetorical device to 

emphasize the wealth of his topic. He renders an 

account of its history, antiquities, inscriptions, diet, 
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currency, cost of living, customs, language, and local 

manufactures. One letter is devoted to the details of 

the silkworm industrv, emphasizing the delicacy and 

skill involved in exploiting the fragile creatures. 

Another letter informs his readers how the Nissarrds 

produce oil and wine from olives and grapes. Smollett's 

salesmanship and the circulation of the Travels, despite 

the furor it aroused, conduced to a sudden florescence 

of Nice and the Fiviera as a haven for invalids. He 

succeeded in thoroughly dethroning Montpellier as the 

favorite health spa in Southern Europe. Years later, a 

reviewer for Gentleman's Magazine was able to say with

out qualification that Smollett had single-handedly 

fi 0 popularized the area. Such as the reward of th§, 

Nissards for treating him with courtesy and decency, and 

they reciprocated by naming a Rue Smollett. 

Travels through France and Italy is almost 

certainly the best example of Grand Tour literature. 

Smollett was a polished writer, an enthusiast of travel 

books,, a scholar of considerable learning, and a genius 

of unusual originality. His character thus stands forth 

in the Travels as a diverting companion and in informed 

governor for the vicarious Tourist. He entertains with 

60. "Recollections of a Pedestrian," 531. 
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amusing anecdotes, informs with an encyclopedic amount 

of information, and bestows wisdom with his sagacious 

reflections. He orders the general content of the work 

to the demands of a liberal education, skillfully inte

grating knowledge into a pleasant narrative framework. 

In this respect, the Travels is like other successful 

efforts in the field. Viewed in its entirety, however, 

the Travels is much better unified than its competitors. 

Smollett spins his account around several related themes 

subordinating most of his discussions to a general plan. 

The conventional components of the Tour book—scientific 

observations, vignettes, philosophical reflections, 

generalized portraitsthe relations of daily adventures 

descriptions of art objects and scenic wonders, anti

quarian subjects, and commercial data—are subtly inter

related, despite the deceptive formlessness of the 

epistolary device. Smollett also relief upon the full 

range of his literary skills for characterization, 

description, and exposition. Few details in the Travels 

even to the weather register itself, are not ordered to 

support Smollett's antigallicanism, his neutral stance 

on ancients and moderns, his theories on health and 

especially water, and his modest but sincere tastes. In 
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its entirety, Travels through France and Italy is the 

culmination of the synthetic process begun in earlier 

Tour works. 



CONCLUSION 

In the preceding pages I have recorded my 

interpretation of the Grand Tour and of its literature, 

charging that most scholars misunderstand both the 

uniformity of its customs and the inevitability--of its 

form. My first chapter demonstrates how the educational 

demands of Renaissance Enplishnen engendered the shape 

and conduct of the Tour, occasioning a widespread agree

ment among such commentators as Philip Sidney, Francis 

Bacon, Fulke Greville, James Howell, and others. The 

Tour became a highly disciplined project, its didactic 

and rational goals supplying a principle of cohesion, 

solidifying the Tourist's itinerary and behavior. As I 

have argued, this basic Elizabethan character endured 

late into the eighteenth century, when it was gradually 

displaced by an antithetical approach to travel based 

upon emotion, one which glorified the sublime and the 

picturesque. 

My second chapter is a survey which explores the 

uniform nature of the literary by-product of the Tour, 

the apostolic goal of which was to convey the benefits 

and enjoyment of the Grand Tour to the reading audience. 

As we have observed, Grand Tour writing evolved a 

266 
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stereotyped format, rigid in subject, form, and purpose, 

thereby qualifying as a separate and autonomous genre. 

Its unique set of conventions and characteristics repre

sented a strenuous literary exercise, one soliciting the 

obedience of practitioners from Maximilian Misson to 

Anne Radcliffe. The career of the literary kind was 

inseparably associated with that of the educational 

undertaking and shared in its extinction. 

My third chapter is a brief assemblage of 

critical remarks illustrating that, as a clearly defined 

genre, Tour writing was evaluated by a uniform set of 

standards. Both writer and critic were acquainted with 

the demands of the form, fully conscious of its broad 

educational aims, recognizing its independence from 

other literary efforts. Its conventions stressed the 

need to combine pleasure and instruction: the inclusion 

of a diversity of information, skillful integration of 

knowledge and narration, comparative study of men and 

manners, conveyance of practical su-ggestions, soundness 

of taste, sagacity of reflection, and the ability to 

engage the reader's imaginative participation. These 

requirements and the explicit remarks of various men of 

letters reveal that in the eighteenth century the genre 
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was viewed as a prestigious and demandinr exercise, one 

which called for a wide range of literarv abilities. 

My last chapter treats Smollett's Travels through 

France and Italy as an example of the genre of Grand 

Tour literature, showing that it adhered faithfully to 

the traditional format. Smollett successfully fulfilled 

the terms of the kind, gracefully harmonizing the multi

farious elements of the Tour book into a cogent and 

comprehensible whole. The history of the kind is a 

record of increasing proficiency in this synthetic 

endeavor, with Smollett's Travels representing the apex 

of achievement. We have seen that the Travels must be 

viewed most profitably as a polished exercise in a 

specified kind, not as an autobiographical document in 

which instructional materials are but annoying inter

ludes in the stream of personal detail. The excellencies 

which some scholars have noted in the work, from Thomas 

Seccombe to Louis L. Martz, were not due so much to 

Smollett's originality as to his adroit mastery of a 

design which developed in the seventeenth century. The 

greater our understanding of this point, the more signi

ficant will be our appreciation of Grand Tour writing 

and of Smollett's literary craftsmanship. 

At the present time scholarship treating of travel 

writing as a form of literature is practically nonexistent; • 
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Scholars who have touched upon the field do so primarily 

for historical and biographical purposes, ignoring its 

status during the eighteenth century. This neglect is 

especially true of that„form of travel writing which 

deserves the greatest consideration as literature--Grand 

Tour writing. Modern studies have not progressed much 

beyond F. A. Kirkpatrick1s dogmatic statement in the 

Cambridge History of English Literature: 

The records of land travel in the eighteenth 
century contain, generally, a less interesting 
story and less readable matter than the maritime 
records. The object of the writers is, usually, 
to impart information and observations laboriously 
collected .... The characteristic "travel-book 
of the eighteenth century is a ponderous quarto 
or folio, handsomelv printed, often beautifully 
illustrated, and conveying much leisurely infor
mation concerning monuments, customs and costumes; «-
but, as a rule, these productions have about them 
little of the lighter literary touch which give 
vitality to travel-books.1 

The misconceptions of Kirkpatrick and of subse

quent scholars is based upon their failure to examine 

the conventions of the Grand Tour and to recognize their 

literary approximation in Tour writing. Continental 

travel in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries repre

sented the methodical pursuit of a liberal education. 

Formal accounts of the Tour were didactic in purpose and 

1. XIV (New York, 1917), 272. 
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consciously artistic in composition. As such they 

possess intrinsic literary merit—a fact recognized in 

their day--and they deserve to be read for their own 

sake. A reasonable degree of research into the nature of 

stereotyped educational journeyings should enable the con

temporary reader to make the necessary historical 

adjustment to appreciate this valuable body of writing. 

In addition to the underestimated intrinsic inter

est of the genre of Grand Tour literature, the entire 

corpus of travel writing is overdue for a concerted and 

systematic investigation by modern scholars. The few 

excursions into the field which have already been con

ducted have yielded surprisingly fruitful results. 

Charles Norton Coe's findings in Wordsworth and the Liter- ̂  

ature of Travel, plus John Livingston Lowes' in The Road 

to Xanadut which pointed out the tremendous imaginative 

stimulation which Coleridge received from reading 

voyages, illustrate the glacial progress of the scholarly 

world in acknowledging those virtues which endeared post-

Renaissance travel writing to its readers. The two 

studies were published thirty-six years apart and yet 

professional students of English literature manifest 

the feeblest signs of recognizing either the self-

sufficient value of the kind or its influence upon other 
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literary pursuits. It is time that the entire field 

received a thorough scrutiny from modern scholarship. 
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